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he Jammu & Kashmir
administration on Sunday
invoked the stringent Public
Safety Act against former State
Chief Minister Farooq
Abdullah to detain him, a day
before the Supreme Court took
up a petition against his “illegal detention”.
At 81, Abdullah has been
charged with “disturbing public order” under the law, which
means shorter detention of
three months.
On Monday, the SC asked
the Centre and the Jammu &
Kashmir administration to
respond to a plea seeking that
Abdullah, allegedly under
detention following the scrapping of the State’s special status,
be produced before the court.
Meanwhile, the SC allowed
Congress leader Ghulam Nabi
Azad to visit Kashmir but
barred him from holding rallies or public meeting there.
A Bench of Chief Justice of
India Ranjan Gogoi and justices SA Bobde and SA Nazeer
issued notice to the Centre and
the J&K administration, and
fixed Rajya Sabha MP and
MDMK leader Vaiko’s plea for
hearing on September 30.
Vaiko, who said he has
been a close friend of Abdullah
for the past four decades, has
contended that the National
Conference leader has been
deprived of constitutional
rights on account of “illegal
detention without any authority of law”.
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“Is he (Abdullah) under
detention?,” the Bench asked
Solicitor General Tushar
Mehta, who was appearing for
J&K. Without going into the
issue of whether Abdullah has
been kept under detention,
Mehta said, “I do not have a
copy of the petition. I have to
take instruction on this.”
There was no word by the
lawyers from any side during
the hearing that the Jammu &
Kashmir administration has
slapped the Public Safety Act to
detain Farooq under the stringent law. After the Bench issued
notice on Vaiko’s petition,
Mehta questioned his locus in
filing a “habeas corpus” petition — a writ requiring a person under detention or arrest
to be produced before a court.
“He (Vaiko) has no locus.

How can he file a habeas corpus petition? He is not his relative. His (Abdullah) relatives
have approached the High
Court there,” Mehta said. The
Bench, however, asked the
Centre and the Jammu &
Kashmir administration to file
their responses on Vaiko’s
plea.
In his plea, Vaiko had said
authorities should allow
Abdullah to attend a “peaceful
and democratic” annual conference, being organised in
Chennai on September 15, on
the occasion of birthday of former Tamil Nadu Chief Minister
CN Annadurai.
“The actions of the respondents (Centre and J&K) are
completely illegal and arbitrary and violative of the right
to protection of life and per-
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sub-inspector of the twin
city commissionerate
A
police landed in trouble for vio-

lating the rules of the amended Motor Vehicle Act 2019 after
a Twitter user brought the traffic violation to the notice of
commissioner of police
Sudhansu Sarangi on Monday.
The cop Santosh Kumar
Bhanj was asked to pay a fine
of Rs 5,000 for carrying two pillion riders in his two-wheeler
in Bhubaneswar.
Bhanj was roaming around
the city with two pillion riders
in his vehicle bearing registration number ODAM9358. A
Twitter follower captured the
image of the cop’s traffic rule
violation and tagged the police
commissioner.

Alok ku panda
@ A l o k k u p a n d a 3
@SarangiSudhansu what is this
sir 3 people in two wheeler in
a police men's scooty?
How much fine he will give?
This photo is from
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n a major achievement, the
Special Task Force (STF) of
the crime branch nabbed notorious drug kingpin SK Raja
(29) from the city on Sunday.
This was reported by official
sources
on
Monday.

The STF was on the
lookout for Raja after his
associates SK Azbahar,
SK Azad and Ramakanta
Sahu had landed in the
police dragnet earlier.
The STF seized a
7.65mm-bore pistol
loaded with live ammunitions, cash of C1 lakh,
six mobile phones, some
ATM cards and other
articles from Raja’s possession.
Raja was involved
in inter-State narcotic
business and is suspected of
having links with international drug suppliers in Bangladesh
and Nepal. He was wanted by
the Baleswar police for drug
trading.
Raja belongs to village Gala
Pola under the Sahadebkhunta
police station in Baleswar district.

Bhubaneswar & He is a commissionerate police staff Dr
Sudhanshu
Sarangi
@SarangiSudhansu
Thanks for bringing this to
my notice. We will
challan
him.
https://twitter.com/alokkup a n d a 3 / s t a tus/1173454271871733761.
Following this post,
Sarangi directed the traffic
officials to issue a challan to the
sub-inspector and collect the
fine from him.
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S President Donald Trump
will join Indian Prime
U
Minister Narendra Modi at

2A?5_Tab^]]T[bcP]SVdPaS]TPacWTaTbXST]RT^U=PcX^]P[2^]UTaT]RT_aTbXST]c5Pa^^`0QSd[[PWX]BaX]PVPa^]<^]SPh ?C8

sonal liberty, right to protection
from arrest and detention and
also against right to free speech
and expression which is the
cornerstone of a democratic
nation,” the plea said.
“The right to free speech
and expression is considered to
have paramount importance in

a democracy as it allows its citizens to effectively take part in
the governance of the country,”
it said. Vaiko said he had written a letter to the authorities on
August 29 to allow Abdullah to
travel to Chennai to attend the
conference but they have not
responded.
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he Jammu & Kashmir
administration was directT
ed by the Supreme Court on

Monday to make “all endeavours” to ensure restoration of
normalcy in the valley while
keeping in mind “national
interest and internal security”.
The apex court, which also
asked the Centre to ensure
restoration of services and normalcy in Kashmir “as soon as
possible”, said efforts should be
made to ensure that people
have access to medical facilities,
education, public transport
and communication.
“The State of Jammu &
Kashmir, keeping in mind the
national interest and internal
security, shall make all endeavours to ensure that normal life
is restored in Kashmir; people
have access to healthcare facilities and schools, colleges and
other educational institutions
and public transport functions
and operates normally,” a
Bench headed by Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi said in
its order.
“All forms of communication, subject to overriding consideration of national security,
shall be normalised, if required
on a selective basis, particularly
for healthcare facilities,” said
the Bench, which also comprised justices SA Bobde and
SA Nazeer.
Attorney General KK
Venugopal, representing the

Centre, and Solicitor General
Tushar Mehta, appearing for
Jammu & Kashmir, informed
the Bench about steps taken by
the authorities to restore normalcy in the State and also the
Valley.
The top court, which posted the matter for hearing on
September 30, asked the Centre
and Jammu & Kashmir to file
their affidavits indicating their
responses on the plea and
applications which raises the
issue of shutdown of mobile
and Internet services in the valley and lack of health care facilities there.
While Venugopal apprised
the Bench about medical and
other facilities being provided
to the people, Mehta said that
“not a single bullet has been
fired” in the State since August
5, the day when Article 370 was
abrogated.Venugopal said that
since 1990 till date, 41,866
persons have lost their lives in
71,038 incidents of terrorist
violence in the state which
includes 14,038 civilians, 5,292
personnel of security forces and
22,536 terrorists.
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erming as “very very serious” the claim that people
T
are finding it difficult to

approach the Jammu &
Kashmir High Court, the
Supreme Court on Monday
decided to verify it by asking
the Chief Justice there to
“forthwith” submit a report in
this regard.
“If you are saying so, we are
bound to take serious note of
it. We will verify this”, the apex
court said.

the mega “Howdy, Modi!” diaspora event in Houston on
Sunday to reaffirm the IndoUS strategic ties, the White
House has announced, a decision hailed by the Prime
Minister as a “special gesture”
by the US President to underscore the special bond between
the two countries.
Emphasising the new bonhomie in the India-US ties
under
the
Trump
Administration, this is for the
first time in recent history that
the leaders of the two largest
democracies would be addressing a joint rally.
More than 50,000 IndianAmericans have registered for
the September 22 “Howdy,
Modi! Shared Dreams, Bright
Futures” event to be held at the
sprawling NRG Stadium in
Houston, Texas.
“Howdy”, short for ‘How
do you do?’, is a friendly greeting commonly used in south-

BcPcT0bbT\Q[h
\PZT^eTab^^]

western United States.
In a statement on Sunday,
White House Press Secretary
Stephanie Grisham said, “It
(Modi-Trump joint rally) will
be a great opportunity to
emphasise the strong ties
between the people of the US
and India, to reaffirm the
strategic partnership between
the world’s oldest and largest
democracies, and to discuss
ways to deepen their energy
and trade relationship.”
Soon after, Modi said he
looks forward to joining the
Indian origin community in
welcoming President Trump at
the programme. “A special gesture by @POTUS, signifying
the special friendship between
India and USA...Highlights the
strength of the relationship
and recognition of the contribution of the Indian
community to American society and economy,” the PM
tweeted.
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he State Legislative
T
Assembly would get a
makeover soon with paperless
work and complete WiFi in its
premises, informed Speaker
Surjya Narayan Patro on
Monday.
A meeting was convened at
the Assembly to discuss the
proposal in this regard with
officials of Works, Finance and
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ension prevailed at the
Utkal university as a large
T
number of students, including

girls, staged a demonstration
demanding fulfilment of their
10-point charter of demands.
Later, they gheraoed the
vice-chancellor’s (VC) office.
They asked the other students
to leave classrooms and locked
several administrative chambers in the campus.
The situation particularly
turned tense when police
arrived and tried to prevent the
agitators from barging into the
chamber of VC Soumendra
Mohan Patnaik. This led to a
scuffle between police and students. But as the police personnel were outnumbered by
the students, city DCP Anup
Sahoo along with additional

30DWPHJD
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IT Departments.
“A construction committee
headed by the Works Secretary
has been constituted. The panel
members with approval from
the Finance Department will
visit various State Assemblies
and prepare a blueprint for
making big changes (here),”
said Patro.
“The Odisha Assembly will
be a model in the country,” he
added.
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15-year-old girl from
Markona in Baleswar
A
district has hogged limelight

forces rushed to the spot and
pacified the students.
The students’ demands
included construction of a new
entrance gate to the campus,
providing adequate water supply in hostels, repair of hostel
rooms and removal of

encroachments in the campus. The students alleged that
these are their longstanding
demands, towards which the
authorities have remained callous
despite
drawing
their attention for umpteen
times.

The VC assured them of
fulfilling the demands and
sought one month’s time for it.
The students said that they
would wait for a month; and if
their demands are not met by
then, they would again resort
to agitation.

for her bravery.
Suni, daughter of one
Budhia Singh of Railway
Colony, set an example of
bravery by catching hold of
a mobile phone thief on
Monday.
When
one
Ajit
Mohanty was travelling by the
Howrah-Puri Dhauli Express
from Jaleswar to Bhadrak, the
thief snatched his mobile
phone at the Markona railway
station and then jumped from
the train.
Mohanty screamed for help
and alerted other passengers

about the theft.
Hearing the scream, Suni
chased the thief and nabbed
him. Later, local youths joined
her and beat up the thief to
teach him a lesson. After
receiving information, police
reached the spot and arrested
the accused.
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he special drive launched
by the State police from
T
September 6 to check drunken
driving under the amended
Motor Vehicles Act has so far
netted 426 persons.
Of the 426 persons arrested, as many as 141 drunken
drivers were held on a single
day on Sunday. Ganjam topped
the chart with 26 arrested persons followed by Jajpur with 20,
Sambalpur 18, Rourkela 16,
Brahmapur 12, Jagatsinghpur
12, Gajapati 9, Angul 6,
Nabarangpurt 6, Korput 5 ,
Mayurbhanj 4 and Kendrapada
2.
Interestingly, only one driver was held for drunken driving in Khordha while no one
was caught in Cuttack district.
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aking action against former
MLAs for occupying
T
Government quarters in
As part of the drive, police
personnel intercepted vehicles
on
all
National
Highways and State Highways
in the State. Around 5,000
commuters were inspected on
Sunday.
The drive aims at curbing
the menace of drunken driving,
which is blamed for maximum fatalities in road mishaps.
But police officials have
been instructed to not harass

public and hamper traffic
movement while carrying out
the inspection.
Notably, motorists are not
allowed to drive if the alcohol
content is found to be over 30
milligrams per 100 mililitres of
blood.
A police officer said after
drinking most drivers have a
“false sense of bravado” and
believe they can drive
better.

Bhubaneswar, Assembly
Speaker Surjya Narayan Patro
on Monday directed them to
vacate the houses at the earliest.
A total of 21 ex-MLAs,
including former Ministers,
were asked to leave the quarters, failing which electricity
connection and water supply to
the
houses
would
be disconnected, the Speaker
said.
This is the list of the ex-
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ccusing an ASI of Police of
molesting her, a married woman
of Kaptipada in Mayurbhanj district
reached Chief Minister Naveen
Patnaik’s residence here on Monday
seeking justice.
“Kaptipada police station ASI
Suvendu Behera entered our house on
May 12 at around 1.30 am. The grill
of the house was left open due to summer. He molested me while I was
sleeping in a bed in my room. I raised
an alarm, following which my family
members woke up. The policeman
tried to flee from the spot and got hit

on his head with the
grill and became
unconscious. We
informed the IIC of
the police station
regarding the incident, after which
some policemen
reached our house
and
rescued
Behera,” the woman
said.
She further
alleged, “Later in the
night at around 3
am, my husband
was taken into
police custody and
detained at the police station without
any justified reason. Other members
of my family were also detained and
tortured by cops at the police
station.”

MLAs, whose Government
quarters
are
still
occupied: Basant Kumar
Panda, Late Bed Prakash
Agarwalla, Bhujabal Majhi,
Bibhuti Bhushan Harichandan,
Bijayashree Routray, Damodar
Rout, Debasish Nayak,
Dhaneswar Majhi, Golak
Bihari Naik, Jugal Kishore
Pattnaik, Kishore Chandra
Tarai, Mahesh Sahoo,
Nandini Devi, Nitesh
Gangadeb, Pravat Kumar
Tripathy, Praveen Chandra
Bhanjadeo, Pushpendra Singh
Deo,
Rabi
Narayan Naik, Ramesh
Chandra Majhi, Sananda
Marandi
and
Sanjay
Dasburma.
Meanwhile, action has
been taken against ex-MLAs
Bhujabal Majhi and Rabi
Narayan Naik by cancelling
allotment for occupying more
than one Government
quarter.
Earlier, two former MLAs,
Pramila Giri and Anjali Behera,
had been evicted from the
quarters in 2011 and 2016,
respectively.
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uses plying to various locations from the
Baramunda Bus-Stand here via Cuttack
B
would skip the designated stops at Vani

“Today I reached Naveen Niwas
to seek justice. Concerned officials
have assured me of providing justice.
If my demands are not met, I will
immolate myself,” the woman said.

Vihar and Acharya Vihar.
In a notification, the Commissionerate
police on Monday said all buses going
towards Cuttack from Baramunda on
National Highway-16 have to avail the flyover starting from in front of Crown Hotel
till the bus bay at Satsang Vihar.
“The bus operators are directed to not
ply through Acharya Vihar and Vani Vihar
Squares. The order has been issued in view
of public safety and security,” the notification stated.
Violation of the order would be punishable under Section 96 of the Odisha
Urban Police Act 2003 and a fine of C1,000
would be slapped on the defaulters, the notification added.

?=BQ A>DA:4;0

he agents who, had been
working in the Regional
T
Transport Office here to help
the public for years, should be
allowed to do the job further as
that is legal, said the Motor
Vehicle Field Workers’ Union,
Rourkela Branch.
Union president Surendra
Dash told reporters that when
Jawaharlal Nehru was Prime
Minister, this concept was
introduced in the country. So,
during that time many States
issued official identity cards to
the field workers whose
responsibilities are to create
bridge between Transport
Office and public.
Though it was not adopted in Odisha, but there was no
restriction in the works of field
workers.
In 1971 congregating the
field workers, a union was
formed and registered under
the leadership of late Barrister
Ranjit Mohanty.
Accordingly, in Regional
Transport Office, the field
workers were also working but
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all of sudden in a surprise move
the then Collector, Sundargarh
restricted the entry of the field
workers into the Transport
Office in 1998.
So, having no other way the
then president of Field Workers
Union of Rourkela unit late
Muralidhar Parija challenged
the decision of the Collector in
the Orissa High Court and got
decree
against
the
decision of district administration.
And basing on the verdict
of the High Court, the

Transport Department issued
identity cards to the field workers and everything has been
going on smoothly.
But going against the court
order last month, the Rourkela
police arrested some members
of the union who were discharging their responsibility
in the Transport Office and forwarded them.
Due to the highhandedness
of the police, it has become a
problem for the authorised
agents (field workers) to work
in RT Office.
Due to this while the family members of the field workers have been starving, on the
other, it has become a problem
for common people to get their
work done in RT Office.
Hence, under the circumstances, the administration
should interfere and allow the
authorize agents to work as
usual, demanded Dash.
If anyone is doing any
unprincipled works, he should
be punished; and in this mater,
the union would extend all support to the administration,
assured Dash.
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n a mysterious way, a leopard
was killed in the Haridapasi
Ijungle
of Tigiria under the
Athagarh Forest Division
on
Saturday
night.
Getting information from
a villager on Sunday morning,
Athagarh DFO Sasmita Lenka
immediately rushed to the
spot, seized the carcass and
allegedly kept it in the Forester's
office in Tigiria very secretly
and warned the staffs of the
department not to disclose the
matter before the public and
the media.
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Intimating her bosses, the
DFO sought their cooperation
and, accordingly, in the presence of Conser vator PK
Mohapatra from Angul, postmortem of the carcass was
conducted, followed by its
burning in the Forester office
premises at Tigiria.
Asked, DFO Lenka said the
investigation is going on to dis-

close the reason of the death of
the leopard.
As per reports from a private source, at least fifteen
days ago, villagers of Haridapasi
had intimated local forest officials regarding the presence of
a leopard couple in the
Haridapasi jungle, but the latter took the information lightly, saying it was a rumour.
However on Saturday
night, when most of the forest
officers had left the headquarters for their native homes, the
poachers thought it appropriate to kill the leopard. They
spread some live wires to poach
the animal by electric shock.
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ven four months after very
severe cyclonic storm Fani that
E
devastated coastal Odisha, the
light-and- sound show at Shanti
Stupa atop the Dhauli Hill is lying
defunct here on outskirts of
theState capital.
No initiative has been taken so
far to resume the show, which was
showing epic scenes from
Dhauli’s eventful past, disappointing the tourists in a big manner.
However, the authorities
assured to resume the show at the
earliest. “The light and sound
show system at Dhauli was completely destroyed in the cyclone
Fani. While the total loss was esti-

mated at C2.31 crore, allocation
amount has been approved for
repair of the system. The ITDC has

won the tender and repair work
which will begin within a week,”
informed a Tourist Officer.

*RSDOSXU3RUWVFRPSOHWHV
EHDFKIURQWQRXULVKPHQW

With completion of the repair
work, the light and sound show will
once again leave the tourists jaw-

dropped.
The light and sound show was
launched at Shanti Stupa, which
stands firm atop historical Dhauli
hill, on August 15, 2015. The initiative had fetched much appreciation from the visitors.
In the 35- minute show presented in three languages (English,
Hindi and Odia), the audience witness great story glorifying the
Kalinga empire, feuds within the
Mauryan empire, King Ashoka’s
rise to power and his epic transformation from Chandashoka
(cruel Ashoka) to Dharmashoka
(Ashoka on path of religion).
It also shows the gruesome
Kalinga War and its morbid aftermath as well as King Ashoka’s
remorse at the massive bloodbath.
It ends with Ashoka renouncing violence, embracing Buddhism
and propagating the religion from
Kalinga to the rest of the world.
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he BJP on Monday alleged that the
State Government has once again
T
hoodwinked people by building houses with funds available under the
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY)
but naming them as ‘Biju Pucca Ghar
Yojana’ houses.
“The Chief Minister has
announced to lay foundation-stone for
four lakh houses. While the houses will
be built with PMAY funds, it is disappointing to tell people that the
houses will be provided under the Biju
Pucca Ghar Yojana,” said BJP State sec-

retary Dr Lekhashree Samant Singhar
at a Press meet here.
Samant Singhar said the State has
not allocated a single rupee for the Biju
Pucca Ghar Yojana in this year Budget.
She said all pucca ghars are being built
with PMAY funds.
“The Prime Minister has
announced ‘Housing for All by2022’.
Accordinglty, the State Government
has got a lion’s share to build houses
for the poor in rural areas,” she said.
Samant Singhar said out of 20 lakh
houses built in Odisha, 16.23 lakh built
under PMAY and 3.77 lakh under Biju
Pucca Ghar Yojana. She said the
Centre has already provided 4,820
crore to the State for the current year,
2019-20.
BJP Yuva Morcha State president
Tankadhar Tripathy and Sate executive
member Jagannath Pradhan were present.
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bhishek Joshi, a resident of
Cuttack city, on Monday
A
informed that Prime Minister
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radesh Student Congress
co-coordinator Sayed Yasir
P
he State Government on
Nawaz
on
Monday TMonday disbursed finandemanded that former Student cial assistance to Cyclone Fani-
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s part of its ongoing port
construction project, the
Gopalpur Ports Limited (GPL),
which believes in an ecofriendly and sustainable infrastructure development, has
deposited four million cubic
meters of sand and other soil
north of the port nourishing a
five-km
beach
front
stretch.

A significant portion of the
material recovered from dredging of the port basin has been
deposited along the shore north
of the port near Arjeepalli village.
The conventional method
of disposing of dredged material is a high-seas discharge.
The GPL though chose to
deposit it over five km at a considerable financial cost.
GPL MD Amit Saboo said,

“An important aspect of our
business is to ensure that our
activities are environmentally
and ecologically sustainable.
We are committed to the highest standards of sustainable
development.”
GPL HSE DGM Sanjay
Thorat said, “The Gopalpur
Port works with the Berhampur
University for shoreline
monitoring and its related
aspects.”

Congress State convener Itish
Prdhan
be
ousted
from the party for six
years for his anti-party activities.
Addressing a Press conference here, Nawaz also demanded that Itish be arrested as he
threatened
to
take
personal action against PCC
president
Niranjan
Patnaik.
“Itish’s criminal attitude
will not be tolerated by the
Student
Congress.
We have lodged an FIR in the
Capital police station against
him.
We
demand
Itish be arrested at the soonest,”
said Nawaz.

affected tourist boat owners to
repair and redevelop their boats
with better engines and facilities so that they would attract
more tourists in coming
days.
While distributing assistance,
Development
Commissioner Suresh Chandra
Mahapatra said, “There is no
such scheme as to provide
financial assistance to tourist
boats affected in natural disasters. But the Government has
decided to help them as they
have been equally affected like
any other community in the
cyclone.”
Tourism Secretary Vishal
Dev, Puri Collector Balwant

Singh, SP Umashankar Dash
and Hudco Director SK Nanda
graced the occasion held here
on Monday.
As many as 789 tourist boat
owners were provided assistance for damage of 1,066
boats.
Of the total amount of
C8.33 crore, C4, 26, 40, 000 was
provided from the Chief
Minister’s Relief Fund and the
Housing
and
Urban
Development Corporation
(Hudco) gave C1.92 crore and

the State Bank of India C5.08
crore as Mudra loan.
“In Odisha, only 10 per
cent revenue comes from
tourism industry. We should
try to provide better services to
tourists so that more and more
people from different parts of
the world will come to visit
places like Puri again and
again,” said Dev.
The programme was concluded with a vote of thanks
delivered by Sub Collector
Bhabatarana Sahu.
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Narendra Modi responded to
his letter in which he had supported the Bills on Jammu,
Kashmir and Ladakh passed in
Parliament in August.
The Prime Minister
thanked him for writing to him
on the Bills. “The Bills on
Jammu, Kashmir and Ladakh
will ensure integration and
empowerment. These steps will
bring the youth into the mainstream and give them innumerable opportunities to showcase their skills and talents.
Local infrastructure will significantly improve,” read the
PMO letter.
The letter further read,
“Together we are, together we
shall rise and together we will
fulfil the dreams of 130 crore
Indians.”
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he Nilgiri Tehsildar and her
raiding staffs faced the
wrath of sand mafias when they
went to Sono riverbed to check
illegal mining of sand.
Tehsildar Susrita Tudu and
Revenue Inspectors of
Mitrapur and Santragadia
accompanied by other staffs
raided the sand loading site in
the riverbed at Kathapal lat on
Sunday night after getting
information of sand transport.
They intercepted six tractors.
However, the loading and
ferrying staff of three tractors
vehemently protested the raid
by showering slangs against the
woman officer, besides heckling her. The staff while retaliated, the violators attacked the

RIs and staff. They further
took away the tractors from
their clutches .
After receiving information, the IIC Nilgiri police station rushed to the spot and rescued all the staff to safety.
One of the accused,
Sukanta Chaudhury, of village
Karanjia was arrested on the
charges of obstructing
Government officials from
their duties and assaulting
them.
On receiving information
the district Collector K
Sudharshan Chakrarverthy visited Nilgiri and inspected sand
lifting points . He further took
stock of the situation and
warned that stern action would
be taken against the sand
mafias for smuggling mineral
resources.
It may be noted sand
mafias continue to flourish

despite restrictions and
enforcement. It is alleged that
they carry out illegal operations
in connivance with the enforcement agencies. The illegal
sand lifting issue has become
a menace of late and not only
Sono, similar illegal activities
also happen
in the
Budhabalang and the
Subarnarekha rivers too.
The sand lifting tenderawarding process also has
been one of key factors for
crimes as it involved a hefty
profit in a short period . In
most of the cases, the mafias in
nexus
with
corrupt
Government officials, siphon
off sand more than their limit
without transit pass, etc.
In the past, several crimes,
including firing and stabbing
occurred due to disputes
between gangs attributed to
sand lifting from riverbeds.
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married couple was found dead in a forest
near Chitikmal village under the Larambha
police limits in Balangir district on Monday. The
bodies were found packed in a sack.
The deceased were identified as Chintamani
Bariha and his wife Rukmini.
Police officials, including the Balangir SP,
reached the spot and initiated an investigation
into the incident.
Though the exact reason of the deaths was
yet to be ascertained, it was suspected that the
duo was murdered by some villagers over suspicion of their practice of sorcery.
Notably, Chintamani had recently lodged
a complaint with the Larambha police that he
was being scolded and thrashed by
villagers.
A child of the village had died some days
ago and the villagers were suspecting that witchcraft practised by Chintamani led to the death.
A faceoff was continuing between the
villagers and Chintamani over the matter,
reports said.

3UDZQWUDGHUDLGHKXUWLQ 3¶dhRc]RhjVcddVV\
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BHADRAK: Two persons,
including a prawn trader, suffered grievous injuries when
unidentified miscreants hurled
bombs at them near Balukuri
Chhak under the Chandbali
police station in the district late
on Sunday night.
The victims Bidyadhar
Samal and Sudarsan Sethi were
rushed to the Chandbali
Community Health Centre by

locals and later shifted to the
SCB Medical College Hospital
in Cuttack.
Reports said that five miscreants hurled three bombs at
Bidyadhar and Sudarsan and
fled from the spot.
The duo suffered multiple
injuries in their bodies. Police
started an investigation into the
incident
and
efforts
were on to identify the miscreants.
The reason behind the
attack was yet to be ascertained
though police suspected that
business rivalry could have led
to the bomb attack.
PNS
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ven as awareness is being spread everywhere
for obeying traffic rules after implementation
of the amended MV Act, members of the Balasore
Bar Association have sought exemption from wearing helmets while driving two-wheelers.
The association has passed a resolution in this
regard. In a letter to the district SP, the lawyers’
body has mentioned that they are attending different courts during office hours near periphery
areas. They may be exempted from using helmet
between 8 am and 8 pm, the letter pleaded, adding
that they should not be detained during this period.
Copies of the resolution have also been sent
to the Collector, the Regional Transport Officer
(RTO) and the Inspector of Traffic Police.
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ension prevailed near the Papermetla police
station in Malkangiri district as locals
T
attacked cops, leaving two of them injured, on
Monday.
The situation arose out of the recent death
of one Raju Hantal of Ranganiguda village under
Dhuliput panchayat. Family members of the
deceased have been alleging that he was abducted and murdered by BSF jawans.
After postmortem, Raju’s family refused to
accept his body on Monday. They alon g with
locals staged a dharna in front of the police station placing the body on ground. They demanded immediate arrest of the accused.
The situation turned violent in the afternoon
as the locals attacked policemen. They also ransacked a police vehicle.
Notably, Raju was found dead in the kitchen
of an Anganwadi Centre at Jantabai village in the
Chitrakonda area on Sunday. As per his family
members, he had on September 13 gone to the
weekly market at Jantabai with his two daughters. Some BSF personnel met him at the market and took him along with them, following
which he didn’t return home, they alleged.

'HPRKHOGIRU% QJLU
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emanding a special package for
the flood-affected people, memD
bers of the Youth Action Committee
led by Bindo Kalsai and Rilu Rath on
Monday staged a demonstration before
the district Collectorate.
They criticised the Government
for its apathetic attitude towards the

flood victims of Balangir.
On August 12 and 13, there was
severe rainfall in Balangir which damaged houses, roads, bridges etc, besides
creating sand casting of agricultural
land.
"The Government has taken the
flood affected issue of Balangir very
lightly. Unless immediate assistance is
given to people who lost their all
belongings , the Action Committee
would launch agitation," said president
of committee Gopalji Panigrahi.
Later, the activists submitted a
seven-point charter of demands
addressed to the Chief Minister.
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alaysian cargo vessel JIN
HWA 32, which had run
aground off the Chilika lake
near Rajhans on August 9, was
removed from the beach on
Sunday.
A special tug boat from
Singapore and a 15-members
team from Malaysia had
launched an operation to tow
the ship back into the sea. After
long hours of the operation, the

team succeeded in its job.
Notably, the ship, which
was
heading
towards
Visakhapatnam, had drifted
towards the Odisha coast due
to a storm in the Bay of Bengal.
The ship had anchored near
Rajhans island close to the
Chilika lake in the
Krushnaprasad police limits
in Puri district.
Earlier, the district administration had removed oil from
the vessel fearing its spillage.

A

n awareness rally on road
safety was organised under
the guidance of the Khariar
police on Monday at Khariar.
The objective was to generate
awareness among the people on
road safety and motivate them
to abide by the laws while driving, said Khariar SDPO
Biranchi Prashad Dehuri.
Hundreds of scouts and
guides and NCC cadets of Raja
AT High School, Khariar participated in the rally holding
banners and placards and

urged people through slogans
to wear helmet and seat belt
and avoid using mobile phone
while driving and also to avoid
driving being drunk.
The rally started from the

Samaleswari temple and proceeded up to Boden Chowk
culminating at the police station. Marwari Yuva Manch,
Vanika Sangha, Sahid Bhagat
Singh Club, District Press Club,

Nuapada Zilla Sambadik
Sangha and Journalists’
Association of Khariar also
participated in the rally.
"It was a very good effort
by the police; we feel proud to
be part of the awareness building campaign; we thank the
police for involving us in this
campaign," said the cadets.
Khariar PS IIC Kailash
Chandra Sethi, who coordinated the whole efforts,
expressed thanks to the public
and the institutions for their
active participation in the
rally.
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he Paradip Port Trust (PPT
began observance of Swachhta
T
Pakhwada-2019 from Monday and
it will continue till September 30 as
per the instructions from the
Ministry of Shipping.
The programme started with an
awareness rally on Swachhta and
plastic waste management, which
was flagged off from the PPT
Administrative Building by PPT
Chairman Rinkesh Roy. HODs
and other senior officers of PPT
were present. Lady volunteers of the
Paradip Sakshyrata Samiti went
around the local market and convinced shopkeepers and vendors to
stop use of single-use plastic or
polythene. A street play “Chakulia
Panda” was performed by local cultural organisation CANMASS to
make denizens aware about the
plastic menace.
The PPT has already drawn up
a detailed action plan for the

?=BQ 10A60A7

Swachhta Pakhwada, viz., awareness drives among workers and
staffs of all departments and divisions of PPT and local community, cleaning activities in colonies and
sites, organisation of Swachhta
awareness workshops in local

schools, cleanliness drive in local
slums, display of Swachhta awareness hoardings and digital display
at important locations in the township with special emphasis on the
theme
“Plastic
Waste
Management”.

ore than 200 students of the
Panchayat College here held a
M
demonstration in front of the college gate
on Monday demanding fulfilment of their
various demands. They also locked the
main gate and gave slogans against the
activities of the Principal.
The students’ demands included filling up of vacant posts of Lecturers and

other staffs, giving autonomous status to
the college and solving drinking water
and other problems in the
hostels.
Bargarh Sub-Collector Prabhas
Dansena reached the spot and assured
that he would put up the demands
before the Government and try to get
them fulfilled soon. After the assurance
by the Sub-Collector, the strike was
called off.
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mong many followers and
disciples of Iskcon founder
Srila Prabhupada, Srimad
Bhaki Swarup Damodar Swami
Maharaj, Srimad Gour Govind
Swami Maharaj and Srimad
Bhakti Charu Swami Maharaj
spread Bhagavattatwa and
Vaishnabism all over the world
in adverse situations.
Today is the 74th holy
appearance day of Srimad
Bhakti Charu Swami Maharaj,
who is an international preacher, philosopher, Guru and great
Vaishnab Acharya. Bhakti
Charu Swami Maharaj was
born in Kolkata on this day in
1945. He had proceeded to
German in 1970 to pursue
higher education in Chemistry.
There, he was influenced by
Indian spiritual culture. He

returned to India and moved
from city to city to find a spiritual master.
After a long search, he was
inspired by an Iskcon devotee
to read the “Bhakti Rasamruta
Sindhu” written by Srila
Prabhupada.
After reading this book he
was attracted towards Iskcon
and Srila Prabhupada and eager
to meet Srila Prabhupada. After
he met Prabhupada, the latter
directed him to join at
Mayapur Iskcon center in the
year 1976. Prabhupada direct
him to translate his English
books into Bengali for use of
Bangali devotees. Srila
Prabhupada gave him in one
time Harinam and Brahmana
Diksha and appointed him his
personal secretary in Indian
affairs. Prabhupada was over
pleased with his seva and gave

Sanyasadiksha after three
months. He is very closer to
Srila Prabhupada till his death
among all Indian and foreign
devotees.
Bhakti Charu Swami

Maharaj proved his efficiency
and better administrative capability when the prominent
Iskcon centers like Mayapur,
Manipur, France and South
Africa centers were in embrac-

ing situation. He became a
Guru in 1997 and createe lakhs
of devotees all over the worlds
through preaching of his
Bhagavat Seva. When he was
chief of Iskcon art and culture
department, he translated
Bhagavat Gita, Srimad
Bhagavtam,
Chaitanya
Charitamrita and Bhakti
Rasamruta Sindhhu which
have been deeply accepted by
Bengali devotees. He was director and producer of weekly
Prashana Picture of Abhaya
Charan in the national channel
in 1996. He constructed a nice
temple in only 10 months at
Krishna Balaram Education
Center, Ujjain in 2004 by due
invitation from the then Chief
Minister of Madhya Pradesh.
He also constructed so many
Gurukul, Goshala, ayurvedic
hospitals. He was also chief of

the Iskcon Annapurna Unit
where midday meal is given to
lakhs of school students.
Bhakti Charu Swami
Maharaj is advisor of England
Hindu Sanatan Vaidika
Dharma preacher organisation
named “I” foundation and he
is an identified personality of
world trade organisation. He
was recently awarded by the
United Nations for his nobel
deed. He also disseminated
spiritual knowledge to many
PhD scholars and educationists.
His holy appearance day is
observed at Iskcon centers all
over the world but centrally at
Ujjain.
The
Iskcon
Bhubaneswar observed his holy
appearance day with much
pomp and religious fervour.
(The writer is State PRO,
Iskcon)
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JAJPUR: A 65-year-old former Army jawan was arrested on
Monday on the charge of raping a nine-year-old girl on Sunday
evening at a village under the Balichandrapur police station in
Jajpur district. The accused Jogendra Ray of Achutabasant village committed the rape while the girl was returning to her house.
On Monday, the victim's mother filed an FIR against him alleging that her minor daughter was raped by the accused.
Police rushed to the area and arrested the accused. Further
investigation in the case was on, said Balichandrapur police station IIC Sukant Patra.
PNS
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PHULBANI: A divyang girl
has accused an MLA’s (Personal
Security Officer (PSO) of raping and impregnating her while
she was working as a domestic
help at his house.
On the basis of a complaint
lodged by the girl’s mother with
the Khajuripada police in
Kandhamal district, the
accused, identified as Harihar
Behera, has been detained by
police for questioning.

As per the FIR, the girl was
working at Behera’s official
quarters for two years during
which he raped her.
Later, her pregnancy came
to the fore.
Police have registered a
case against Behera and sent
the victim for medical examination. On the other hand, the
accused has refuted the allegations, terming those as baseless.
PNS
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he Indian Innovation &
Entrepreneurship
Community (IIEC) launched a
“Youth Empowerment Festival”
at the National Institute of
Science and Technology
(NIST) here on Monday.
With the theme "Can a
computer have a vision like a
human being", the event
unfolded launch of “Jazbaa in
Oidhsa” which aims to encourage entrepreneurship and
resolving social issues with
digital technology. The daylong event was organised by
software guru IIEC founder
Vimal Daga from Jaipur.
Anwesha Rath of NIST,

Bhagabati Prasad Pattnayak
(incubation head ), Preeti Daga,
Shom Prasad Das and over 600
enthusiastic students from
Odisha, Jaipur and Delhi participated.
The IIEC kicked off an initiative for achieving its vision
of “Making India, Future
Ready” while inculcating entrepreneurial skills in students.
Festival of empowerment
would train, guide and motivate youth, especially
Engineering students who are
below the average and response
of society remains of disapproval towards them.
“We had an insightful
workshop today, which felicitated youth for the commend-

able work they have done with
the use of digital technology,
they have paved way for social
empowerment and motivated
to initiate their entrepreneurial
journey,”
said
Vimal Daga.
This power-packed digital
extravaganza touched the pinnacle of creativity, perseverance
and hard work as large participation of youth were groomed
to showcase their pathbreaking
digital creations for a better
lifestyle of people and empowerment of society.
The matrimony of technology and social empowerment was witnessed in all its
glory and grandeur during the
day.

hile the story of Dana
Majhi of Kalahandi is
still still fresh in the minds people, another man in the State
had to carry the body of his
father on a motorcycle as he
failed to avail a hearse.
The incidence was reported from Nabarangpur district,
where one Loki Santa of
Kudumadhaa village under
Raighar block carried his
father’s body on the bike and
drove around 20 km.
Loki’s father Bali Santa was
ill and had gone to a relative’s
house at Bansibandha village
under Jharigaon block on
Sunday for traditional treat-

ment. When his condition

4B=_`U^c
S\UQ^\Y^UccTbYfU

SAMBALPUR: The Sambalpur Railway
Division has bagged the most prestigious ‘Key
Performance Indicator (KPI) award, putting
behind 68 divisions of the country for the
month of August.
The award is given on the basis of performances in various fields, including financial performances, capacity utilisation, asset
reliability, safety and punctuality of trains. The
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District Headquarters Hospital
(DHH) here. Later, while
addressing mediapersons, he
targeted the State Government
and local MLA-cum-Health
Minister Naba Das for miser-

able health service and environment pollution.
In view of the pledge taken
by the Prime Minister to ban
use of plastic, the BJP will make
the programme world wide,

called in to take him to a hos-

6DPEDOSXU5O\'LYLVLRQ 9PY_daVXa[bcdST]c
EDJV.3,DZDUGIRU$XJ SXTbX]a^PS\XbWP_
other indicators for selection for this most coveted award are revenue growth, track renewal, freight loading, efficiency and average interchange of trains.
“This is the most prestigious award that
the division has bagged for the last month,”
informed Sambalpur DRM Dr Jaideep Gupta
at a Press conference here on Monday.
On this occasion, the DRM accompanied
by heads of all other departments, including
the ADRM LVSS Patrudu, launched a cleanliness drive under the Swaschhata Abhiyan,
which will continue till October 2, Gandhi
Jayanti day.
PNS
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he BJP Jharsuguda district
unit observed 'Seva Saptah'
(Service Week) starting from
Saturday for Prime Minister
Narendra Modi's birthday on
September 17.
During the week, innumerable social initiatives have
been planned across the nation
by the party cadres, BJP national general secretary Arun
Singh, in a Press conference,
said.
During observation of the
Service Week, BJP national
general secretary and Odisha in
-charge Singh distributed fruits
to the patients in Jharsuguda

worsened, an ambulance was

pital. However, as the ambulance failed to reach on time,
Bali died.
Getting information, Bali’s
son
Loki
reached
Bansibandhaon
Sunday
evening to bring the body back
to his village for last rites.
However, after failing to get a
hearse, Loki carried his father’s
body on the motorcycle with
the help of others. Midway, a
mediaperons spotted them and
advised Loki to take the body
to a hospital for postmortem.
Later, Loki took the body to the
Umarkote Community Health
Centre (CHC). As per latest
reports, Bali’s body was handed over to his family members
after postmortem.

informed Singh.
At the same time,
Jharsuguda has turned into a
town of pollution. In the
recent past, after death of a
patient during intake of saline,

the working of Health
Department in the State is easily understood. Taking this as
his own responsibility, the
Health Minister himself should
step down, Singh demanded.
Former MLA and district
BJP chairperson Radharani
Panda, District Membership
Campaign head and vice president Naresh Naik, senior BJP
leader Dinesh Jain, Netaji
Patnaik,Mangal Sahu and Anil
Nayak were present.
Meanwhile,
Health
Minister and Jharsuguda MLA
Das asked why the BJP
Government at the Centre cannot close down the units promoting environment pollution.
About death of patient during
saline intake, Das said necessary action would be taken on
receipt of the inquiry report in
the matter.
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n a tragic incident, a 10-yearold girl was killed when she was
mowed down by a truck at
Khandas Chhack under the Jajpur
Sadar police station on
Monday.
The girl, identified as Rupali
Behera, daughter of Uttam
Behera of Baliguda village, was
returning home from school
when the tragedy took place.

Rupali was studying in Class-V.
Police seized the body and
sent it to the Government hospital at Jajpur Town for autopsy, said
Sadar PS IIC Banshidhar
Behera.
Following the mishap, tension mounted at the spot as
locals blocked the road by keeping the body. Vehicular movement was disrupted on the
Baruha- Balichandrapur road for
three hours.

)LQILUPDJHQWVZLQGOHV
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middle-aged woman,
Kanchan Das, hailing from
Chatara village under the
municipal area here died in
mysterious circumstances on
Sunday.
The deceased’s family has
alleged that a financial company agent Badal Das of had
swindle her money following
which she was traumatised
and later died in the SCB

Medical College Hospital in
Cuttack.
Soon after Kanchan’s death
news spread, hundreds of people gathered in front of Badal’s
house and ransacked his house.
Later, police rushed to the spot
put the situation under control.
Badal was financing a SHG
comprising mainly Dalit
women. A Rs 8 lakh loan was
sanctioned by the company in
favour of the SHG but the 30
woman members were

unaware about it.
Surprisingly, a few days
ago, a company representative
visited the SHG women and
asked them to pay the loan. The
victims expressed their inability and said they had not
availed any loan.
Later, Kanchan went and
confronted Badal and after
returning home she went ill.
“After Kanchan’s death,
Badal and his kin have disappeared from the village. We
have registered a case following
complaint of the SHG members and a probe is on,” said
Jagatsinghpur PS IIC
Rajanikanta Mishra.
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cting on the complaint of
acquisition of disproportionate-to-income assets by
Puri district’s Nimapara

$VVHWVZRUWK
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Irrigation Division Assistant
Executive
Engineer
Laxmidhar Biswal, Vigilance
officials on Monday conducted raids on his office room
and houses at different places
and detected assets worth Rs
1,60,82,084 possessed by him
and his family mebers.
Separate teams of the anticorruption agency officials
conducted simultaneous
searches five places, including
one at Madhubana, on the

capacity of a court
warrant.
The detected assets include
a four-storied building at Puri
of Rs
40,83,958, a threestoried building of Rs
32,21,100, an asbestos-roofed
house at Nimapara of Rs
6,13,000, advance payment for
purchase of flat Rs 2,12,000,
seven homestead plots of Rs 8,
93, 200, two plots 1,15,333, two
cars 35,21,270, three bikes of Rs
1,37,514, insurance deposits
of
Rs
7,47,289,
gold and silver ornaments of Rs
14,79,580, bank deposits of Rs
1,35,637 and cash and household articles of Rs 9,21,703.
Inquir y was still in
progress, said an official
release.

o give a new direction to tourism in
the hill State, the Himachal Cabinet
on Monday approved the draft of
Himachal Pradesh Tourism Policy,
2019 aimed at holistic development of
tourism.
The Cabinet, which met under the
Chairmanship of Chief Minister Jai
Ram Thakur, decided that in this policy, special focus would be on ecotourism, agro organic tourism, snow
tourism, lake tourism, adventure
tourism, pilgrimage tourism, cultural
and heritage tourism, health
and wellness tourism, film tourism and
MICE
tourism
(Meeting
Travel,
Incentive
Travel,
Conference Travel and Exhibition
Travel).
The main objectives of this policy
is to promote tourism diversification
through theme based development, to
safeguard state’s tourism destinations
through sustainable interventions, to
ensure
that
sustainable
tourism primarily benefits host com-

munities, to build capacity and develop quality human resource for the
tourism industry, to provide safe, secure
and unique ‘tourism for all’ and to cre-

ate enabling environment for investments
for
sustainable
tourism.
Cabinet also approved ‘Capital

Investment Subsidy’ for tourism projects
in under developed areas of the State
and grant for access of roads and water
supply to tourism units.
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aryana Congress President Kumari
Selja on Monday appealed to the
H
people of Karnal not to vote for the local
MLA Manohar Lal Khattar in the
Assembly elections as he had mocked at
Karnal's daughter Kalpana Chawla who
had made a name fr the city and herself
worldwide.
Addressing party workers for the
first time in Karnal after being appointed as state president where former
Chief Minister Bhupinder Singh Hooda
was also present, she appealed to the
Congress workers to work unitedly
and ensure the victory of party candidates from all the assembly constituencies of Karnal district. In his address,
Hooda counted his government's
achievements when he was in power and
reminded people that instead of taking
the development work forward, Chief
Minister Khattar has pushed Haryana
into disrepair. He said that the victory
of Congress is only for the benefit of the
people and the state. Selja charged the

Khattar government of cheating the
common people. The government,
which has come out with the promise
of giving fifteen lakhs in the accounts of
the people, has done the job of snatching employment from the youth of the
state, she said. Selja alleged that the
Chief Minister has declared Karnal as a
dry zone, due to which farmers are not
getting a new tubewell connection. The
State Congress President said that BJPled government demands birth certificates from old people to release their
pension. This is a complete insult to the
elderly people. "Earlier people were not
educated and in such a situation it was
not necessary that everyone has got a
birth certificate. Now, how will they
bring the proof of his birth? she asked
The state Congress president said that
Karnal has become the crime capital of
Haryana and the morale of criminals has
been high under BJP-led state government. There have been more than 82
murders in the last five years in the Chief
Minister's Assembly constituency, she
alleged.
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asing the recruitment rules to plug
certain long-pending vacancies,
E
Punjab Chief Minister Capt Amarinder
Singh on Monday ordered immediate
steps to fill up a whopping 19,000
vacancies in various departments.
The vacancies to be filled up on priority include 5,000 in the Police department, 5,300 in electricity department
(PSPCL), 2500 teachers, 5000 paramedic and specialized staff, including
doctors and specialists, in Health
Department
and
1300
in
Revenue department, said the
spokesperson.
The Chief Minister has also asked
the other departments to submit their
lists of vacancies without delay so that
the process of filling them up could also
be initiated immediately. Bringing
more efficiency into concerned
departments, the move will also generate additional employment in the
State.
The directions by the Chief
Minister came even as the Cabinet

decided to ease the recruitment rules
for qualified civil services personnel in
the State through amendments to various relevant legislations, thus paving
way for filling posts that remain vacant
due to non-availability of suitable candidates.
The decision would help resolve the
issues related to allocation of services
on the basis of Punjab State Civil
Services Combined Examination.
The Cabinet also authorized the
Chief Minister to approve
the final draft of the rules, said the
spokesperson.
Under the existing rules, different
categories of vacant posts, such as those
reserved SCs, Balmiki and Mazhabi
Sikh and general category sportsmen
and ex-servicemen, were being treated differently.
There was ambiguity on whether
the unfilled posts of ex-servicemen and
sports quota from Balmiki and
Mazhabi Sikh category were to be filled
from General Pool of Balmiki and
Mazhabi Sikh or from General pool of
all SC Candidates.
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he Armed Forces Tribunal
on Monday dismissed Vice
Admiral Bimal Verma’s petition
challenging the appointment of
Karambir Singh as the Navy
chief on the grounds that the
former was the senior most
officer for the top job. Verma
had filed the petition days
after the Government
announced Singh as the new
Chief after then chief Sunil
Lanba was to retire on May 31.
Singh took charge the next day.
In his petition in May,
Verma, now heading the strategically important Andaman
and Nicobar tri-service command, contended that the tribunal should call for his service
records besides that of the
then incoming chief and see if
any “extraneous or irrelevant
considerations” were placed
before the competent authority to reject his case while the
Navy Chief appointment was
being made.
Verma also contended that
he was the senior most officer
after Lanba to be considered for
the top job. He was overlooked
by the Government and Singh
was made the chief. Verma is
set to retire in November.
The NDA Government in
its 2014-2019 tenure set aside
the convention of selecting the
senior most officer as the chief
and named Bipin Rawat as the
Army Chief though he was
junior to Lt General P Bakshi.
Similarly, Karambir Singh was
appointed the Navy chief.
Verma filed the petition in
May after the Defence Ministry
rejected his statutory complaint challenging Singh’s
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appointment.
The first plea by Verma
was filed in April after the
Government announced its
decision about Singh.
While rejecting his plea,
the Defence Ministry had then
clarified that though seniority
is an important criterion while
appointing services chiefs but
it is not the “sole” criterion and
has been dispensed with the
past too while appointing
Navy chiefs.
“The Central Government
after careful examination of the
matter is of the opinion that this
statutory petition dated April 10,
2019, from Vice Admiral Bimal
Kumar Verma regarding his
non-selection as the chief of
naval staff is devoid of merit and
be rejected,” the Defence
Ministry had said while rejecting the officer’s plea.
The Defence Ministry also

made it clear that being the
seniormost officer, Vice
Admiral Verma was also considered for the appointment to
the post of Navy Chief but was
“found unsuitable’ to the
appointment of the Chief of
Naval Staff.
“Upon examination, the
Central Government is satisfied
that the parameters for selection
as evident from consistent practice were applied uniformly to
all the officers in the zone of
consideration and based on
the assessment, Vice Admiral
Bimal Kumar Verma being the
senior most eligible officer was
considered and found unsuitable to tenant the appointment
of Chief of naval staff.”
“The Central Government
is also satisfied that no unsubstantiated frivolous, extraneous
or irrelevant consideration has
had a bearing on this said
selection,” the Defence
Ministry had said.
In the order, the Defence
Ministry also mentioned that
the officer was not considered
for being awarded the Param
Vishisht Sewa Medal and was
also not given the command of
either the Eastern or the
Western commands.
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he Supreme Court asked its
Registry on Monday to
T
inform it whether live stream-
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ith wildlife traffickers
switching from physical
W
market to virtual ones as India’s
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ing Commander Anjali
Singh has become the
first woman officer has been
appointed as an attaché in an
Indian embassy abroad. The
IAF officer has already taken
charge as the Deputy Air
attaché at the Indian Embassy
in Moscow. So far, the three
Services used to send male officers as Defence attachés in
more than 95 countries around
the world.
Breaking the glass ceiling,
Singh, an officer in the aeronautical engineering wing of the
IAF, will represent the country
in military related matters to
Russia. Moreover, the IAF has
taken the lead in appointing the
first ever woman officer as an
envoy besides having at least
eight woman pilots now in
various stages of training as
fighter pilots. The force has
more than 1,800 woman officers and many of them are flying helicopters and transport
planes besides perform the role
of navigators.
With this path breaking
appointment, Singh has opened
the doors for her women col-

FX]V2^\\P]STa0]YP[XBX]VWY^X]bPb
cWT3T_dch0Xa0ccPRWTX]4\QPbbh^U
8]SXPX]AdbbXP
?C8

leagues in other forces also to
become attaches thereby signifying growing role of women
in the so far male dominated
armed forces.
The Navy is also mulling
picking women for such prestigious assignments and it was
learnt the Service was in the
process of suitable candidates
for such appointments in foreign countries, sources said
on Monday adding the women
attaches will play a significant
role in projecting India’s military diplomacy.

internet user population reaches 500 million, enforcement
agencies are joining hands,
among others, with internet
firms to help crack down on
wildlife cybercrime based on
‘click, pay and ship’ policy.
Everything from turtles and
tortoises to Red Sand Boa,
monitor lizard, Red Sanders,
body parts of elephants, tigers,
leopards etc. are being traded on
various websites and mobile
applications, Tilotama Varma,
Addional Director, Wildlife
Crime Control Bureau (WCCB)
under the Union Environment
Ministry rings the alarm bell.
She added, therefore, it
becomes imperative to involve
internet companies and find
solutions with them to curb
online illegal wildlife trade.
In this connection, a meeting was held recently here at the
Ministry with companies providing online platform like
Google India, Quickr, Flipkart,
IndiaMART besides representatives from business chambers
such as FICCI and CII, Central
Zoo Authority, National Tiger
Conservation Authority, Global
Tiger Forum, International
Fund for Animal Welfare
(IFAW), IUCN and Wildlife
Trust of India among others.
The meeting organised by
TRAFFIC and WCCB, in collaboration with the US Embassy
here and WWF-India enabled
creation of a common platform
for wildlife law enforcement
agencies, internet-based companies, policy makers and market leaders to highlight and discuss problems and solutions for

D4e`YVRcAReV]¶da]VRRXRZ_de
aVeZeZ`_TYR]]V_XZ_XYZdCDV]VTeZ`_

ing of the ongoing hearing in
the Ram Janmbhoomi-Babri
masjid land dispute case was
possible.
A Bench headed by Chief
Justice Ranjan Gogoi also asked
the Registry to apprise it as to
how much time it would take
to do so, if possible. “Registry
to inform if live streaming can
be done and how much time it
will take to do so,” said the
Bench also comprising justices SA Bobde and SA Nazeer.
Senior advocate Vikas
Singh, appearing for former
RSS
ideologue
KN

Govindacharya, said the petitioners have faith in the apex
court but many petitioners in
this case cannot come to the
court to take part in the hearing on daily basis.
Since they cannot watch
proceedings here, live proceedings will help them to
know about details of hearing,
Singh said. After the Bench
passed the order, Singh sought
to know from the bench about
the deadline of the report from
Registry. The Bench, however,
said it depends on Registry.
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tepping up its attack on
Union Minister Santosh
Gangwar for saying that
recruiters complain of lack of
“quality people” in north India,
the Congress on Monday
demanded an apology from
him, while its general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra asked
him to provide figures for jobs
given to people from that
region in the last five years.
The Congress general secretary also posted a video of the
interaction in Bareilly, held on
Saturday, during which
Gangwar said recruiters complain of paucity of “quality
people” in north India for the
posts they wish to fill. The
Minister represents Bareilly
constituency in the Lok Sabha.
At the Congress briefing,

?C8Q =4F34;78
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he Supreme Court on
Monday said it will hear on
September 23 the plea of senior
Congress leader Ahmed Patel
seeking stay on further proceedings in the Gujarat High
Court on his 2017 election to
the Rajya Sabha that has been
challenged by rival BJP candidate Balwantsinh Rajput.
A Bench of Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi and Justices SA
Bobde and SA Nazeer agreed to

S 2^]VaTbbVT]TaP[bTRaTcPah?aXhP]ZP6P]SWX
EPSaPPbZTSD]X^]<X]XbcTaBP]c^bW6P]VfPac^
_a^eXSTUXVdaTbU^aY^QbVXeT]c^_T^_[TUa^\cWPc
aTVX^]X][PbcUXeThTPab
S ?aXhP]ZPP[b^PeXST^^UcWTX]cTaPRcX^]X]1PaTX[[h
WT[S^]BPcdaSPhSdaX]VfWXRW6P]VfPabPXS
aTRadXcTabR^\_[PX]^U_PdRXch^U°`dP[Xch_T^_[T±
X]]^acW8]SXPU^acWT_^bcbcWThfXbWc^UX[[CWT

party leader Rajiv Shukla said
the Minister’s remarks that
“youth of north India are not
employable is a very big insult
to them. The Government and
the Minister concerned should
clarify their position. The
Minister should apologise or
should say that this is the policy of the Government.”
Clarifying his remarks,
Gangwar said his statement
“had different context”. “What
I said had different context that
there was lack of skills and the

hear the plea after senior advocate Abhishekh Manu Singhvi,
appearing for Patel, submitted
that the matter is scheduled for
hearing in the high court on
September 27.
Singhvi, along with senior
advocate Dev Dutt Kamath,
said there was a need for hearing the matter in the apex
court before the high court
goes in for further proceedings
in which the arguments are at
final stage.
Patel has challenged in the

<X]XbcTaaT_aTbT]cb1PaTX[[hR^]bcXcdT]RhX]cWT
;^ZBPQWP
S 2[PaXUhX]VWXbaT\PaZb6P]VfPabPXSWXb
bcPcT\T]c°WPSSXUUTaT]cR^]cTgc±°FWPc8bPXS
WPSSXUUTaT]cR^]cTgccWPccWTaTfPb[PRZ^UbZX[[b
P]ScWT6^eTa]\T]cWPb^_T]TSBZX[[
3TeT[^_\T]c<X]Xbcah±cWTD]X^];PQ^da
<X]XbcTaPSSTS

Government has opened Skill
Development Ministry...,” the
Union Labour Minister added.
“Mr Minister, you have
said such a big thing, so please
also give the figures now. How
many jobs you have given in the
last five years and 100 days?
How many jobs you have given
to north Indians in the last five
years? How many jobs were
given under the skill India programme?” Priyanka Gandhi
said in a tweet in Hindi.
“Do remember that figures

of job losses are with the people,” she added. “Mr Minister,
it has been more than five years
of your Government. There is
no job creation. Whatever jobs
were there, they have been
snatched due to the economic
slowdown brought by the
Government. You want to
escape by insulting north
Indians,” she added.
Shukla also urged the
Government to take note of the
serious problem of economy
and unemployment and

apex court the maintainability
of the election petition
in the High Court, the advocates said.
Till the apex court decided the maintainability of the
election petition, there was a
need for stay of proceedings in
the high court, they said.
Patel has challenged the
order of the Gujarat High
Court’s by which it had dismissed his plea questioning the
maintainability of Rajput’s election petition.

address the issue seriously and
not be in a denial mode, as it
was currently.
Shukla said, “If the country’s
Labour Minister himself is saying that the youth of north India
is not employable, is incompetent and are not worthy of jobs,
then the Government’s
problem is over...This is a very
serious issue.”
He claimed that though the
Government has initiated the
Skill India campaign but only
30 per cent of those enrolled
have got jobs. “The
Government should admit that
there is a serious economic
slowdown. This Government is
in a denial mode,” he said.
Training his guns on the
Government, Shukla said, “It is
only about speeches, statements and advertisements,
there is nothing else.”

4eTahcWX]VUa^\cdac[TbP]Sc^ac^XbTbc^
ATSBP]S1^P\^]Xc^a[XiPaSATS
BP]STabQ^Sh_Pacb^UT[T_WP]cbcXVTab
[T^_PaSbTcRPaTQTX]VcaPSTS^]ePaX^db
fTQbXcTbP]S\^QX[TP__[XRPcX^]b

curbing online wildlife crime.
Stressing on intensifying
global efforts to end wildlife
trafficking, Isabella Detwiler,
acting Minister counselor for
economic, environment, science and technology affairs, US
Embassy, New Delhi added:
“The web is the biggest marketplace for the illegal trade of
wildlife. Wildlife is being trafficked from the comfort of
people’s homes.”
Dr Saket Badola, head of
TRAFFIC’s India said illegal
wildlife trade is a significant
threat to wildlife conservation
today and in recent years has
increasingly moved into cyberspace. With India’s internet
user population reaching nearly 500 million, cybercrime has
become a mounting concern.
Large numbers of wildlife
species and their parts and
derivatives have been found on
sale online, among them skins
and body parts of tiger, leopard
and snow leopard; elephant
ivory; rhino horn; pangolin
scales; marine species; birds,
reptiles. Their timely detection
and subsequent enforcement
action are fast becoming con-

aking a cue from the superhydrophobic (waterT
repelling) nature of the lotus
leaves, a team of scientists
from UP-based Shiv Nadar
University has developed a
unique environment-friendly
cost effective coating by
extracting the nano-silica particle of rice husk to eliminate
discoloration of the surface,
physical damage or corrosion
on a long-term basis.
It also has the potential to
offer an alternative to crop
residue burning by farmers, a
major cause for air pollution in
the northern part of the country. “The self-cleaning coating

is a cost-effective and ecofriendly substitute for the existing toxic paints and coatings
available in the market,” said Dr
Harpreet Singh Grewal and
Dr
Harpreet
Arora,
Associate Professors who with
their research team at the
School of Engineering at Shiv
Nadar University had developed the coating.
The research which has
been published in the scientific journal, Progress in Organic
Coatings has been sponsored by
the Government’s Council of
Scientific & Industrial Research
(CSIR), and has been tested
under extreme weather conditions including rain and storms.
Results of the research

indicate that the exposure to
the outdoor conditions has no
impact on the coating.
Another important feature of
the coating is that it is nontoxic and can be applied on all
household appliances, buildings, automobiles and industrial components to help elongate their life.
Highlighting the importance of this invention coming
out of agricultural waste, Dr
Rupamanjari Ghosh, Vice
Chancellor of the University
said, “Dust and corrosion have
a detrimental impact on the
industrial and mechanical operations especially in regions that
deal with the problem of heightened air pollution. Excessive
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Group of Ministers (GoM),
A
headed by Union Home
Minister Amit Shah set up to
look into various aspects of
how to prevent sexual harassment at workplace and
strengthen legal frameworks,
met on Monday and discussed
on future action.
The GoM discussed various
aspects of the issues of sexual
harassment at workplace and
possible legal mechanism, an
official privy to the meeting said.
Other Ministers in the
GoM are Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman, Human
Resource
Development
Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal
‘Nishank’ and Women and
Child Development Minister
Smriti Irani. There will be
more meeting on the subjects
in the coming weeks, the official said.
The GoM was first set up
in October 2018 to examine
and give recommendations for
strengthening the legal and
institutional frameworks to
deal with and prevent sexual
harassment at workplace. The
GoM will undertake consultations with stakeholders and
examine various suggestions
received, another official said.

T 8cP[b^WPbcWT_^cT]cXP[c^^UUTa
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corrosion leads to unnecessary
wear-and-tear of machines and
devices, reducing their efficacy
and functional life.”
Corrosion has a huge economic and environmental
impact on virtually all facets of

the infrastructure, from highways, bridges, and buildings to
oil and gas rigs to factories and
industrial plants.
In addition to causing severe
damage and being a potent
threat to public safety, corrosion

servation priorities, he added.
Ravi Singh, CEO of WWF
India emphasised on exploring
“the possibilities of data mining,
big data analysis and artificial
intelligence” while MS Negi,
Addl Director General (Wildlife)
called the meeting need of the
hour to solve the crisis.
According to IFAW’s
‘research into wildlife crime’ last
year, “the vast quantity of live
animals and their body parts
available for sale online and the
threat this poses to the future
survival of many species.” The
IFAW, in just six weeks in four
countries had, identified advertisements for 11,772 endangered and threatened specimens worth more than £3m.
To tackle wildlife crime,
the Global Coalition to End
Wildlife Trafficking Online,
convened by WWF, TRAFFIC
and IFAW was launched last
year, bringing together e-commerce, technology and social
media companies from across
the world to reduce wildlife trafficking online. The Coalition
aims to collectively reduce
wildlife trafficking online by 80
per cent by 2020.
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disrupts operations and requires
extensive repair and replacement
of failed assets. Studies have indicated that global cost of corrosion is around US$ 2.5 trillion,
which is equivalent to 3.4 per
cent of global GDP.
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ays after PK Mishra and
PK Sinha were appointed
D
as Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s Principal Secretary and
Principal Adviser respectively,
the
Prime
Minister’s
Office has defined the work
areas for the two officers, and
also for National Security
Adviser Ajit Doval.
According to an order
issued by the PMO, Principal
Secretar y Mishra will
look into policy issues and
matters relating to Ministries of
Personnel, Law, Appointments
Committee of Cabinet and
other appointments.
He will also look into issues
related to the Cabinet
Secretariat, listing of items for
the meeting of the Union
Cabinet, anti-corruption unit,
PMO’s establishment and all
important policy issues and
matters, according to the order.
NSA Doval will look into all
matters relating to national
security and policy matters —
except appointments. He will
also oversee policy matters relating to ministries of External
Affairs, Overseas Indians
Affairs, Defence, Space, Atomic
Energy and the country’s external Intelligence agency Research
and Analysis Wing.
He will also be in charge of
all policies and matters
relating to National Security
Council Secretariat and the
National Authority for
Chemical Weapons.
Doval has also been allocated the issue of talks with the
National Socialist Council of
Nagaland (NSCN) separatists.
On the other hand, PM’s
Principal Adviser PK Sinha
will oversee policy issues and
matters relating to all ministries/departments/agencies/bodies except those
specifically allocated to the
Principal Secretary and the
NSA, the order issued on
September 13 said.
Mishra was the prime minister’s additional principal secretary and was last week elevated as his Principal Secretary
after Nripendra Misra stepped
down. Sinha is a former
Cabinet Secretary and was last
month appointed as Officer on
Special Duty in the PMO
before being made Modi’s
Principal Adviser. Mishra and
Doval hold the rank of a
Cabinet Minister.
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Lucknow: In a major setback to
the
Yogi
Adityanath
Government, the Allahabad
High Court on Monday stayed
its decision to include 17 Other
Backward Castes (OBC) in the
Scheduled Castes (SC) list.
The court's decision came
on a petition filed by social
activist Gorakh Prasad.
On June 24, the state government had directed District
Magistrates and Commissioners
to issue Scheduled Caste certificates to 17 OBCs - Kashyap,
Rajbhar, Dhivar, Bind, Kumhar,
Kahar, Kewat, Nishad, Bhar,
Mallah, Prajapati, Dhimar,
Batham, Turha, Godia, Manjhi
and Machua.
The Government's move
was apparently aimed at wooing
these communities ahead of
by-elections to 12 Assembly
seats.
The decision, incidentally,
had been criticised even by the
BJP-led Central Government,
with Social Justice and
Empowerment
Minister
Thawar Chand Gehlot telling
the Rajya Sabha on July 2 that
the move was not in accordance
with the Constitution.
Gehlot had said that if the
UP Government wanted to go
ahead with its proposal, it
should follow procedure and
send a proposal to the Centre.
BSP chief Mayawati had

also slammed the move as
“unconstitutional” and called it
“politically motivated”.
“No Government can
include or remove any caste
from the Scheduled Caste list.
Article 341 prevents a
Government from doing so.
Only the President and
Parliament have the powers to
do so,” she had said.
Part 1 of Article 341 clearly states that the President can
specify any group to the SC list
through a public notification on
the Governor's advice. Part 2
says that if a notification is
released under part 1 of Article
341, it can only be changed by
Parliament. Part 2 also states
that Parliament can specify,
include or exclude any group
from the SC list.
She pointed out that the
notification cannot be undone
by any other notification.
“These castes will no longer
get the benefits of quota under

the OBC category. They will be
treated as general castes. It is
clear that Yogi Government
has issued this order to deceive
these castes,” Mayawati had
said.
The BJP Government in
Uttar Pradesh is not the first to
move the 17 OBCs to the SC list.
In 2005, the then Mulayam
Singh Yadav Government
passed the first order to include
11 of these castes in the SC list
but the order was stayed and the
proposal sent to the Centre.
Subsequently, the BSP
Government of Mayawati
quashed the notification.
The BSP later said these
castes could be included in the
SC list provided the SC quota is
increased.
The SP Government of
Akhilesh Yadav again cleared
the inclusion proposal ahead of
the 2017 Assembly elections but
it was challenged and is still in
court.
IANS

Hardoi (UP): A 20year-old Dalit man
was allegedly burnt
alive over his relationship with a
woman from another caste, a killing
that his relatives said
also led to his mother's death.
According to the police, the suspected case of honour killing occurred at
Bhadesa area of Hardoi district on
Saturday.
Abhishek alias Monu was beaten up,
kept hostage in a house and set ablaze,
Superintendent of Police Alok Priyadarshi
said. Locals who rushed to the spot on
hearing his cries and took him to a local
hospital. He was referred to a Lucknow
hospital but succumbed to injuries on the
way on Sunday, the SP said.
A relative said Monu's mother died
of shock after hearing the news.
According to the SP, locals said
Monu was in a relationship with a girl and
had gone to meet her when the incident
took place.
Monu was returning after arranging
Rs 25,000 for the treatment of his ailing
mother, Ram Beti (60), his uncle Raju said.
Monu was stopped and taken to a house
by some people with whom the family had
an enmity. They also snatched the money
and set him ablaze, according to Raju.
An FIR has been filed against five
people, including two family members
and two neighbours of the girl, the SP said,
adding that an investigation is on. PTI

pping the ante against “Hindi imposition,” a high-level DMK meet on Monday
U
announced protest demonstrations across

Tamil Nadu on September 20 to condemn
Home Minister Amit Shah's Hindi pitch.
The agitation was to nip in the bud the
“adverse effects” of “Hindi imposition on
“mother Tamil” and the mother tongues of
people of other (non-Hindi speaking)
states,” a resolution adopted at the meet said.
Briefing reporters, DMK chief MK
Stalin said the agitation was the first phase
of protest on Hindi issue and the further

course of action will be decided on the basis
of Central Government's response and consultations with like-minded parties.
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Agartala: Tripura Chief Minister Biplab
Kumar Deb on Monday claimed that those
who are opposing Hindi as the 'rashtra
bhasha' (national language) do not love the
country.
He, however, made it clear that he was
not against English or was not trying to
impose Hindi.
“The people who are opposing Hindi
as the national language are those who have
no love for the country.... I am supporting
Hindi as the national language as most of
the people of our country speak Hindi,” the
chief minister said.
Had the Britishers not ruled India for
200 years, there would have been no use of
English in official works in the country, he
said.
According to the Official Languages
Act, 1963, Hindi and English are the offi-

cial languages for the Union government
and Parliament.
A total of 22 languages of the country
are recognised under the Eight Schedule of
the Constitution.
Supporting Union Home Minister
Amit Shah's assertion on Saturday that
Hindi as a language can unite the whole
country, Deb said, “Due to loyalty to the
colonial rule, English became a status
symbol for many people.”
“It is not that only English speaking
nations progress. Had it been the case,
countries such as Germany, China, Japan,
Russia and Israel would have not developed,” the chief minister said.
He also urged government officers to
help people in official works, who does not
understand English and can speak only
regional languages.
PTI
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t least two members of a
family were injured in an
alleged mob attack at a railway
station here, triggering protests
by Aligarh Muslim University
students who said it was an
attempt to lynch them.
The attack took place following an altercation Sunday as
the family of Afsana Begum was
getting off a train while some
other passengers were trying to
get into the same compartment,
according to a complaint lodged
with the railway police.
A little later, about 30 peo-

ple reached there and attacked
Afsana Begum's family members, their complaint said. Police
said two family members, Shafiq
and Fahim, were admitted at
AMU's Jawaharlal Nehru
Medical College. Afsana Begum
told reporters that four others
suffered minor injuries.
Before the complaint could
be lodged with the railway
police, the assailants had fled.
AMU students said they were
outsiders. As the news spread,
several Aligarh Muslim
University students gathered at
the station, demanding the arrest
of the unidentified assailants.
Afsana Begum's family had
come from Kannauj for the
medical treatment of her son
Shafiq. The situation was defused
after GRP inspector Yashpal
Singh assured them that the culprits would be booked.

ormer Speaker of Andhra
Pradesh Assembly and sixF
time TDP MLA from

Narasaropet, Dr Kodela Siva
Prasada Rao, allegedly committed suicide at his residence in
Hyderabad on Monday.
Over the last few months,
the former Speaker was in the
midst of a major controversy as
he was accused of diverting the
Assembly furniture to his residence and his son’s showroom,
inviting sharp criticism from his
own party as also the YSRCP
Government.
However, mystery shrouds
his death as authorities of the
Basavatarakam Hospital, where
he was shifted by his family
members, said he died due to a
massive heart attack. The exact
reason that forced the exSpeaker, who was also a qualified MBBS doctor, to take the
drastic step is being ascertained
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Mumbai: The Bombay High
Court on Monday said it was
“unhappy” with the probe report
submitted by the Special
Investigation Team (SIT) of
Maharashtra CID on the killing
of CPI leader Govind Pansare.
A bench of justices SC
Dharmadhikari and GS Patel
noted that the SIT report did not
contain any “independent steps”
it had taken during the course
of its probe and said “things are
not moving”.
It was hearing petitions filed
by the kin of Pansare and rationalist Narendra Dabholkar seeking a court-monitored probe in
their killings.
The court said the only reason it was refraining from passing a more critical order was that
it realised the officer concerned
had failed to make any significant progress in the past few
weeks due to floods in Kolhapur.

“The investigating officer
has failed to list any independent
steps in this report. Whatever
you (SIT) have stated here is all
resting on the probe in other
cases (the probe into killings of
rationalist Narendra Dabholkar
and journalist Gauri Lankesh),”
the bench said.
“We must convey our
unhappiness. Things are not
moving. We are refraining from
passing critical order against the
officer only in light of prevailing

conditions of continuous rains
in the area. But we hope the SIT
will submit a better and comprehensive report next time,” the
bench said.
Earlier, during the hearing,
the CBI, which is investigating
the Dabholkar case, also submitted a progress report on its
probe.
CBI counsel, Additional
Solicitor General Anil Singh,
told the court the agency was
working on tracing the weapons
used in the case and the exercise
would take another four weeks.
The HC accepted the CBI's
submissions and adjourned the
hearing to next month.
Dabholkar was shot dead on
August 20, 2013 in Pune while
on his morning walk. Pansare
was shot at on February 16, 2015
in Kolhapur and succumbed to
his injuries a few days later on
February 20.
PTI

by the police, sources said. He
is survived by wife Sasikala,
daughter Vijayalakshmi and son
Sivaramakrishna — both doctors. His family members said he
was under tremendous stress
and strain due to the allegations
against him.
A case had been filed against
him last month after he admitted to shifting Assembly furniture and computers from the
premises to his residence in
Guntur. Charges were filed
under sections relating to criminal breach of trust by a public
servant and dishonestly receiving stolen property at the
Thullur police station in Guntur
district. Assembly section officer Easwara Rao filed a complaint against the TDP leader.

The former Assembly
Speaker had admitted to shifting the property. As Speaker, he
claimed, he was the custodian of
Assembly property so he kept
the furniture in his ‘safe custody’
after it was ‘retrieved’ from the
old Assembly in Hyderabad
while the Capital was being
shifted to Amaravati.
After his admission, officials
from the Assembly had searched
a showroom owned by Rao’s
family, last month and reportedly identified 32 chairs, four
sofas, three tables, one teapoy
and other items that belonged to
the Assembly. Kodela justified
moving the property saying if
the furniture was left at the
Speaker’s chambers in
Hyderabad, its maintenance
would have been a problem.
The ruling YSR Congress,
including its chief Jagan Mohan
Reddy, pounced on Kodela and
the TDP, accusing the former
Speaker of ‘stealing’ the legislature property. Sattenapalli MLA

Ambati Rambabu said that only
because Rao was ‘exposed’, he
was willing to return the property. But even his own party
workers lodged several criminal
cases against him and his family members. Last month, a section of TDP workers protested
at the party’s State office in
Guntur, demanding Rao’s
removal as in-charge of the
Sattenapalli constituency.
Sivaprasad moved the HC seeking directions to the Assembly
to take back the furniture.
After speaking to the agitating leaders and workers, party
president and former Chief
Minister N Chandrababu Naidu
told reporters that the party
won’t hesitate to take action
against top leaders. “We have
already prepared a list of leaders who were involved in corrupt
practices in the past five years
when TDP was in power,” he
had said. On Monday, Naidu
said he was “unable to digest”
Sivaprasad’s death.

Kolkata: Over 50 eminent
Bengali personalities from different walks of life have called
upon the people of West Bengal
to give “due respect to all languages” and “resist attempt to
impose just one”.
Taking to Facebook, they
issued a statement on Monday,
urging people to register a
strong protest against any bid
to edge out Bengali language
from their lives.
Among the signatories are
poet Subodh Sarkar, poetcolumnist
Binayak
Bandyopadhyay, elocutionists
Urmimala Basu and Jagannath
Basu and independent filmmaker Pradipta Bhattacharya.
The social media statement was issued two days after
Union Home Minister Amit
Shah pitched for a common
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Bettiah/Patna: Efforts were on
to nab the accused named by an
18-year-old former inmate of a
Muzaffarpur shelter home who
has alleged that she was gangraped inside a moving vehicle,
the Bihar police said on Monday
and noted it was “not ruling out
anything” after a medical examination showed “no external or
internal injury” to her.
The National Human
Rights Commission (NHRC)
issued a notice to the Director
General of Police (DGP) of
Bihar, seeking a detailed report

in four weeks in the matter
while the National Commission
for Women said it has formed
a committee headed by chairperson Rekha Sharma which
would travel to the state on
September 19-20 to meet the
victim.
The woman was admitted
to a government medical college
on Saturday evening and a
medical examination was conducted by a team of doctors on
Sunday.
Superintendent of Police,
Bettiah, Jayantkant, said that
injuries invariably found on
the person of a victim of coerced
sexual intercourse were absent
in the medical tests reports of
the complainant, who had
alleged that she was sexually

assaulted by four men on Friday
night.
“We are not ruling out anything at this point of time,
though. The girl has named all
the accused in her FIR who
were, admittedly, known to her
since before. We are on the look
out for the accused persons as
we need to examine as to
whether any type of deception
was involved,” the SP told PTI
over phone.
Asked about an audio clip
that has surfaced in social media
with the claim that it has voices of the four accused, besides
the person driving the vehicle,
while the girl was sexually
assaulted close to her house, the
SP said it sheds no fresh light on
the case.
PTI
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Bengaluru: India has initiated
a project to digitally map the
country with a resolution of 10
centimetres, using drones and
technologies such as Artificial
Intelligence and big data, a
senior Government official said
on Monday.
The herculean task was
taken up by the Survey of
India, part of the Department
of Science and Technology, a
few months ago and is planned
to be completed in two years,
the Department's Secretary,
Prof Ashutosh Sharma said.
“...Now we are equipping
them (Survey of India) with
the latest technologies like
drones, Artificial Intelligence,
big data analytics, image processing and continuously operated reference system”, he told

reporters on the sidelines of an
event here.
Once the project is com-

pleted, the data will be available
to citizens and to Gram
Panchayats
and
local

bodies,empowering them to
use it in decision making and
planning process.

The survey is currently in
progress in Karnataka,
Haryana, Maharashtra and the
Ganga basin.
“The entire Ganga basin
from the beginning to the end,
25 km from either sides of the
banks is being mapped with an
accuracy of 10 cm,” said Prof
Sharma.
He stressed the need to
have such a digital map.
“Even today we don't have
a digital map of India of sufficient accuracy, but this (the new
digital map being prepared) is
(going to be) the basis for
everything you do, whether we
have to lay down train tracks,
lay a road, put up a hospital,
cleaning up Ganga, cleaning up
Cauvery or any kind of development and planning,” he said.

The official clarified to a
question that the Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO)
was not part of the programme.
“This is a different technology. Satellite produces
image, but this one is based on
drones.
This is based on two technologies because you get higher resolution with that. It is not
just getting an image by flying
the drone.
A map is different from an
image. We have to produce a
map which takes into account
the curvature,” Prof Sharma
said.
Speaking about the continuously operated reference
system, he said the Survey of
India has a reference point at
every 20 km.

Chennai: Taking a dig at Union
Home Minister Amit Shah on
the Hindi language issue, Tamil
actor-politician Kamal Haasan
on Monday said no “Shah,
Sultan or Saamraat” should
renege on the promise of unity
in diversity that was made when
India became a republic.
Two days after major political parties in Tamil Nadu reacted strongly to Shah's comments
in connection with the celebration of Hindi Diwas, MNM
party founder Kamal Haasan
joined the tribe through a video
message and a tweet.
“The unity in diversity is a
promise we made when we
made India into a Republic. Now
no 'Shah, Sultan or Saamraat'
should renege on that promise.
We respect all languages. But our
mother language will always be
Tamizh,” he said.
Continuing further he
added: “Jallikattu was just a
protest. The battle for our language will be exponentially bigger than that. India or Tamil
Nadu does not need or deserve
such a battle.”
“Most of the nation happily sings the national anthem in
Bengali with pride and will
continue to do so. The reason is
the poet who wrote the national anthem gave due respect to all
languages and cultures within
the anthem,” he said.
IANS
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Kolkata: Dengue vaccination
will be introduced in India early
next year on a demonstration
basis in areas where the prevalence is high, a senior official of
the Indian Council of Medical
Research said here on Monday.
A serosurvey (a test of blood
serum from a group of individuals) in this connection has
been done recently in more
than 15 states including West
Bengal, and the report was published in the medical journal,
Lancet Global Health, the official
said. “As soon as we get the
approval (from the government),
as soon as all permissions and
documentations are done properly, we will launch the dengue
vaccine in India, ICMR Director
General Prof (Dr) Balram
Bhargava said. “We are looking
at the use of demonstration projects for the dengue vaccine for
the future in areas of high prevalence,” Bhargava said.
PTI
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“Now with the digital technology, each of these points you
put actually a beacon...A
stick...A digital station... with
the help of these digital stations,
whose coordinates are
wellestablished, even using your
smart phones you can do your
mapping with an accuracy of 10
cm,” according to him.
Digital map is different
from GPS (Global Positioning
System), he noted.
While the GPS may have an
accuracy of a few metres, the
planned digital map — with
these reference points at every
20 km — increases the accuracy manifold. “So you can do
mapping as you go up and
down, walk around with a resolution of 10 cm or better,” the
official said.
PTI

language in the country and
said it was Hindi which is
spoken the most and can unite
the country.
Apprehending that “a day
may come in foreseeable
future when our own language, our mother tongue,
our dearest Bengali language
will become threatened”, it
said that “intimidatory tactics”
from certain quarters to
impose one language should
be resisted.
Sarkar, in a separate statement, said, “I respect Hindi language. But I equally respect
Malayali, Marathi, Konkoni
and all other languages spoken
in this country.”
No language can be greater
or smaller, no language can be
superior or inferior to another, he insisted.
PTI
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first of its kind partnership,
Maharashtra Government
Ihasnthetied
up with a private operator Zilpline to use its logistics
network of drones for delivery of
blood products and emergency
medicines to people in remote
areas in collaboration with
Serum Institute of India (SII).
Being touted as world’s first
and only national-scale drone
delivery
service,
the
Maharashtra's Medical Drone
Delivery Service (MMDDS) will
be launched in early 2020.
The MMDDS, which is
being undertaken as part of the
Maharashtra Government’s
vision to use drone delivery,
seeks to establish a universal
seven-days-a-week access to lifesaving and critical medicines for
each of its 120 million citizens
over the coming years.
Zipline drones will make ondemand and emergency deliveries of blood products, vaccines
and life-saving medications.
Under the tie-up, Zipline
will establish a total of 10 distribution
centres
across
Maharashtra in phases in the
coming years
“The State Government's
goal is to put almost all of its 120
million citizens within minutes
of a lifesaving medical delivery
by drone. In the first phase of
operations, two distribution centres located near Pune and
Nandurbar will be established to
service public health facilities in
those regions beginning in early
2020,” an official spokesperson
said.
Each of the two Zipline distribution centers in Maharashtra
will cover a delivery area of more
than 20,000 square km. They will
collectively be capable of serving
up to 20 million people.
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t least seven soldiers of the
Indian Army had a close
shave with death when at least
two mortar shells, fired by the
Pakistan Army from across
the Line of Control, exploded
in the close vicinity of an
ambush party late Sunday
night.
Considering nature of
injuries, the injured soldiers
were immediately airlifted to a
nearby military hospital past
midnight. At present, these
soldiers were receiving specialised treatment to recoup at
the earliest. Official sources
claimed all the soldiers were
stable in the military hospital.
According to ground
reports, “four jawans received
splinter injuries while three
others had received minor
'bruise' injuries after two mortars exploded nearby”.
Initially, 'unconfirmed'
reports late Sunday night had
claimed Border Action Team
(BAT) of Pakistan army comprising Special Services Group
(SSG) commandos' may have
targeted one of the forward
posts using rocket launcher to
cause maximum fatal injuries
to the Indian jawans. These
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reports also claimed the rocket attack was carried out from
a close range to maximise the
impact.
However, early Monday
morning, Defence PRO in
Jammu, Lt-Col Devender
Anand in a statement said,
“Pakistan army initiated unprovoked ceasefire violation by firing of small arms and intense
shelling with mortars in
Balakote, Mendhar sector
around 10.30 p.m on Sunday
evening. “Indian army retaliated befittingly”, he added.
Defence PRO also denied
reports of BAT attack on one of
the forward Indian post in
Balakote area of Mendhar.
Defence PRO clarified, only
four soldiers suffered minor
splinter injuries during intense
mortar shelling. He said, all the

soldiers are safe and under
treatment in military hospital.
Meanwhile, fresh intelligence reports have also alerted
the local formation commanders about regular activity of
SSG commandos across some
of the forward posts of Pakistan
army. In the last few days,
Indian agencies are observing
hectic activity in areas opposite
Mendhar sector.
Ground reports also indicated, several forward villages
have been vacated by the
Pakistan army to accommodate
large number of terrorists
across 'activated' launching
pads in these villages. Top
Indian army commanders are
also keeping a close watch on
the hectic activity of Pakistani
army regulars in these forward areas.

ormer
Kolkata
Commissioner of Police
Rajiv Kumar could not be
communicated as his mobile
phone remained switched off.
The mobile phone of his personal security officer was also
traceless. The three top offices
— Chief Secretary, Home
Secretary and Director General
of Police — of the Bengal
Government had reportedly
informed the Central Bureau of
Investigation in response to a
letter seeking his whereabouts.
The top offices, however,
confirmed that the senior officer was on leave till September
25 and that the CBI’s letter had
been sent to his residential
address. Kumar had earlier
sought month’s time from the
CBI for appearance citing his
wife’s illness for which he was
on leave.
The noose around the
senior IPS officer and presently the Additional Director
General of CID tightened further with the CBI preparing to
oppose any move by him seeking anticipatory bail from a CBI

court in Kolkata.
The CBI had directed
Kumar to appear before its officials on Friday within hours of
his losing the judicial shield
against arrest in Calcutta High
Court. Kumar is being probed
for his role as the chief of the
Special Investigating Team former by the Mamata Banerjee
Government in 2013 when the
multi-crore Saradha chit fund
scam became public.
According to sources certain crucial evidences including a red diary, a pen drive, lap
top and several CDs and other
documents referred to be other
accused and witnesses had
gone missing after they were
reportedly seized by the SIT in
2013.
The Supreme Court handed over the case to the CBI in
2014 following mass protest
against the State police for
insincere investigation and
tampering of evidence.
The CBI had constantly
been complaining of lack of
cooperation by the State Police
including Kumar who had
repeatedly ignored its notice to
appear before the Agency.

engal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee will fly to
Delhi on Tuesday where she will
meet Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Wednesday to discuss
a whole lot of administrative
issues, including the unfulfilled
financial and other demands of
the State Government, sources
at State secretariat Nabanna
said.
Mamata Banerjee’s sudden
visit to Delhi comes against the
backdrop of ongoing battle
between BJP and TMC over
National Register for Citizens
and mounting CBI pressure on
former Kolkata Police
Commissioner Rajiv Kumar
who reportedly remained
“incommunicado” for the third
day on Monday after losing the
shield against arrest in Calcutta
HC. Kumar is being investigated for his role in the preliminary
round of investigations in the
Sharada chit fund case.
The Prime Minister is likely to meet Banerjee at 4 pm on
Wednesday, sources said whereafter she will return to Kolkata
on Thursday, Nabanna sources
said adding “an appointment
was sought by the chief minister's office last week for a meeting with the Prime Minister …
it will take place in New Delhi
on Wednesday,” sources said
adding among a “whole lot of

issues State’s long pending
demands” could be discussed.
With the Chief Minister
being Modi’s staunchest of critics the two leaders are likely to
meet each other after a yawning
gap of about 18 months. The last
time they met for a few
moments was at Vishwa Bharati
(Shantiniketan) in 2018 where
the Prime Minister had come to
attend an official programme.
The Wednesday’s meeting
assumes significance not only
against the backdrop of steadily deteriorating chemistry
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Kolkata: The BJP leadership
Monday mocked West Bengal
Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee for seeking an
appointment to meet Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in
Delhi calling it a “classic example of oppurtunistic politics”
and “a desperate attempt to
save herself from the clutches
of CBI”.
The appointment for the
meeting was sought by the
chief minister's office last week
and Banerjee is likely to meet
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi in the national capital on
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Mumbai: NCP chief Sharad
Pawar has termed those who left
his party to join the ruling BJP
as “cowards”, and said people will
show the deserters their place in
the upcoming Maharashtra
Assembly elections.
In a setback for the NCP,
several senior party leaders
recently joined the BJP and the
Shiv Sena.
“They are cowards...People
of Maharashtra will take care of
such people in the elections,”
Pawar said on Sunday, a day after
senior leader Udayanraje
Bhosale quit the NCP and his

Lok Sabha membership from
Satara and joined the BJP.
“There are some people
who have lost their self- respect
and switched over to the BJP. I
think people will show them
their place in the Assembly
polls,” he said.
Pawar, who founded the

NCP in 1999 after walking out
of the Congress, said he worked
in opposition for 27 years.
“I managed to work in the
opposition at times more effectively. But I don't feel like sitting
with this kind of opposition
(leaders),” he said.
Besides Bhosale, some of the
other prominent leaders who
quit the NCP recently include
former ministers Jaidutta
Kshirsagar, Ganesh Naik and
Sachin Ahir, and former state
unit president Bhaskar Jadhav.
The NCP chief also attacked
the NDA government over the

condition of the economy.
“This government has left
many people jobless. This time
people will give them a strong
message,” he said.
Pawar also took a dig at state
Chief Minister Devendra
Fadnavis ahead of his scheduled
visit to Sangli and Kolhapur districts, which were the worst hit
by unprecedented floods last
month.
“He (Fadnavis) went there
(in flood-hit areas) only once
just for few hours and never visited again,” he said.
PTI
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Aizawl: Mizoram Assembly
speaker Lalrinliana Sailo on
Monday said the State Governor
has informed him that he
referred to President Ram Nath
Kovind a Bill that seeks to
detect foreigners illegally residing in the northeastern state.
The Mizoram Maintenance
of Household Registers Bill,
2019, was unanimously passed
by the Assembly on March 18.
Mizoram shares an over
700-km border with Bangladesh

and Myanmar and the measures
proposed in the Bill are intended to provide a credible individual identification system and
to prevent “usurpation” of benefits of developmental schemes
by people who are not bona fide.
Sailo told PTI today that he
met Governor Prof Jagdish
Mukhi on Friday at the Raj
Bhavan here to inquire about the
fate of the bill.
“The Governor told me that
he has referred the Bill to the

President. However, he was yet
to officially inform it to the chief
minister or the assembly speaker,” Sailo said.
According to the Article
200 of the Constitution, he said,
if the governor has to return a
Bill, it has to be done 'as soon as
possible' after the bill was presented to him. Meanwhile, the
speaker on Monday again urged
President Ram Nath Kovind to
appoint a regular governor for
Mizoram expeditiously. PTI
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Mumbai: A day after
Maharashtra Chief Minister
Devendra Fadnavis batted for a
metro rail car shed in the
metropolis' Aarey area, principal ally Shiv Sena's chief Uddhav
Thackeray has warned the plan
could end up like the aborted
Nanar refinery in the Konkan
region.
Uddhav's assertion has the
potential to further widen the
chasm between the two saffron
parties which are hassling over
the number of seats to contest
the assembly elections, due next
month.
The car shed plan for Metro
3 (Colaba--Bandra-Seepz) line is
in the midst of an acrimonious
debate as the work will see the
felling of over 2600 trees in the
Aarey area, considered among
the city's prime green lungs.
Responding to a question

on the car shed, Thackeray said,
“It will meet the fate of the Nanar
oil refinery”.
Incidentally, Thackeray's
son and Yuva Sena head Aaditya
Thackeray has been vocal in his
opposition to the metro plan.
A proposed C3 lakh crore
refinery in Nanar in the state's
Ratnagiri district had to be
scrapped after the Sena put up
a stiff resistance.
In March this year, the
State Government scrapped a
notification issued in May 2017
to acquire 5,932 hectares of
land across 14 villages in
Ratnagiri district and two villages in Sindhudurg district for
the refinery.
On Sunday, Fadnavis said
the Supreme Court had clarified
that the (Aarey) land did not
come under forest or bio-diversity.
PTI
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Bengaluru: Days after indicating that his party was still open
for continuing its alliance with
the Congress, JD(S) patriarch
HD Deve Gowda on Monday
spoke about going it alone, as
he predicted mid-term polls in
Karnataka.
“There are chances of midterm polls in the State. If they
come, let's contest independently without going for an
alliance with anyone,” Gowda
was quoted as saying in a statement by his office.
“Will not still commit that
mistake. Lets face all the elections independently,” he said.
After engaging in a blame
game over the collapse of their
coalition government, Gowda
on Thursday indicated his party
was still open for continuing its
alliance with the Congress.
He had hinted that he was
open for an alliance with the
Congress in 17 assembly constituencies, where bypolls have
been necessitated following the
disqualification of rebel MLAs,
but said it all depended on the
decision of the national party's
interim president Sonia Gandhi.
Gowda and Congress
strongman in the state

Siddaramaiah had recently
blamed each other for the collapse of the H D Kumaraswamy
led coalition Government in July
after it was rocked by dissidence.
Both Congress and JD(S)
leaders have also been non-committal over the continuation of
the alliance after the fall of the
coalition government.
Congress leaders,including
state party chief Dinesh Gundu
Rao and Siddaramaiah, the
Congress legislature party leader,
have maintained that continuation of the alliance will be decided by the high command.
However, several top party
leaders, speaking on condition
of anonymity, had recently said
that the entire rank and file of
the party were happy to end the
partnership with JD(S).
Amid speculations that several JD(S) legislators may quit the
party, the former Prime Minister
said he was not worried about it
and knows how to organise the
party. Gowda has also asked
party workers to take the message of the 'good work' done by
H D Kumaraswamy as Chief
Minster in the previous coalition
government, to every household.
“Those who have grown

from the party have spoken
against it. I have organized the
party, believing in party workers. Let anyone quit.. Will not
feel disheartened,” he added.
Recently former Minister G
T Devegowda and S R Srinivas
had openly commented against
the party leadership, especially
Kumaraswamy. Predicting the
assembly elections in January or
February, Gowda said he and
Kumaraswamy would undertake a state-wide tour to
strengthen the party.
“The good work done by
HDK during the coalition
Government will help us,” he
said, as he called on the party
workers to strengthen the
organisation, setting aside
minor differences. Also repeatedly predicting mid-term polls,
Siddaramaiah has said that the
BJP Govt cannot survive for
long as it has come to power
with the help of 17 CongressJD(S) disqualified MLAs.
The absence and resignation of 17 Congress-JD(S)
MLAs during the trust vote had
led to the collapse of the HD
Kumaraswamy headed coalition
government in July and helped
the BJP come to power. PTI

between the two leaders but also
against the CBI’s tightening
noose around senior IPS officer
Rajiv Kumar who is currently
functioning as the Additional
Director General of CID.
On whether Banerjee
would also raise the issue of
NRC with the Prime Minister
TMC sources said “there is
nothing new in a Chief Minister
of an opposition party meeting
the Prime Minister. No politics
should be seen in it. Didi will
raise a range of issues including
State’s pending demands.”

Wednesday, state secretariat
sources said on Monday.
She will be leaving for
New Delhi on Tuesday, the
sources said.
BJP national secretary
Rahul Sinha said, “We all
know the kind of language she
(Banerjee) had used against
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi during Lok Sabha elections and afterwards. She
never had any regard for the
federal structure and had even
said she does not feel the
need to respect Modiji as
Prime Minister.
PTI

<Z_R]]VXV]RT\
`WgV_eZ]Re`cZ_
DZ`_9`daZeR]
\Z]]VU^R_
Mumbai: A senior citizen died
on Monday in civic-run Sion
Hospital with family members
alleging that he was not provided a ventilator and efforts to sustain him with an ambu pump
proved futile.
Nabi Ahmed Ansari (65), a
resident of Ambernath in neighbouring Thane district, had suffered brain haemorrhage last
week and was shifted from a private hospital there to Sion
Hospital soon after, the
deceased's brother-in-law Noor
Ansari said. “For two days, we
could not arrange a ventilator
and were using an ambu pump
every two hours as instructed by
authorities. We had inquired
about ventilators in other civic
hospitals as well but in vain,”
Ansari said. Sion Hospital Dean
Dr Mohan Joshi said he was
unaware of the number of ventilators available at the medical
facility, among the biggest in
Mumbai, but added that the use
of ambu pumps, to mimic the
work of ventilators, in such cases
was common practice.
PTI
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$PLW6KDK¶VSURSRVDOWRPDNH+LQGLWKHXQLI\LQJODQJXDJH
LVXQZRUNDEOHDQGWKUHDWHQVRXUIHGHUDOSOXUDOLW\

3

HUKDSVQRERG\FRXOGKDYHDUWLFXODWHGWKH
GLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQDWUDQVDFWLRQDOODQ
JXDJHDQGWKHWRQJXH\RXDUHERUQZLWK
WKDQWKHJUHDW1HOVRQ0DQGHODKLPVHOIZKR
ZDVDVURRWHGDVJOREDO´,I\RXWDONWRDPDQ
LQDODQJXDJHKHXQGHUVWDQGVWKDWJRHVWRKLV
KHDG,I\RXWDONWRKLPLQKLVPRWKHUODQJXDJH
WKDW JRHV WR KLV KHDUWµ KH VDLG 2XU
&RQVWLWXWLRQDO IDWKHUV XQGHUVWRRG WKLV DQG
GHVSLWHWKHLUDWWHPSWDWEUHDNLQJWKHFRORQLDO
VKDGRZZLWKDSDQ,QGLDODQJXDJH³VRPH
WKLQJZKLFKFRXOGEHDUJXHGEHWWHUGXULQJD
SXUHQDWLRQDOLVWVXUJHDIWHU,QGHSHQGHQFH³FRXOGQ·WPDNHHLWKHU+LQGLRU6DQVNULW
WKHSUHIHUUHGDOWHUQDWLYH0RUHWKDQWKHSROLWLFDORSSRVLWLRQWKDWFDPHIURPUHJLRQ
DOOHDGHUVRXUSUHGHFHVVRUVLQWKHLULQILQLWHZLVGRPXQGHUVWRRGWKDWODQJXDJH
ZDVPRUHDERXWFXOWXUHLGHQWLW\DQGRQHRIWKHPDQ\FRQFUHWHHPERGLPHQWV
RI´XQLW\LQGLYHUVLW\µWKDQLWZDVDERXWDWRRORIFRPPXQLFDWLRQ$VDUHVXOW
+LQGLDQGDOORWKHUODQJXDJHVZHUHDFFRUGHGRIILFLDOODQJXDJHVWDWXVDSHHUDJH
RIVRUWV$QGPD\ZHVD\WKDWWKLVSROLF\KDVQHLWKHUDIIHFWHGLQFOXVLYHGHYHO
RSPHQWQRUFKDQJHGWKHQDWLRQDOQDUUDWLYHVRIDU6RZKLOH(QJOLVKFRQWLQXHGWR
EHDOLQNODQJXDJHRIHFRQRPLFPRELOLW\DQGJOREDOHQJDJHPHQWHDFK6WDWHDV
LVWKHQDWXUHRIIHGHUDOSROLW\FRQGXFWHGEXVLQHVVLQLWDVZHOODVWKHLURZQIDPLO
LDUZRUGV%HVLGHVODQJXDJHZDUVRUWKH1RUWKYHUVXV6RXWKGHEDWHVDUHZHOO
SDVWWKHLUH[SLU\GDWHDVHYHQWKH81KDVFHUWLILHGWKDWPRWKHUODQJXDJHVDUH
LQWULQVLFWRKXPDQGHYHORSPHQW7KHVHKHOSHVWDEOLVKRXUSHUVRQDOLWLHVDQGUHOD
WLRQVKLSVZLWKRXUIDPLOLHVVRFLHW\DQGWKHODUJHUZRUOGRXWVLGHGHILQLQJWKHZD\
ZHH[SUHVVRXUVHOYHVDQGHVWDEOLVKRXUFRQILGHQFH6R+RPH0LQLVWHU$PLW6KDK·V
EROGFODLPWKDW+LQGLVKRXOGEHPDGHWKHQDWLRQDOXQLILHUODQJXDJHDQGDYRLFH
WRWKHZRUOGLVQRWRQO\OXGLFURXVO\UHYLVLRQLVWEXWGHIHDWVWKHFLYLOLVDWLRQDOLGHD
RI,QGLDZKLFKIXQFWLRQVDVDEHHKLYHRISOXUDOLW\UDWKHUWKDQDVDVPDUWFDUGPRQR
OLWKRI´RQH,QGLDRQHODQJXDJHµ2IFRXUVHLQWKHFXUUHQWVZHOORIMLQJRLVPQRERG\
ZRXOGZDQWWROLVWHQWRUHDVRQ,PDJLQHLID7DPLOVSHDNLQJIDUPHUKDGWRDYDLO
D*RYHUQPHQWVFKHPHLQWKHEDFNRIWKHEH\RQGDQGLVH[SHFWHGWRQRWRQO\
UHDG+LQGLEXWXQGHUVWDQGWKHILQHSULQWDQGVLJQRIIWKHQLWLVDOODERXWXQIDLU
LPSRVLWLRQFXOWXUDOGZDUILVPDQGFHQWULVWH[FOXVLYLW\RYHUDQHPSDWKHWLFHPEUDFH
7KHSRRUIDUPHUZLOOKDYHQRRSWLRQEXWWRUHO\RQLQWHUORFXWRUVDQGXQQHFHV
VDU\EXUHDXFUDWLFLQHIILFLHQFLHV6LPLODUO\KRZVRHYHUPXFKZHPD\ZDQWWRGLV
RZQ(QJOLVKLWKDVEHFRPHRXUFRPPRQFRQQHFWRUDQDVVHWIRUJOREDOHPSRZ
HUPHQWDVRFLDODVSLUDWLRQDQGWKHUHDVRQWKDWWKHRIIVKRUHEXVLQHVVSURFHVV
LQJLQGXVWU\ZDVRQHRIWKHILUVWWRWDNHRIILQ,QGLD+RZZRXOGRQHWDONWKHODQ
JXDJHRIVFLHQFHZLWKRXWSHSSHULQJLWZLWK(QJOLVK"+RZZRXOGRQHFKDQJHDFD
GHPLFGLVFLSOLQHLQKLJKHULQVWLWXWLRQVZKHUH(QJOLVKLVWKHDFFHSWHGDQGHQWUHQFKHG
PHGLXPRILQVWUXFWLRQ"+RZZRXOGRQHVFRUHLQWKHSURIHVVLRQDOVSDFHRIPXOWL
QDWLRQDOFRPSDQLHVZKHUH(QJOLVKLVFRPPRQFXUUHQF\"$QGUDUHO\KDYH+LQGL
VSHDNLQJSHRSOHQRWFKRVHQWRSXUVXH(QJOLVK
%\WKHVDPHORJLFWKHJRYHUQPHQWPDFKLQHU\ZRXOGEHERXQGWRXVHDVLQ
JOHODQJXDJHDVDZRUNLQJPHGLXPDQGWKDWSULYLOHJHZRXOGDXWRPDWLFDOO\EHGLV
FULPLQDWRU\WRWKRVHRIILFHUVZKRVHPRWKHUWRQJXHLVQ·W+LQGL$FFRUGLQJWR$UWLFOH
RIWKH&RQVWLWXWLRQRI,QGLD´WKHRIILFLDOODQJXDJHRIWKH8QLRQVKDOOEH+LQGL
LQ'HYDQDJDULVFULSWDQG  1RWZLWKVWDQGLQJDQ\WKLQJLQFODXVH  IRUDSHUL
RGRI\HDUVIURPWKHFRPPHQFHPHQWRIWKLV&RQVWLWXWLRQWKH(QJOLVKODQ
JXDJHVKDOOFRQWLQXHWREHXVHGIRUDOORIILFLDOSXUSRVHVRIWKH8QLRQIRUZKLFK
LWZDVEHLQJXVHGLPPHGLDWHO\EHIRUHVXFKFRPPHQFHPHQWµ6FKHGXOHDOORZV
UHYLHZLQJWKHSURJUHVVLYHXVHRI+LQGLEXWGRHVQ·WUXQGRZQ(QJOLVKRUWDNHV
DZD\WKH6WDWHOHJLVODWXUH·VULJKWWRRSWIRUWKHODQJXDJHRIXVH%HVLGHVLWFODU
LILHVWKDWDOODXWKRULWDWLYHWH[WVPXVWEHGRQHLQ(QJOLVKDVZHOO,IDQ\ERG\WKLQNV
WKDWHQIRUFLQJDODQJXDJHFRGHZRXOGIRVWHUQDWLRQDOLQWHJUDWLRQWKHQRQHMXVW
QHHGVWRORRNEDFNDWKRZODQJXDJHULRWVLQVRXWKHUQ,QGLDKDYHDWRQHWLPHWKUHDW
HQHGLWLQVWHDG,QWKHZRUGVRI&1$QQDGXUDL´LIZHKDGWRDFFHSWWKHSULQFL
SOHRIQXPHULFDOVXSHULRULW\ZKLOHVHOHFWLQJRXUQDWLRQDOELUGWKHFKRLFHZRXOG
KDYHIDOOHQQRWRQWKHSHDFRFNEXWRQWKHFRPPRQFURZµ%ROO\ZRRGRIWHQFLWHG
DVDPDVVFDWDO\VWRIWKH+LQGLVSHDNLQJPDUNHWKDVRQO\SHUFHQWRIRXU
WRWDOER[RIILFHUHYHQXH7KHUHVWRIWKHSLHEHORQJVWRUHJLRQDOILOPV/HW·VQRW
WLQNHUZLWKWKHDYRLGDEOH+RPRJHQHLW\LVQ·WDOZD\VDQDVVHW
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eventeen scientists, who consistently advocated Genetically Modified
(GM) crops in India, are anxious
to revive GMs despite the Centre’s
growing emphasis on organic
farming and native cattle breeds to boost
nutritional standards nationwide. The
Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yojana and the
Rashtriya Gokul Mission are gaining popularity among farmers. Alarmed at the scale
of soil degradation in the country, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, in his
Independence day address, urged the
farmers to reduce consumption of chemical fertilisers by at least 25 per cent.
Almost parallel to this plea, in Current
Science (Vol 117, No 3, August 10, 2019),
the scientists suggest that GM food crops,
ie, Bt-Brinjal that was placed under a moratorium by the then Union Environment
Minister Jairam Ramesh and GM-Mustard
that was almost cleared for field trials when
activists scuttled the attempt, be cleared for
commercial cultivation. This activism
seeks to reverse Dr MS Swaminathan’s
admission that green revolution technologies had harmed the environment and
that Bt (bacillus thuringiensis) and Ht (herbicide tolerant) crops are highly unsustainable (Current Science, Vol 115, No 10,
November 25, 2018). The article created
outrage in pro-GM circles.
Claiming that Bt-cotton made India a
cotton exporting country, the proponents
say the virtual ban on Bt-brinjal and GMmustard is hurting India’s food and nutrition security that is challenged by population growth, availability of land, water and
human resources. They point out that
major Western science academies insist
there are no genotoxic effects in Bt and Ht
crops. In 2016, the US National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine
published a 420-page report on GM crops
and observed, “Bt in maize and cotton from
1996 to 2015 contributed to a reduction in
the gap between actual yield and potential
yield under circumstances in which targetted pests caused substantial damage to nonGE varieties and synthetic chemicals could
not provide practical control.”
This report, the GM champions assert,
states that Bt crop actually increased
insect biodiversity on farms compared to
non-Bt crop farms on which insecticide
was sprayed. The report said the emergence
of secondary pests and resistant pink
bollworm in India is due to the non-implementation of the refuge strategy. A 2010
report of the European Commission noted,
“biotechnology, in particular Genetically
Modified Organisms (GMOs), are not per
se more risky than conventional plant
breeding technologies.”
GM backers claim that 147 original
studies based on primary data from farm
surveys anywhere in the world, reporting
impact of GM soybean, maize or cotton on
crop yields, pesticide use and farm profits

showed that on an average, GM
technology reduced pesticide
use by 37 per cent, increased
crop yields by 22 per cent and
increased farmer profits by 68
per cent. Regarding livestock,
data from publicly available
sources from 1997 to 2011, covering over 100 billion animals,
did not reflect negative trends
in livestock health and productivity from GM crop-feeds.
Pro-GM scientists doubt
the finding of the World Health
Organisation’s International
Agency for Research on Cancer
that glyphosate is linked to cancer. The fact, however, is that
Austria has already banned
glyphosate and Germany has
decided to ban it by the end of
2023 as part of an insect (bees,
butterflies) conservation programme. Nearly 20 French
mayors banned it from their
municipalities in August 2019
in defiance of the national
Government. Pro-GM scientists recommend GM technology in grains (golden rice)
and vegetables, along with the
risky gene editing technology.
Ironically, they have been
blocking the release of Bt-cotton hybrids/varieties developed by scientists of the Indian
Council of Agricultural
Research (which have safer
toxic limits than Monsanto) in
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$GURQHDQGPLVVLOHDWWDFNRQWKH$ETDLTRLOSURFHVVLQJ
IDFLOLW\VKRXOGVHQGDODUPEHOOVULQJLQJDFURVVWKHZRUOG
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KHVKRFNRIWKHGURQHDQGPLVVLOHDWWDFN
RQ WKH $ETDLT RLO SURFHVVLQJ IDFLOLW\
VKRXOGZRUU\HYHU\RQH1RWRQO\GLGLW
WDNHRIIOLQHKDOIRI6DXGL$UDELDQRLOSURGXF
WLRQWKHGHYHORSPHQWKLJKOLJKWVKRZFULWLFDO
LQIUDVWUXFWXUH IDFLOLWLHV FDQ EH WDUJHWWHG E\
GURQHVIURPDQ´XQNQRZQµHQWLW\2IFRXUVH
QRZWKHVSHFWUHRIDQRWKHUFRQIODJUDWLRQLQWKH
3HUVLDQ*XOIORRPVODUJHHVSHFLDOO\DIWHU86
3UHVLGHQW 'RQDOG 7UXPS VDLG KLV QDWLRQ LV
´ORFNHGDQGORDGHGµDQGDWWULEXWHGWKHH[SOR
VLRQVWR,UDQ·VQHIDULRXVGHVLJQVRQ$PHULFDQ
LQWHUHVWV,IWKLVHVFDODWHVRLOSULFHVPLJKWULVHGUDPDWLFDOO\HYHQWKRXJKWKHFRRO
LQJJOREDOHFRQRP\ZLOOSRVVLEO\WHPSHUWKDW$OWKRXJK6DXGLILUPVKDYHDIILUPHG
WKDWWKHUHZRXOGQRWEHDQ\VKRUWDJHRIVXSSO\UHSDLULQJUHVHUYRLUVPLJKWWDNH
WLPHDQG,QGLDZRXOGKDYHWRORRNIRUDQDOWHUQDWLYHWKHQ(DUO\HVWLPDWHVVKRZ
WKDWDURXQGVL[SHUFHQWRIJOREDOVXSSOLHVFRXOGEHKLW:HKDYHLPSRUWHG
SHUFHQWFUXGHDQGGLVUXSWLRQVFRXOGLPSDFWRXUYRODWLOHHFRQRP\
7KHUHDUHPDMRUOHVVRQVWKDW,QGLDVKRXOGWDNHIURPDOOWKLV7KHILUVWUHODWHV
WRSURWHFWLQJFULWLFDOGHIHQFHDQGLQIUDVWUXFWXUDOVLWHVIURPGURQHDWWDFNV$VZH
OHDUQWZKHQWKH*DWZLFN$LUSRUWLQ/RQGRQZDVVKXWGRZQIRUDOPRVWDZHHN
WKDQNVWRGURQHVRYHUIO\LQJWKHUXQZD\VSUHFLVLRQVWULNHVGRQRWQHHGWREH
ILHU\DQGYLROHQWWRGDPDJHWKHHFRQRP\1DWLRQVZLOOQHHGWRILJXUHRXWKRZ
WKH\ZLOOEHDEOHWRFRPEDWGURQHVZKLFKFDQGRGLVSURSRUWLRQDWHHFRQRPLF
GDPDJH$QDO\VLQJWKHLPDJHVIURP 6DXGL$UDELDUHSDLUVZLOOFRVWPLOOLRQVRI
GROODUVZKLOHWKHDWWDFNPD\KDYHWDNHQMXVWDIHZWKRXVDQGGROODUVWRH[HFXWH
,WLVDOVRH[WUHPHO\SX]]OLQJZK\6DXGL$UDELDDOORZHGRQHRILWVPRVWFULWLFDO
LQIUDVWUXFWXUHVLWHVWREHVRSRRUO\JXDUGHGDQGYXOQHUDEOH+RZHYHUMXVWDVWKH
6DXGLVZLOOOHDUQIURPWKLVODSVHVRVKRXOG,QGLD:HPXVWDOVREHSUHSDUHGIRU
WKHZRUVWSRVVLEOHRXWFRPHLQWKH0LGGOH(DVWDZDU7KHFOLQLFDOQDWXUHRIWKH
DWWDFNPDNHVLWLPSRVVLEOHWRKDYHEHHQFRQGXFWHGE\D´QRQVWDWHµDFWRU WR
XVH3DNLVWDQ·VIDYRXULWHWHUP $Q\FRQIOLFWLQWKHUHJLRQZLOOVHQGRLOSULFHVVRDU
LQJVRPHWKLQJWKH,QGLDQHFRQRP\PLVPDQDJHGWRWKHSRLQWRIGLVDVWHUGRHV
QRWQHHGULJKWQRZ+RZHYHUFLWL]HQVVKRXOGEHPDGHDZDUHRIWKHFRQVHTXHQFHV
RIVXFKDSRVVLELOLW\7KLVDWWDFNVKRXOGDOVRVSHHGXSGHYHORSPHQWRIDOWHUQD
WLYHIXHOVDQGHQHUJ\VRXUFHVZKLFKPD\QRWEHDEDGWKLQJLQGHHG7KLVLVE\
IDUWKHZRUVWVKRFNWRJOREDOVXSSOLHVWKDQZKHQ6DGGDP+XVVHLQLQYDGHG.XZDLW
LQDQGWKH,VODPLF5HYROXWLRQLQ,UDQLQ
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Sir — I love Hindi but imposing
it as a national language and creating an unequal advantage for
naturalised Hindi speakers is
gross discrimination and cannot
be a unifier. The Government,
having no reform or development
measures to boast of, is targetting
people’s sentiments. But this time,
it has scored a self-goal that may
cost it electorally in the future.
The Congress’ history in this
regard should be instructive.
Bidyut Kumar Chatterjee
Faridabad

BQ[Y^WS_^db_fUbci
Sir — The idea of “one nation,
one language” mooted by Union
Home Minister Amit Shah has
expectedly been met with resistance, especially from the southern States. Parties from Tamil
Nadu, Karnataka and Andhra
Pradesh have been more vocal
against the proposal and have
accused Shah of running a “divisive agenda” and foisting the
“RSS agenda on the country.”
While a large number of
people in the south do not under-

India in myriad ways — from
loss of agro-biodiversity to
degraded soils to water emergency. In 2002, the
Government legalised the illegal planting of Bt-cotton.
Despite energetic marketing,
hard official data proves that
Bt-cotton has failed, trapped
farmers in debt and is implicated in farmer suicides. Worse,
Monsanto’s HT Roundup
Cotton, which has been planted illegally for over a decade,
might be legalised.
Illegal planting of Bt-brinjal in many States is extremely
dangerous as India has the
world’s greatest genetic diversity in brinjal (over 2,500 varieties, including wild varieties),
which could suffer irreversible
contamination. The motive is
to gain access to our incredible
germplasm. Global agricultural corporations are keen to control our agriculture with their
seeds, chemicals and monoculture farming and are spreading
the myth that GMOs are needed to feed India.
At a seminar, Beyond
Corporate Driven Industrial
Agriculture to Climate
Resilient
Agroecolog y
(September 6, 2019), experts
said India does not need
genetic engineering as traditional plant breeding and
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the past three years and are trying to influence Government
policy for Monsanto/Bayer
profits.
The scientists deliberately
ignore the fact that the department-related parliamentary
standing committee on Science
& Technology, Environment &
Forests (August 25, 2017) had
categorically asserted that no
GM crop should be introduced
in India until the bio-safety and
long-term effects are evaluated
by an independent and transparent process. The standing
committee discovered that not
a single Government agency
had ever conducted studies to
assess the impact of Bt-Cotton
on the environment, bio-diversity, bio-safety, ecosystem (soil),
human and animal health.
A former Secretary of the
Department of Biotechnology
admitted that his department
had no independent research
on the impact of GM crops and
most research was from the
seed and insecticide companies,
which cannot be relied upon.
The department of health
research also admitted that it
had not examined the impact of
GM crops on human health.
Environmentalist Vandana
Shiva points out that the green
revolution, based on chemicals
and hybrid crops, devastated
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stand Hindi, it is gradually penetrating this region due to a
number of factors like migration.
Yet another reason for the spread
of Hindi culture is Bollywood,
which is becoming far more popular over there.

newer methods “outperform
GE hands down.” The world
needs agro-ecology to overcome climate change and the
vicious cycles of hunger, farming stress and poverty. Recent
global scientific review
(February 2019) warns that the
steep decline in insect populations (40 per cent of insects
could become extinct in the
next few decades) could trigger the collapse of ecosystems worldwide. The main
culprit is industrial scale,
intensive agriculture with pesticides and fertilisers. Only
agro-ecological systems preserve forests and sequester
carbon by naturally removing
carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere, locking it in
plants and, thus, mitigate climate change.
Way back in 1940, Albert
Howard (An Agricultural
Testament) noted that Indian
peasants led the world in agroecology. India must recover this
native wisdom by preserving its
biodiversity and seed sovereignty so that future generations are free of hunger and in
harmony with humanity and
nature.
(The writer is Senior Fellow,
Nehru Memorial Museum and
Library; the views expressed
are personal)

Hindi States has remained
unchallenged until now. The idea
of imposing Hindi on non-Hindi
speaking people must be buried
until people come forward to
accept Hindi as the language of
communication in lieu of English.
KV Seetharamaiah
Hassan
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]PcXeT[P]VdPVTXb]^VaTPcTa\PaZTa^UcaPSXcX^]^aRd[
cdaTXcXbPRW^XRT8]cWXbV[^QP[XbX]Vf^a[S4]V[XbW
^_T]b\P]hS^^abc^bcdST]cbP]Sf^aZTab8]R^d]
caXTbX]cWTaTVX^]cWTaTXbPcWaXeX]VX]SdbcahX\_Pac
X]V b_^ZT] 4]V[XbW c^ cW^bT cahX]V c^ bTRdaT Y^Qb
PQa^PS8]8]SXP_T^_[T_aTUTaPbdQbcP]SPaS4]V[XbW
\TSXd\bRW^^[c^PeTa]PRd[Pa^]T
9B0RWPahP
7hSTaPQPS

Even without any imposition,
by far, Hindi as a language has
made its presence far and wide.
In 1971, 36.9 per cent of Indians
spoke Hindi as a first language. In
2011, this increased to 43.6 per
cent. In the long run, Hindi may

occupy primacy if the Centre
does not force the language on the
people. As of now, the English
language is more acceptable,
especially in the south than Hindi.
The status of English as a medium of communication to non-

Sir — At a time when the country is faced with an economic crisis, it is unfortunate that Union
Home Minister Amit Shah has
raked up the issue of nationalising the Hindi language. Maybe
this is a tactic to deviate people’s
attention from some of the most
pressing concerns pertaining to
the economy.
Undoubtedly, the call for
unity is noble but to think that it
can come only out of uniformity
is flawed. The BJP’s landslide victory must not make it lose its
head and cause it to become arrogant, autocratic and nonamenable to reasoning.
Ravi
Via email
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

P]P[hbXb
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KHFDYDOFDGHVHHPHGXQHQGLQJDQGDPRQD6XQGD\PRUQ
LQJLVDQXQXVXDOWLPHWREHVWXFNLQDWUDIILFMDP7KHUHDVRQ
LWWXUQVRXWLVWKHKXJHQXPEHURI6SRUWV8WLOLW\9HKLFOHV 689V
EORFNLQJWKHURDG(DFKYHKLFOHLVDGRUQHGZLWKELJSRVWHUVLQIRUP
LQJXVWKDWWKLVLVDUDOO\IRURQHRIWKHSURVSHFWLYHFDQGLGDWHVIRUWKH
XSFRPLQJ/HJLVODWLYH$VVHPEO\HOHFWLRQVGXHE\WKHHQGRIWKH\HDU
7KHUDOO\LVWRJRWR5RKWDNWRLPSUHVVWKHSDUW\OHDGHUZKRKDVKLV
RZQURDGVKRZWKHUH<RXQJOXPSHQVZHDULQJVDIIURQ7VKLUWVZLWK
WKHSURVSHFWLYHFDQGLGDWH·VSKRWRJUDSKRQLWDUHHQHUJHWLFDOO\KDQJ
LQJRXWRIWKH689VDOD%ROO\ZRRGKHURHV*RLQJE\WKHFKDRVDQG
QRLVHWKDWLVDOUHDG\EHLQJJHQHUDWHG,VKXGGHUWRLPDJLQHZKDWZH
DUHLQIRURYHUWKHQH[WIHZZHHNV
,VKRXOGQ·WKDYHEHHQVXUSULVHGWKRXJK)RUWKHODVWFRXSOHRI
PRQWKVWKHZKROHRI'HOKLKDVEHHQKXPPLQJZLWKHOHFWLRQUHODWHG
DFWLYLW\7KHQXPEHURIWLFNHWVHHNHUVIRUWKHUXOLQJSDUW\·VQRPLQD
WLRQVLQFHWKDWVHHPVDQREUDLQHUKDVEHHQJURZLQJHYHU\GD\$QG
HDFKRIWKHVHSURVSHFWVLVRXWGRLQJWKHRWKHUE\VKRZHULQJWKHHOHF
WRUDWHZLWKLQFHQWLYHVDVZHOODVSODVWHULQJWKHZKROHFLW\ZLWKWKHLU
KRDUGLQJV7VKLUWVFORFNVEDGJHVFDSVDQGVDIIURQVFDUYHVDUHDOO
WKHUDJHLWVHHPV(DFKRIWKHVHLWHPVKHOSIXOO\KDVWKHEHQHYROHQW
GRQRU·VSKRWRJUDSKDORQJZLWKRIFRXUVHRXUOHDGHU·VSLFWXUH³DV
LILWZDVQRWHQRXJKWRKDYHKLVIDFHXELTXLWRXVO\VWDULQJDWXVIURP
ELOOERDUGVSXEOLFLVLQJWKH8MDOD6FKHPH$\XVKPDQ%KDUDWDQGRWKHU
VXQGU\ZHOIDUHSURJUDPPHV,WLVWKHVDPHVWRU\ZLWKKRDUGLQJV³
WKHUHLVKDUGO\DQHOHFWULFLW\SROHRUDWUHHRUHYHQDIHQFHOHIWZKLFK
GRHVQRWFDUU\PXOWLSOHSRVWHUV
$QRYHOW\LQWKLVHOHFWLRQLVWKHXVHRIWKHVRFLDOPHGLD$OPRVW
DOORIWKHPKDYHERXJKWDGYHUWLVLQJVSDFHIURP*RRJOHDQG)DFHERRN
2SHQDVHDUFKSDJHDQGWKHUH\RXKDYHWKHVPLOLQJPXJVKRWRIRQH
RUPRUHRIWKHVHFDQGLGDWHVSURPLVLQJWRWXUQWKHGXVW\DQGGLUW\
FLW\LQWRDSDUDGLVH)RUWXQDWHO\QRRQHLVSURPLVLQJWRPDNHWKHSRW
KROHGURDGVDVVPRRWKDVWKHFKHHNVRIDEDE\DV\HW
,QFHQWLYHVKRDUGLQJVDQGVRFLDOPHGLDDUHQRWWKHRQO\RXWOHWV
EHLQJXVHGWRSXEOLFLVHDQGZRRYRWHUV6RPHFDQGLGDWHVKDYHIRXQG
LQQRYDWLYHPHWKRGVRIOXULQJWKHHOHFWRUDWH2UJDQLVLQJUHOLJLRXVVHU
PRQVDQGERG\EXLOGLQJFRQWHVWVVHHPSDVVp³WKHODWHVWRQHLVUHOL
JLRXVWRXULVP2QHFDQGLGDWHRUJDQLVHGDQDOOH[SHQVHVSDLGWULSWR
9DLVKQR'HYL(YHU\GD\IRUDERXWDPRQWKVHYHUDODLUFRQGLWLRQHG
9ROYREXVVHVZRXOGWDNHSHRSOHWRWKHVKULQH7KHLUIRRGORGJLQJDQG
RIFRXUVHWUDYHODOOWDNHQFDUHRI7KHEXVHVFDUULHGKXJHEDQQHUV
ZLWKWKHVXLWDEO\VDIIURQDWWLUHGFDQGLGDWH·VSKRWRJUDSK,WUHPDLQV
WREHVHHQZKHWKHUWKRVHZKRHDUQHGVRPHUHOLJLRXVPHULWGXHWR
KLVEHQHYROHQFHZRXOGUHFLSURFDWHRQHOHFWLRQGD\
7KHQWKHUHLVDQRWKHUFDQGLGDWHZKRLVJRLQJDERXWDOOWKLVZLWK
DSUHFLVLRQZKLFKZRXOGPDNHDPDQDJHPHQWJXUXSURXG7KLVJHQ
WOHPDQVWDUWHGKLVFDPSDLJQHDUO\³KRDUGLQJVZLWKKLVPXVWDFKLRHG
IDFHVXLWDEO\DLUEUXVKHGWRVRIWHQWKHREYLRXVO\PDFKRLPDJHKDYH
EHHQDOORYHUWKHFLW\IRUPRUHWKDQWZRPRQWKV7KHJHQWOHPDQLQ
TXHVWLRQLVWKHVFLRQRIDQLPPHQVHO\ZHDOWK\IDPLO\³KLVIDWKHUZKR
LQFLGHQWDOO\KDVDOVRXQVXFFHVVIXOO\FRQWHVWHGPDQ\HOHFWLRQVRZQV
ODUJHVZDWKHVRISURSHUW\LQDQGDURXQGWKHFLW\
7KHFDQGLGDWHKDVREYLRXVO\KLUHGDQLPDJHFRQVXOWDQWDVZHOO
DVDSROLWLFDOVWUDWHJLVWWRDSSHDOWRGLIIHUHQWVHJPHQWV7KXVIRULQVWDQFH
DPXVLFDOHYHQLQJLVRUJDQLVHGZLWKDSRSXODUVLQJHUWRDWWUDFWWHHQDJHUV
ZKLOHDSURJUDPPHKRQRXULQJH[VHUYLFHPHQZLWKVHYHUDOPXVWDFKLRHG
JHQHUDOVLVKHOGWREXWWUHVVKLVSDWULRWLFFUHGHQWLDOV6LQFHRQHRIWKH
ODUJHVWFRPPXQLWLHVQRZLQWKHFLW\LVIURP3RRUYDQFKDODJDODH[WUDY
DJDQ]DZDVRUJDQLVHGUHFHQWO\ZLWKSHUIRUPDQFHVE\DOOWKHOHDGLQJ
OLJKWVRI%KRMSXULFLQHPD7KLVHYHQWZDVPHWLFXORXVO\SODQQHGZLWK
FDPHUDFUDQHVDQGPHJDVL]HGSURMHFWLRQVFUHHQVWRVKRZFDVHWKH
FDQGLGDWHZKLOHWKHDXGLHQFHRIPLJUDQW3RRUYDQFKDOLVZDLWHGSDWLHQW
O\IRUWKHLUIDYRXULWHVWDUVWRPDNHDQDSSHDUDQFH7KHVHDQGRWKHU
HYHQWVDUHWKHQDOVRDGYHUWLVHGWKURXJKDGVLQOHDGLQJ(QJOLVKGDLOLHV
1HHGOHVVWRVD\DOOWKLVFRVWVDODUJHDPRXQWRIPRQH\2IFRXUVH
WKHHOHFWLRQVKDYHQRWEHHQDQQRXQFHGDQGVRWKHPRGHOFRGHRI
FRQGXFWLVQRWLQIRUFH%XW,ZRQGHUZKHWKHUWKHVOHXWKVRIWKHWD[
GHSDUWPHQWDUHWDNLQJQRWHRIWHQVRIFURUHVZKLFKDUHEHLQJVRREYL
RXVO\VSHQWE\WKHFDQGLGDWHV"7KHQH[WWLPH,JHWDQ,QFRPH7D[
QRWLFHWRH[SODLQDQLQFRPHRIDIHZWKRXVDQG,VKDOOEHUHFDOOLQJWKH
XELTXLWRXVPXVWDFKLRHGIDFH,DPSRQGHULQJDOOWKLVZKLOHVLWWLQJLQ
WKHWUDIILFMDPZKLOHWKH689FDYDOFDGHLQFKHVDORQJ,QRWLFHWKDWWKH
FDUVDUHDOOQXPEHUHGVHTXHQWLDOO\DQGWKHUHLVDQRWKHUQXPEHUWRR
RQHDFKRIWKHP,WWXUQVRXWWKDWWKHFDQGLGDWHZDVVRHQDP
RXUHGE\WKHUHFHQWKHURLFDFWVRIWKHSUHVHQWGLVSHQVDWLRQWKDWKH
GHFLGHGWRWDNHDFDUDYDQRI689VWRZHOFRPHWKHOHDGHU,WKDQNHG
RXU IRXQGLQJ IDWKHUV IRU UHVWULFWLQJ WKH QXPEHU RI $UWLFOHV LQ WKH
&RQVWLWXWLRQWRRQO\
7KHZULWHULVD3URIHVVRU'HSDUWPHQWRI3K\VLFV $VWURSK\VLFV
'HOKL8QLYHUVLW\
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here has been a lot of talk on the economic slowdown ever since we saw the first
quarter growth results. The fact remains
that the Finance Ministry has been working
round-the-clock to address some of the critical
concerns on the economic front both in the short
and the long-term.
However, as is the case, most such measures
are likely to have an impact only from the third
quarter onwards. But the pace of reforms indicates that the Government has understood the
different contours of the problem — and this
should be a positive sign for economic revival.
As far as the second quarter is concerned,
now is the time to look at the high frequency
indicators and sit down to forecast economic
growth. As with any forecasting exercise, it’s
important to keep in mind that most such exercises are subject to statistical errors and conditional on whatever information is made available at the time of the forecast. In all likelihood,
we will update our forecast in the first week of
October.
One of the authors had a forecast of 5.0-5.4
per cent of growth for the first quarter while
another predicted 5.2-5.6 for the second quarter. Since then we’ve seen further weakening of
consumption data, combined with less than
encouraging automobile sales.
The automobiles industry makes up around
seven per cent of the country’s Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) but it has been in the news for
slowing down tremendously, leading to loss of
jobs and further impacting the slowdown in consumption. The data released by the Society of
Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM) on
sale of all vehicles in India shows that the growth
in sales fell the most post-2018. The data on private vehicles shows the same trend.
However, the data on commercial vehicles
shows that growth was the slowest in 2016 and
even though it recovered in 2017, growing at
about 29 per cent, since then it has slowed down.
The growth in sales of two-wheelers and threewheelers has been falling since the first quarter
of 2018. The fact that the automobiles sector is
facing a slowdown shouldn’t come as a surprise,
given that it had a significantly higher growth
in the preceding year. So, part of the slowdown
is because of the high growth last year while the
rest is explained by the Non-Banking Financial
Companies’ (NBFC) crisis, the shift to BS-VI
emission norms and, of course, to the use of
Ola/Ubers.
Consequently, there is a need to re-imagine
the automobile business and many leaders of the
industry have expressed this sentiment over the
last couple of weeks. Further, the low consumption growth is well reflected in the monthly
Goods and Services Tax (GST) collection numbers which have only witnessed a modest
growth on a year-over-year basis. Therefore, in
all probability, growth in the second quarter is
likely to be muted— but, from the third quarter onwards, we may see a swift recovery aided
by several measures by the Finance Ministry.
Our forecast for the second quarter has modified since then as recent data show that growth
in the second quarter may well continue to be
low. Consequently, given that the first quarter
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figures were more towards the lower
bounds of the forecast, based on recent
data, our forecast stands at 4.9-5.3 per
cent of growth for the second
quarter.
The silver lining is that the Index
of Industrial Production (IIP) has
shown a very healthy growth and
while it covers only a very narrow
scope of economic activity, it is a definite signal of revival. Consequently, it
is very likely that the forecast is
reversed upwards and growth may well
be towards the upper limit of the forecast in contrast with the first quarter.
What this essentially means is that
there are early signs of economic
recovery, which are indeed encouraging, given that we had bottomed out at
five per cent.
For the third quarter, growth may
well be between 5.8 to 6.2, but this is
just a preliminary forecast as we wait
to see the impact of the current
announcements that have been made
by Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman.
Some of these announcements
have already been implemented and
will have a definite positive impact on
the economy. One of them relates to
GST refunds for Micro, Small &
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) which
have been a concern since their introduction. The Government has recognised that there is a need to have a system for time-bound refunds and it has
ordered that all existing ones be cleared
within 30 days. Going forward, all
refunds should be cleared within 60

days. This will have an immediate
impact on addressing the working capital constraints in the MSME space
which, in turn, will ensure that the system is infused with fresh liquidity. It is
likely that this will have an impact as
far as growth in this and the next quarter is concerned.
Similarly, the Government has
tried to address concerns of the automobile industry by removing the ban
from replacing current vehicles, which
will try to absorb some of the accumulated inventories over the last couple of
months. What is important is to also
consider that the Government has
committed to the expenditure as stated in the Union Budget and to the
Fiscal Responsibility and Budget
Management (FRBM) Act. This suggests that expenditure will continue as
per plan and any revenue shortfall may
be met through increased disinvestments. Both are again a positive sign
for the economy — although one
needs to further evaluate whether
there’s any difference between a 3.3-3.5
per cent of deficit, especially during a
time when growth has been slow.
Similarly, consolidation of banks,
combined with several governance
reforms and aggressive moves on the
relaxation of external commercial borrowings for NBFCs and now even for
affordable housing projects, are both
progressive decisions that reflect India’s
demand for foreign capital.
For the first time, there’s a pragmatic realisation that India is a capitaldeficit country and the only way to

meet our need for investment would be
to seek foreign capital. Luckily, low and
negative yields elsewhere make India
a no-brainer as far as movement of capital is concerned. Harsh Gupta — a
hedge fund manager and a financial
columnist — has worked extensively on
this area as he’s documented the need
to be progressive in our outlook
towards foreign finance.
It is important to have a progressive and pragmatic outlook towards
addressing the current crisis. We need
to simultaneously focus on revaluating
some of our previous policy choices
and think hard on whether they’ve
helped us meet our growth aspirations.
The Finance Minister is doing the same
with a strong commitment towards
reviving economic growth and towards
deep structural reforms. The three
press conferences have given us a signal that Sitharaman means business
and this fact itself makes us extremely optimistic about India’s economic
prospects over the near term.
While growth may be low for the
second quarter, economic recovery
may start from the third quarter and
we may be back on the seven per cent
plus growth track by the next financial
year. In fact, if we continue with the
same trajectory, then very soon we may
just manage to push our potential
growth to 8.5 and sustain an eight plus
growth rate for a prolonged period.
(Karan Bhasin is a New Delhi-based
policy researcher and Prachi Jhamb is
a research associate with the Reserve
Bank of India)
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or all the political discourse about
a “population explosion,” the
truth is that India is witnessing a
slowdown in its population growth and
is expected to start reversing its numbers over the next two to three decades.
With the Total Fertility Rate (TFR)
down to 2.3 per woman, we are inching closer to achieving replacement levels of population growth. A slowing
population automatically implies a
higher number of the elderly as against
the young. According to the Economic
Survey 2019, the country as a whole will
continue to enjoy the “demographic
dividend” for a few more decades but
some States will start transitioning to
an ageing society as early as the 2030s.
With declining fertility, reduction

in mortality and increasing survival at older ages, the shift in age
structure from young to the old
is expected to give rise to a major
public healthcare burden.
Unfortunately, we do not seem
prepared to meet the requirements of this shift with little
emphasis on improving our
elderly care structure, health
structure or building a social
support system to address this.
The need is not limited to
improving healthcare infrastructure and availability of caregivers
for the aged but also to create
innovative social solutions to
enable the elderly population live
better, happier and more productive lives. “Social prescribing” is a
strategy that ageing countries are now
incorporating in their policy to address
the physical and mental health needs
of senior citizens and finding a way to
address the problem of loneliness.
In 2018, the British Government
initiated a new strategy to address the
growing problem of loneliness among
the country’s elderly. As part of this
strategy that is expected to be fully in

place by 2023, physicians will be
allowed and encouraged to refer people to partake in social activities and
social groups to combat loneliness. The
strategy is aimed at reducing the burden on the British health service and
improving patients’ quality of life. This
approach will be supplemented by
investing in community projects such
as creating cafes, art spaces or gardens
that can become the focal point of the

social prescriptions for the elderly.
This approach originates
from the realisation that additional and the medical needs of the
elderly mean we give them a
good quality of life, happiness and
greater social involvement.
Currently, society treats the elderly with a peculiar redundancy.
However, changing this approach
could help convert a large experienced and wise population into
valuable social capital, rather
than just a healthcare burden.
Promoting healthy ageing
can help delay the onset of disease
and allow us to have a more productive population in its sunset
years. Healthy ageing is essentially a
process through which the elderly are
enabled to optimise their physical and
mental health and are able to take an
active part in society. Community
referrals are a mechanism to create and
utilise social support structures for the
elderly. For example, an elderly couple
living alone in a city away from their
children can enjoy a much better
quality of life if they are a regular part

of a community exercise that allows
them to pursue their passions and hobbies. This community referral system
must also become an intrinsic part of
the healthcare structure so doctors are
able to refer their elderly patients to the
communities held suitable for them.
There is scientific evidence to
believe that staying socially active and
relevant not only helps fight depression
but also improves cognitive function
and helps slow down decline in health.
Joining communities and interest
groups helps the elderly indulge in fruitful discussions, volunteer for social
work and gives them hope and passion
to live. Community groups can also be
effectively leveraged to educate people
to adopt healthy lifestyles that can
enable them stay healthier longer.
This strategy cannot be achieved
singularly by the Government. Rather,
it needs active participation of innovative start-ups, social groups and volunteers to create a medical-social network requisite for social prescribing.
Efforts are needed on multiple fronts
to make this happen by creating community groups and social support
networks to work in cohesion with doc-

tors and hospitals. Next come integrated awareness and training programmes, to prepare a workforce that
can act as a vital link between doctors
and community groups and can play
the role of counselors for the elderly.
Guidelines would have to be framed to
help doctors recommend and refer
patients to social networks apart from
laying grounds for coordinated and
community-referral system at the levels of villages, towns and cities. Last but
not the least, we would need to engage
the local population, students and
volunteers to spread the activities of
community groups. According to a
2017 report by the United Nations
Population Fund (UNFPA), around
12.5 per cent of India’s population will
be 60 years and older by 2030; by 2050
this will increase to one-fifth of the population. Integrating social prescription
with the healthcare structure will not
only result in a healthier ageing population but also have the potential to
reduce the financial burden on healthcare services.
(The writer is director and creative
strategist of an advertising and consulting agency)
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ose-monetary policy alone cannot arrest the deepening
slump, instead government must take demandboosting measures, especially in rural areas, by frontloading expenditure primarily through the national rural
employment scheme, says a report.
Economists at State Bank Research Monday also
warned that any attempt to trim government spending
to maintain the fiscal numbers will be severely detrimental
to growth.
“Tthe current slowdown cannot be tackled by monetary policy in isolation. The government must address
demand weakness by continuing to meaningfully frontload expenditure say through Mgnrega and PM-Kisan,”
the report said.
The PM-Kisan portal shows the number of beneficiaries under the scheme is only 6.89 crore against the
target of 14.6 crore due to slow validation in farmer data.
This has to be speeded up to boost rural demand, the
report said.
Data from the Mgnrega website show that against
total release from the Centre of C45,903 crore (till
September 13), total spend is around 73 percent only or
C33,420 crore.
The budget has estimated capital expenditure of
C3,38,085 crore but till July, it has spent only 31.8 percent of the allotted amount as against 37.1 percent a year
ago. Private investment share has declined significantly
from 50 percent in value terms during 2007-14 to 30 percent during 2015-19.
“In such a case, the Government should clearly state
upfront that the additional fiscal spending is specifically for infra spending to boost demand and not for any
unproductive purposes,” the report said.
The headline fiscal deficit should stay at 3.3 percent,
while the additional fiscal impulse for infra spending
could over and above this.
It said the RBI could also frontload large rate cuts
in the October policy and also start doing open market
operations that will keep the Government bond yields
in check.
“The Government should go ahead with the overseas sale of sovereign bonds. It could partly hedge the
borrowings and thereby decide to not bring back the dollar proceeds into the country,” it said adding this will take
care of the problem of RBI sterilisation and could also
solve the problem of hedging.
The report also called for allowing FPIs to acquire
stressed assets through the bankruptcy process instead
of going through asset reconstruction companies.

*RYWWRFXWLQVXUDQFH $@ Va^fcWbda_aXbT*
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he commerce ministry will
soon approach the Cabinet for
T
reduction in insurance premium
rates to 0.6 per cent for small
exporters having an outstanding
limit of less than Rs 80 crore, Union
Minister Piyush Goyal said on
Monday. The commerce and industry minister said the premium
rate is 0.72 per cent.
Further, premium rates for
exporters having outstanding limit
of over C80 crore will be streamlined with a view to help them.
Such exporters will be divided
into categories such as non-gold,
jewellery and diamond, among
others. This is being done as insurance claim ratio for gold, jewellery
and diamond players are high and
that impacts banks’ lending ability.
“For accounts with limits below
C80 crore, the premium rates will
be moderated to 0.60 per annum
and for those exceeding C80 crore,
it will be 0.72 per annum for the
same enhanced cover,” Goyal told
reporters here.
He said that ECGC (Export
Credit Gurantee Corporation of
India) has launched a new scheme
NIRVIK (Niryat Rin Vikas Yojna).
This will provide more comfort
to banks to lend to exporters.
The minister said the scope of
cover has been enlarged to include
not only the principal outstanding
but also for the unpaid interest for
a maximum of two quarters or the

NPA date, whichever is earlier.
The cover percentage has been
enhanced to 90 per cent from the
present average of 60 per cent for
both principal and interest.
Goyal also said that the Export
Credit Insurance Scheme (ECIS)
envisages simplified procedure for
settlement of claim and also for
provisional payment up to 50 per
cent within 30 days on production
of proof of end-use of the advances
in default by the insured bank.
The ECIS support will be in
force for a period of five-years and
on conclusion, the standard ECGC
covers will be available for banks
with its regular features.
Goyal said that under the
scheme, inspection of bank documents and records by ECGC officials will be mandatory for losses
exceeding C10 crore as against the
present C1 crore.
“The proposed cover will bring
down the cost of credit due to capital relief, less provision requirement and liquidity due to quick settlement of claims and will ensure
timely and adequate working capital to the export sector,” he added.
Further, the minister said that
after getting an insurance coverage
of 90 per cent, small exporters will
get loans at competitive rate at
about 7.6 per cent.
“If borrowers’ track record will
be good, they will get easy loans at
affordable rates. And on this, there
would not be any interest subvention,” he said.
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BI Governor Shaktikanta
Das on Monday termed
the low GDP growth of 5 per
cent as a “surprise” but
expressed confidence that the
economy will look up with a
host of measures taken by the
government.
He further said that the
RBI has been cutting rates to
give a boost to the economy as
slowdown was visible for past
few months.
The RBI slashed benchmark interest rate four times
consecutively since January
2019. The central bank
reduced the repo (short term
lending) rate by 1.10 percentage points during the year.
“I think with right measures taken, things should
improve. It’s a positive trend
that the Government is
responding very fast and I
don’t think we have heard the
last from the Government with
regard to dealing with the current economic situation ... My
expectation is that it will be a
continuous process and they
would definitely be dealing
with other challenges,” he told
news channels.
The
Government
announced a slew of measures in three dosages which
include a special window for
real estate, export incentives,
bank consolidation and sops

for MSMEs and the automobile sector.
With regard to structural
reforms, he said the RBI has
already pointed out in its annual report.
“I think one major thing
would be agriculture marketing. Definitely, I would expect
some action from the government with regard to reforms in
agricultural marketing,” he
said.
Expressing concern over
the first quarter GDP numbers,
the RBI Governor said the
numbers definitely looked
much worse because the RBI
had projected 5.8 per cent.
“I think almost everybody
had projected not below 5.5
per cent or so, but the number
5 per cent is a surprise,” he said.
He also said the second
quarter growth of all advanced
economies was lower than the
first quarter so there is a deceleration.
“But again I am not trying
to justify our slowdown
through the prism of the global slowdown although global
slowdown does impact growth
and results in slowdown we
have domestic issues also,” he
said.
Asked when will the economy see revival, Das said it is
difficult to make an estimate as
there are many things which
are still playing out.
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hina’s economy showed
more signs of strain
C
Monday as the country published weak data for industrial output, investment and retail
sales, amid a lingering trade
war with the United States.
Industrial output grew by
4.4 per cent year-on-year
throughout August, falling to
its lowest level in 17 years and
down from 4.8 per cent in July.
The figure was well below
analyst expectations, with a
Bloomberg survey of analysts
predicting heartier growth of
5.2 percent.
“We must be aware that
international instabilities and
uncertainties are increasing
significantly, and that at home
economic structural issues are
still prominent and the down-

1dbX]Tbb2^a]Ta

ward pressures on (the) economy are mounting,” said Fu
Linghui, a spokesman for the
National Bureau of Statistics,
which released the data.
Retail sales also slipped to
post growth of 7.5 per cent —
0.1 per cent down on the previous month and a knock to
Beijing’s aims to boost domestic consumption.
Investment in fixed assets
saw year-on-year growth of 5.5
percent in the first eight
months of the year, 0.2 per cent
less than the first seven
months, including a slight dip
in crucial real estate investment.
All three sets of data fell
short of analyst expectations,
with Bloomberg predicting 7.9
per cent growth in retail sales
and 5.7 per cent growth in
investments.

ogging its first fall in eight
sessions, the Indian rupee
on Monday plunged by 68
paise to 71.60 against the US
dollar amid concerns over soaring crude prices following
drone attacks on Saudi Arabia’s
oil facilities.
Surging crude oil prices
have emerged as major fears for
India — the world’s third
largest oil importer — in form
of fiscal slippage and inflationary pressure.
The drone attacks on
Saturday targeted Abqaiq, the
site of the largest oil processing
plant run by the Saudi state oil
company, Aramco, and the
Khurais oilfield.
At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the local unit
opened lower at 71.54, then fell
to a low of 71.63 during the
day. The rupee finally closed at
71.60, down 68 paise over its
previous close.
The Indian currency had
settled at 70.92 against the US
dollar on Friday.
Crude oil benchmark,

Brent Futures,
surged by almost
20 per cent to
$71.95 per barrel
(intra-day) on
Monday after
twin
drone
attacks
on
Saturday wiped
out more than
half of Saudi
Arabia’s crude
supply. It was also
the biggest gain in Brent in dollar terms since futures started
trading in 1988.
However, Brent Futures
saw some moderation and was
trading at $66.63 per barrel, still
up 10.59 per cent over the previous close.
Meanwhile, the dollar
index, which gauges the greenback’s strength against a basket
of six currencies, rose 0.13 per
cent to 98.38.
“The INR and other
emerging currencies that rely
on huge Crude imports have
been spooked by this turn of
events as the ripple effects on
currency are two-fold: 1) an
increase in imported inflation

i.E. Rising CPI and 2) a hit on
the trade deficit,” said Rajesh
Cheruvu, Chief Investment
Officer, Validus Wealth.
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Saturday
unveiled over C70,000 crore of
measures for exporters and the
real estate sector, including
about C30,000 crore new spending in plans such as setting up
of a stressed asset fund, as part
of efforts to boost economic
growth from a six-year low.
“Nirmala Sitharaman
announced new measures for
boosting economy on Saturday
but positive impact on rupee
was negated by the negative
development of spike in brent

crude prices,” HDFC Securities
Head PCG and Capital Markets
Strategy V K Sharma said.
Besides, heavy selling in
domestic equity market and
sustained foreign fund outflows also weighed on the
domestic currency, forex
traders said.
The 30-share BSE Sensex
ended 261.68 points, or 0.70
per cent, lower at 37,123.31.
The broader NSE Nifty too settled 79.80 points, or 0.72 per
cent, down at 10,996.10.
Foreign institutional
investors (FIIs), who were net
buyers for the past few sessions,
offloaded shares worth C751.26
crore on Monday, according to
provisional exchange data.
The 10-year Government
bond yield was at 6.72 per cent
on Monday.
The Financial Benchmark
India Private Ltd (FBIL) set the
reference rate for the
rupee/dollar at 70.9387 and for
rupee/euro at 78.5646. The
reference rate for rupee/British
pound was fixed at 87.6547 and
for rupee/100 Japanese yen at
65.64.
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American conglomerate
Synergy Group, which has
reportedly emerged as sole
potential buyer of the airline,
according to a source.
After the August 10 deadline,
Synergy Group Corp, which
owns majority stake in
Colombian carrier Avianca
Holdings, had reportedly evinced
interest in the airline, which had
already received expressions of
interest (EoIs) (which were subsequently withdrawn) from energy baron Anil Agarwal’s family
trust-backed Volcan Investments,
Russian Fund Treasury RA
Partners and the Panama-based
Avantulo Group.

Motors factory floors or set up
picket lines early Monday as
contract talks with the company deteriorated into a strike.
Workers shut down 33
manufacturing plants in nine
states across the U.S., as well as
22 parts distribution warehouses. It wasn’t clear how
long the walkout would last,
with the union saying GM has
budged little in months of talks
while GM said it made substantial offers including higher
wages and factory investments.
It’s the first national strike
by the union since a two-day
walkout in 2007 that had little
impact on the company.

6^ec_a^_^bTbc^bXV]XUXRP]c[h ,/ )6SXWVDFUH
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he Government has proposed to reduce fees for
T
various intellectual property
rights like patents and designs
for micro, small and medium
enterprises and startups to promote innovation, Commerce
and Industry Ministry said on
Monday. An individual, group
or industry has to pay fees at
different levels of intellectual
property rights (IPR) application fillings.
As per the proposal, fees
for micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs) and startups for filing of patent appli-

cations will be reduced to
C1,600 or C1,750 from C4,000
or C4,400.
For expedited examination, it will be reduced to
C8,000 from C25,000 currently.
Similarly, for renewal of patents,
the fees will be reduced. For
design applications filing, fees
for MSMEs and startups will be
reduced to C1,000 from C2,000,
the ministry said.
For
Geographical
Indications (GI), fees was proposed to cut to nil for filing of
application, issuance of certificate and renewal of GI from the
current C500, C100 and C1,000,
respectively.
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ebt-ridden IL&FS Group
has put on block nearly
494 acres of land parcels across
three states including
Telangana, Andhra Pradesh
and Uttar Pradesh, held by its
subsidiar y Hill County
Properties (HCPL).
IL&FS, through its group
firms IL&FS Township and
Urban Assets and IL&FS
Engineering and Construction
Company holds a total of 80
per cent equity stake in HCPL.
While IL&FS holds nine
per cent, the other two firms
hold 40 per cent and 31 per cent
stake, respectively in HCPL.

ed Jones Lang LaSalle Property
Consultants to assist the potential transaction.
Hill County Properties
houses various land parcels
and development rights for
properties aggregating to 494
acres spread across six sites
including three in Hyderabad
(437 acres) and one each in
Vijayawada
and
Visakhapatnam and Meerut.
The company has invited
expressions of interest from
interested parties for a potential equity stake divestment.
The Group’s fund-based
outstanding debt was C94,216
crore as of October 8, 2018.
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s we move into the new millennium, it is
becoming increasingly clear that the usage
A
of laser and modern technologies are entering
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everyone enjoys the rain, it is a great time to plan an outing or a trip and flaunt your skin in beautiful dresses. But at
While
the same time, one needs to pay special attention to the skin as heat,
the warmth of the sun, hot winds cause severe skin damage. The
season can be quite tricky as it causes digestive and skin problems
and infections.
During the monsoon, there is an increase in the temperature
and humidity level in our country. The infections occur more in
the skin and scalp areas, especially in the skin fold areas like armpit,
groin and others. Moisture remains trapped in these areas and cause
fungal infections.
Fungal infections are of two types like dermatophyte and yeast
infections. Dermatophytes cause superficial infections of the skin,
hair and nails. A yeast infection occurs when there is an overgrowth
of yeast (a type of fungus) anywhere in the body. The primary symptoms of fungal infection are red itchy skin.
People are more prone to infections during monsoon due to
excessive sweating, dehydration, photo-toxic effects of the sun and,
of course, humidity.
Common skin infections are caused in areas where the skin
folds like armpits, groin, between the fingers, toes, nails, elbow fold
and so on. You might experience rashes and fungal infection and
bacterial growth in such areas as they don’t get sufficient air to dry
off. Nail infections are also quite common during monsoon as bacterias find a home inside the nails and causes infection. So trim/cut
your nails regularly.
Hygiene is an important factor for skin care in monsoon.
Q Regular shower with antibacterial soap can keep away bacCPZT_aTRPdcX^]b teria and will keep you fungus
It is suggested to dry off your
cWPcV^P[^]V safe.
body completely after washing
fPhX]ZTT_X]V and avoid getting wet in the rain.
Q Make sure you are cleaning
cWTbZX]WTP[cWh
hair/scalp regularly as fungi
X]UTRcX^]UaTT your
and bacteria develop in these
areas.
:TT_h^dabT[U
Q Avoid use of greasy creams,
WhSaPcTS;^^Z ointments,
and lotions as they
^dcU^aP]hcWX]V might block sweat and oil gland
ducts.
Instead
non-comedo^SS^]h^daQ^Sh genic productsuse
on your skin.
P]SX\\TSXPcT[h
Q Since the sun rays are more
R^]bd[cP penetrating during this time use
of good, effective sunscreens in
STa\Pc^[^VXbc the right amount is essential to
protect from harmful effects of
UV rays.
Take precautions that go a long way in having healthy and infection-free skin. Drink enough water as it will keep your skin hydrated. Also look out for anything odd on your body and immediately see a dermatologist. There are multiple treatment options which
an expert can provide you in order to treat the fungal infection.
While the air is cooler, the humidity increases, and this provides the perfect breeding ground for many kinds of skin bacteria. Acne can bother you on your face or even on your body. Follow
these simple tips daily for flawless, glowing skin.
Q Keep your hands off: As tempted as you may feel to break
that ugly pimple on your face, try not to. Breaking a pimple or trying to squeeze out blackheads will leave you with scars and even
more pimples. Keep your skin clean and let that zit dry out naturally.
Q Minimise your facials: A facial may be a great way to relax
however if you have an acne-prone skin, you need to avoid frequent massages. Moreover, many beauticians don’t know the right
way to remove blackheads and this can damage your delicate pores.
Don’t do a facial more than once a month.
Q Wash your bed linen well: Research shows that pillow covers, and bedsheets are often the least washed items in our laundry. Germs can stick to your pillows, incubate, and cause acne breakouts. Make sure you wash your linen at least once a week and dry
it in sunlight.

6800(5&22/(56
D0E0) A guava is a common tropical fruit cultivated in
6many
tropical and subtropical regions. The fruit is oval

in shape with light green or yellow skin and contain edible
seeds. The high level of antioxidants,
potassium and soluble fiber in
guavas are said to help in
improved heart health. The
fibre content in guava also
helps in healthy bowel
movement thereby
improving the digestive
system.
Guava can also help in
weight loss as it is low in calories and high in fibre content that
may help you feeling full.
Guavas are an excellent source of Vitamin C which may help
boost immunity.
The wide range of vitamins and antioxidants packed into a
guava may work wonders for your skin. Its antioxidants may protect your skin from damage, which can slow down its ageing
process, helping prevent wrinkles.
The fruit also contains high water levels that help you feel
energetic throughout the day.
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ickle cell anaemia (SCA) or
sickle cell disease (SCD) is an
inherited blood disorder in
which the red blood cells take an
abnormal sickle shape instead of
the normal spherical form. The
hemoglobin in our body consists of
four proteins sub-units, typically,
two subunits called alpha globin
and two subunits called beta-globin encoded by the HBA and the
HBB gene respectively.A mutation or change in the HBB gene
leads to blood disorders like betathalassemia and sickle cell. A specific mutation in the HBB gene
encodes for an abnormal hemoglobin which causes the RBCs to take
an abnormal shape.
In a normal person, the red
blood cells (RBCs) have a lifespan
of about 90-120 days. However, in
a SCA patient, the RBCs do not last
long and break down, due to the
abnormal sickle shape. This lack of
RBCs in the blood leads to
anaemia, which may manifest as
swelling of the hands and feet and
fatigue. In a SCA patient, the sickle shaped RBCs may block the
small blood vessels, which over
time leads to complications like
delayed growth, frequent pain crisis and can cause multiple organ
damage. Patients may require blood
transfusions to overcome the acute
crisis and to keep the hemoglobin
in normal range.
Sickle cell anemia is very
common among people of African,
Arabian and Indian origin.The
first evidence of SCA in India was
seen in the tribal population in the

Nilgiri Hills in South India. Based
on certain surveys, prevalence of
sickle gene is found to be 0-18 per
cent in north eastern India, 0-33.5
per cent in western India, 22.5-44.4
per cent in central India and 1-40
per cent in southern India. Wide
variability in the prevalence of
Hb-S trait is observed in population groups within small geographical areas
Sickle cell disease is inherited
in an autosomal recessive pattern,
which means that both copies of
the HBB gene have tobe mutated
in order for the disease to manifest.
Carriers or persons with a single
mutated copy may be asymptomatic and are called sickle cell
traits. If both parents carry a copy
of the mutated gene, then their
child will have a 25 per cent chance
of being affected with SCD.
To prevent the complications of
sickle cell anaemia,early diagnosis of
the disease is very necessary. Patients
who test positive for abnormal
haemoglobin by biochemical testing,
need to undergo genetic testing to
confirm their diagnosis. Screening
for SCA can also be done in newborn period with a simple blood test
that detects the presence of the
abnormal haemoglobin. Being
picked up during an asymptomatic
period, such children can have
timely and early intervention in case
of a crisis and thus prevent secondary complications
Carrier screening is a good way
to assess if an individual is a carrier of the disease. Usually it is
undertaken on individuals who
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Most people rely on medicines to
treat headaches.
ROSHANI DEVI shares home
remedies that can be
just as beneficial to get rid of
that pounding in the head

A

bad day at work,
Monday blues, lack of
proper sleep and or getting stuck in traffic jams for
hours on end are some of the
reasons why one may end
up with a pounding in
the head. While
people reach out
for medicine,
there are several
home remedies
can can do the
trick.
Ginger is a
great stress buster.
Prepare tea with ginger and drink that. One
can even mix two tablespoons
of ginger juice and two table
spoons of lemon juice and
drink this. You can consume
this once or twice a day. Make
a paste with two tablespoons of
water and ginger powder and
apply it on the forehead. Leave
it on for a few minutes to pro-

vide quicker relief.
Have some tea, coffee, or
something with a bit of caffeine. But don’t over do it. It
could ease your headache pain.
Drink
water.
Sometimes, one gets
a
headache
because one has
not
had
enough water.
Drink ample
amount of fluids like fresh
juices, water
and coconut
water.
Another way to
treat and prevent headache
is to sleep for seven-eight
hours every night. Lack of
sleep can disrupt healthy
lifestyle and lead to various diseases. Not getting proper sleep
can lead to stress which may
become the reason for a throbbing headache.
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have a family history of SCD or
thalassemia and in certain ethnic
groups with an increased risk of
SCA. But in some cases there may
be no family history and carrier status is confirmed only after the birth
of an affected child, which is then
too late to prevent the disease and
its complications. Hence, carrier
screening for SCA and thalassemia
should be offered to every couple
who are planning pregnancy,in
order to prevent the birth of an
affected child or even to take decision of giving birth to an affected
child but being prepared for the
future
management
required.Screening of such couples
at the right time (pre-conceptional carrier screening) can help them
take informed decision regarding
their future children. Some couples
also opt for pre-marital genetic
counselling and genetic testing
when they are aware of such genetic conditions in their family.
Let’s make it a point to create
awareness on the need for effective
and early diagnosis of SCD, so that
appropriate management can be
offered to patients and families suffering from SCD.
Prevention of genetic diseases
causing high morbidity and mortality is possible based on genetic
testing and availability of prenatal
diagnosis. This can help decrease
the incidence of genetic disorders
in India and help us to reduce the
psychological and financial burden
on the families.
CWTfaXcTaXb2^]bd[cP]c2[X]XRP[6T]TcXRXbc
<TS6T]^\T;PQb1T]VP[dad

the most exciting phase of their development.
Laser treatment is commonly used for removing facial wrinkles and skin irregularities. The
pulsating beams of light are concentrated on the
irregular skin which removes the unwanted skin
layer by layer. In short, it helps in improving the
skin texture and the appearance as a whole. Laser
treatment should always be performed by
trained and certified practitioners under the
supervision of the dermatologist maintaining
strict hygiene standards.
Laser treatments are different from laser
surgery. Laser treatment for beautification does
not involve any kind of surgery. Laser surgery
is generally related to stone removal and for eye
diagnoses.
Below some popular myths related to laser
treatment and the truths behind it:
Q Myth 1: Laser treatments expose your skin
to infections
Fact: Laser treatments don’t cause infections
as the skin is not cut open to expose the internal layers or veins. There is very little risk of
infection as the treatment's nature is very different.
Q Myth 2: Lasers expose you to radiation
Fact: Laser treatments are safe as only light
is used in the process and no harmful ionising
radiation. In fact, normal sunlight contains more
radiation than most modern lasers used for medical practices.
Q Myth 3: Lasers can cause burns
Fact: All modern lasers use the theory of
selective photo-thrombolysis formulated at the
famous Harvard medical school. This actually
means that laser light specifically searches and
destroys only the intended target and acts likes
magic bullets.
Q Myth 4: Lasers cause thinning of the skin
Fact: In contrary, skin thickens after
Lasertreatments. Skin is a living tissue and due
to laser treatment controlled gentle heating in
the dermis induces new collagen and elastin formation, replacing the older damaged tissue. That
is why laser treatments have a rejuvenating effect
on the skin, reducing wrinkles to become
plumper. Of course, your laser therapist should
have in-depth knowledge of laser physics to
achieve the desired results.
Q Myth 5: Lasers are unnecessary
Fact: There are many physical problems and
diseases for which lasers are indispensable. There
are no medications or creams which can permanently remove scars, birthmarks, tattoos,
remove unwanted hair, varicose veins, port-wine
stains and others. Laser technology is similarly indispensable for many other internal medical conditions too.
Q Myth 6: Lasers cause cancers
Fact: Lasers are used to remove all kinds of
skin and other cancers. Laser light does not contain wavelengths which can trigger cancers.
Q Myth 7: Laser hair treatment is harmful
to health
Fact: The depth of laser penetration is 1-4
mm; it reaches only the hair follicles, and then
is completely dissipated and does not penetrate
deeper! Laser destroys only the hair bulb.
Q Myth 8: Laser hair reduction hurts
Fact: A little pin-prick, that’s all the pain
involved in this treatment. But this depends on
individual pain barrier. For particularly sensitive parts of the body like bikini and underarms.
an anaesthetic cream can be used. It can be
applied everywhere,If your pain threshold is less.
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n September 6, 2019 Dr Harsh
Vardhan, Minister of Health and
Prahlad Singh Patel, Minister of State
(I/C), Ministry of Culture jointly inaugurated the exhibition Superbugs: The
End of Antibiotics? at National
Science Centre, Delhi. The
exhibition has been organised by National Council of
Science
Museums
(NCSM) in collaboration
with Science Museum,
Group,
London,
Wellcome(UK) and supported by ICMR.
The exhibition explores
how society is responding to the
enormous challenge of antimicrobial
resistance (AMR) and antibacterial resistance (ABR) in particular featuring scientific research from across the globe and
personal stories of those waging war on
Superbugs.
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Bacteria, tiny organisms capable of
causing disease are becoming resistant to
our most powerful weapon against them,
antibiotics and turning into superbugs.
Today antibiotic-resistant superbugs
kill up to 7,00,000 people a year.
By 2050 that could rise to 10
million.
The exhibition has
three major sections:
Microscopic, Human and
Global. Microscopic
Section explores the hidden world of bacteria. Be it
their size or characteristics,
evolution of superbugs or
history of antibiotics; the exhibits
of this section will take you on a journey in which you can zoom into the world
of microbes, explore the touchscreen
multimedia to understand how bacteria
evolve into superbugs or flip a digital ebook to know the history of antibiotics.
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esearchers have
found that a drug,
donepezil commonly used to manage
symptoms of Alzheimer disease and other forms of dementia, is associated with a two-fold higher risk of hospitalisation.
According to the study published in the
journal Canadian Medical Association
Journal, using donepezil increases the risk
of hospital admission for rhabdomyolysis,
a painful condition of muscle breakdown,
compared with several other cholinesterase
inhibitors.
Dementia is a growing problem, with
almost 10 million newly diagnosed cases
every year around the world. “The findings
of this population-based cohort study support regulatory agency warnings about the
risk of donepezil-induced rhabdomyolysis,”
said study researcher Jamie Fleet from
McMaster University in Canada.
The study, led by researchers at Western
University, looked at ICES data from 2002
to 2017 on 2,20,353 patients aged 66 years
or older in Ontario, Canada, with a new prescription for donepezil, rivastigmine or
galantamine, three cholinesterase inhibitors
used to manage dementia and Alzheimer
disease.
The researchers found that donepezil
was associated with a two-fold higher risk
of hospitalisation for rhabdomyolysis, a serious condition that can result in kidney disease. According to the findings, the relative
risk was small but statistically significant.
°80=B
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he weapons used to strike
Saudi oil facilities were
T
Iranian-made, the Riyadh-led
coalition said on Monday,
heightening fears of regional
conflict after the US hinted
at a military response to the
assault.
The weekend strikes on
Abqaiq — the world’s largest oil
processing facility — and the
Khurais oil field in eastern
Saudi Arabia have roiled global energy markets sending
prices spiking on Monday.
Yemen’s Iran-aligned Huthi
rebels claimed responsibility
for the strikes but Washington
has squarely blamed Iran, with
President Donald Trump saying
the US is “locked and loaded”
to respond.
Saudi’s energy infrastructure has been hit before, but

this strike was of a different
order, abruptly halting 5.7 million barrels per day (bpd) or
about six percent of the world’s
oil supply.
The Saudi-led coalition,
which is bogged down in a fiveyear war in neighbouring
Yemen, reiterated the assessment that the Huthis were not
behind it, pointing the finger at
Iran for providing the weapons.
Russia urged “all countries
to avoid hasty steps or conclusions that could exacerbate the
situation” while the European
Union stressed all sides should
show “maximum restraint”.
China also called on the US
and Iran to “exercise restraint...
In the absence of a conclusive
investigation or verdict.”
“All indications are that
weapons used in both attacks
came from Iran,” coalition
spokesman Turki al-Maliki told

reporters in Riyadh, adding
they were now probing “from
where they were fired”.
“This strike didn’t come
from Yemen territory as the
Huthi militia are pretending,”
Maliki said, adding an investigation had been opened.
He labelled the Huthis “a
tool in the hands of the Iranian
Revolutionary Guards and the
terrorist regime of Iran”.
The rebels said they fired
10 drones at the Saudi infrastructure, but the New York
Times reported that US officials
had satellite images showing
the attacks — possibly with
drones and cruise missiles —
had come from the north or
northwest.
That indicated they were
sourced in the northern Persian
Gulf, Iran or Iraq, rather than
Yemen. The assault on the
heart of Saudi Arabia’s oil

industry, which engulfed the
facilities in flames, has been
condemned by Washington as
an “unprecedented attack on
the world’s energy supply”.
Oil prices saw their biggest
daily gain since the 1991 Gulf
War on Monday after the
attacks halved output in the
world’s top crude exporter,
fuelling fresh geopolitical and
growth fears.
Europe’s benchmark Brent
crude surged by 20 per cent
and US counterpart WTI by 15
percent as commodities trading
got underway. Both contracts
later came off their peaks, but
were still up more than 10 per
cent on the day by the midafternoon in Europe.
US Energy Secretary Rick
Perry insisted world oil markets
still had sizeable reserves saying the market has “a fairly substantial amount of oil out there

available”.
Saudi Energy Minister
Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman on
Sunday said the kingdom would
use its vast inventories to partially
compensate for the lost production, and the US also authorised
the release of its reserves.
“Growing tensions in the Middle
East are another headwind for
the global economy in already
uncertain times, and a fullblown conflict could trigger
another leg in the global downturn,” said Jennifer McKeown,
head of Global Economics at
Capital Economics.
With the Huthis threatening further attacks, analyst
Oanda senior market analyst
Craig Erlam noted Saturday’s
events had “highlighted the
vulnerability of security at
these facilities to drone attacks”.
The kingdom also has a
spare capacity of around two

million bpd that it can draw on
at times of crisis.
But a prolonged production delay could potentially
see prices climb to “triple digits”, warned Saudi economic
consultant Sulaiman al-Assaf.
The attack is a major test
for Saudi Arabia as it could
dampen investor confidence in
Aramco’s upcoming two-stage
initial public offering (IPO), a
mammoth listing that the
Government hopes will generate up to USD 100 billion.
Saudi authorities are considering whether to delay an IPO
for the oil giant, people with
knowledge of the matter said.
“They’re in the process of
assessing the damage. It’s a possibility but it’s still very early,”
said one of the sources who
spoke on condition of
anonymity.
The IPO, earlier sched-

uled for 2018, has already been
mired in delays as it reportedly struggled to reach a USD 2
trillion valuation desired by
Saudi rulers.
Saudi authorities have
sought to calm jittery markets,
with the Energy Intelligence
specialist newsletter citing
industry sources as saying
Aramco was “close to restoring
as much as 40 per cent” of the
lost production, or about 2.3
million barrels per day (bdp).
The Wall Street Journal
cited people familiar with the
damage estimates as saying
the targeted facilities would
take weeks to return to full production capacity.
The real extent of the damage at the facilities however
remains unclear. All eyes are on
official word from the Saudis on
the situation, which could offer
reassurance to world markets.
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sraeli Pr ime Minister
B enjamin Net anya hu
Ivowed
on Monday to annex
“all the settlements” in the
West Bank, including an
enclave deep in the heart of
the largest Palestinian city, in
a last-ditch move t hat
appeared aimed at shoring up
nationalist support the day
before a do-over election.
Locked in a razor tight
race and with legal woes
hanging over him, Netanyahu
is fighting for his political
survival. In the final weeks of
his campaign he has been
doling out hard-line promises meant to draw more vot-

ers to his Likud party and reelec t him in Tues day’s
unprecedented repeat vote.
“I intend to extend sovereignty on all the settlements and the (settlement)
blocs,” including “sites that
have security importance or
are important to Israel’s heritage,” Netanyahu said in an
interview with Israeli Army
Radio, part of an eleventhhour media blitz.
Asked if that included
the hundreds of Jews who live
under heavy military guard
amid tens of thousands of
Palestinians in the volatile
city of Hebron, Netanyahu
responded “of course.” Israelis
head to the polls on Tuesday
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Yangon: Rohingya Muslims
remaining in Myanmar still
face a “serious risk of genocide”,
UN investigators said on
Monday, warning the repatriation of a million already driven from the country by the
army remains “impossible”.
The fact-finding mission to
Myanmar, set up by the Human
Rights Council, last year branded the Army operations in
2017 as “genocide” and called
for the prosecution of top generals, including Army chief

Min Aung Hlaing.
Some 7,40,000 Rohingya
fled burning villages, bringing
accounts of murder, rape and
torture over the border to
sprawling refugee camps in
Bangladesh, where survivors of
previous waves of persecution
already languish.
But in a damning report,
the UN team said the 6,00,000
Rohingya
still
inside
Myanmar’s Rakhine state
remain in deteriorating and
“deplorable” conditions. AFP

in the second election this
year, after Netanyahu failed to
cobble together a coalition
following April’s vote, sparking t he diss olut ion of
Parliament.
Netanyahu has made a
series of ambitious pledges in
a bid to whip up support,
including a promise to annex
the Jordan Valley, an area
even moderate Israelis view
as strategic but which the
Palestinians consider the
breadbasket of any future
state.
Cr it ics contend t hat
Netanyahu’s pledges, if carried out, would enflame the
Middle East and eliminate
any remaining Palestinian

hope of establishing a separate state. His political rivals
have dismissed his talk of
annexation as an election
ploy noting that he has
refrained from annexing any
territory during his more
than a decade in power.
Israel captured the West
Bank and east Jerusalem from
Jordan in the 1967 war.
O ver
2.5
million
Palestinians now live in occupied territories, in addition to
nearly 7,00,000 Jewish settlers. Israel already has
annexed east Jerusalem in a
move that is not internationally recognised.
The international community, along with the

Palestinians, overwhelmingly considers Israeli settlements in the West Bank and
east Jerusalem illegal.
Tuesday’s vote will largely b e a referendum on
Netanyahu, who this year
surpassed Israel’s founding
Prime Minister as the country’s longest-serving leader.
He has cast himself as the
only candidate capable of
facing Israel’s myriad challenges. But his opponents
say his legal troubles —
including a recommendation
by the attorney general to
indict him on bribery, fraud
and breach of trust charges —
loom too large for him to
carry on.
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ash-strapped Pakistan may
seek the intervention of the
C
US for relief from the tough
conditions of the FATF and the
IMF in lieu of its its services for
the peaceful exit of American
troops from Afghanistan,
according to a media report.
Prime Minister Imran
Khan is likely to persuade the
Trump administration for relief
from the FATF and the IMF
during his meeting with US
President Donald Trump on

the sidelines of the United
Nations General Assembly session in New York this month.
The anti-money laundering watchdog Financial Action
Task Force (FATF) last year
placed Pakistan on the grey list
of countries whose domestic
laws are considered weak to
tackle the challenges of money
laundering and terrorism
financing.
The Paris-based body
warned Islamabad to meet its
commitment by October or
face action, which could pos-

sibly lead to the country getting
blacklisted. According to
reports, Pakistan fared poorly at
the final review of the FATF
held in Bangkok ahead of the
plenary meeting in October.
“The FATF is going to
meet in Paris somewhere in
next month of October where
it will decide Pakistan’s fate. The
same month, the IMF will also
initiate review of first
quarter of Pakistan’s output
under USD 6 billion programme loan,” a Cabinet member told The News.
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ritish Prime Minister Boris
Johnson failed to convince
EU leaders on Monday he has
a serious plan for a Brexit deal,
then ducked out of a planned
news conference under a chorus of abuse from protesters.
Before setting off for talks
in Luxembourg, Johnson had
compared himself to comic
book giant Hulk, but when
anti-Brexit protesters gathered
he left Prime Minister Xavier
Bettel to field questions solo.
A visibly angry Bettel
pointed in bitter amusement at
the empty podium in front of
the British flag beside him as he
warned that Britain had failed
to come up with any credible
way to revive the Brexit withdrawal deal, telling the absent
Johnson it was time to “stop
speaking and act”.
“For me I have just one
withdrawal agreement on the
table and it’s the one from last
year,” Bettel said. “There are no
changes, there are no concrete
proposals for the moment on
the table and I won’t give an
agreement to ideas.”
After the brief talks with
Johnson, Bettel was due to
head to Paris for talks with
France’s President Emmanuel
Macron, and he warned EU

leaders will not postpone Brexit
beyond October 31 if Britain
does not come up with written
suggestions soon.
“An extension is only an
option it if serves a purpose,” he
warned. For his part, once he was
safely clear of the small crowd of
British residents of Luxembourg
who had gathered outside Bettel’s
office for the noisy protest,
Johnson made brief remarks to
British broadcasters.
“There was clearly going to
be a lot of noise... And I think
our points might have been
drowned out,” he protested,
insisting he will never seek to
postpone Brexit anyway and
that he had made progress in
agreeing to further talks with
EU leader Jean-Claude Juncker
and negotiator Michel Barnier.
But Juncker, who had held
a working lunch with Johnson,
was downbeat. The president of
the European Commission said
that once again the UK had
failed to come up with a viable
alternative to the so-called
Irish “backstop” border
arrangement.
“President Juncker recalled
that it is the UK’s responsibility to come forward with legally operational solutions that are
compatible
with
the
Withdrawal Agreement,” a
statement said.
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Karachi: Police in Pakistan’s
Sindh province on Monday
registered three cases against
218 rioters for vandalising
properties, including a temple,
after a school principal from
the minority Hindu community was booked on charges of
alleged blasphemy, according to
media reports.
Widespread protests erupted in Ghotki district on Sunday
after an FIR was filed against the
principal of Sindh Public School
on the complaint of Abdul Aziz
Rajput, a student’s father who
claimed that the teacher had
committed blasphemy by his
anti-Islam remarks.
Following the riots, protesters demanded the police to
arrest the principal, who was
identified as Notan Mal. Ghotki
police registered three cases
against the rioters who had
taken to the streets to protest
against the alleged incident of
blasphemy, Sukkur Additional
Inspector General (AIG) Jamil
Ahmed was quoted as saying
by the Dawn newspaper. PTI
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Hong Kong: Hong Kong police on democracy protesters who were hurling
Monday denied accusations their offi- rocks and petrol bombs, capping a 15th
hVV\d¶+?<`cVR
cers showed comparative lenience consecutive weekend of huge peaceful
Seoul: North Korea says diplomatic talks with
the United States could resume in a “few weeks,”
but it will not consider abandoning its nuclear
weapons unless external threats are fully
removed. A statement on Monday attributed to
a North Korean foreign ministry official says the
upcoming working-level talks will be decisive
in determining the fate of the country’s diplomacy with Washington.
Negotiations have stalled since a February
summit between North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un and President Donald Trump in Hanoi,
Vietnam, collapsed over disagreements over sanctions relief in exchange for disarmament measures.
AP

towards gangs of pro-Beijing men who
attacked pro-democracy supporters
during a weekend marked by multiple
bloody street brawls.
The once stable international hub has
been convulsed by weeks of huge, sometimes violent rallies calling for greater
democratic freedoms and police accountability. The movement is the biggest challenge to China’s rule since the city was
handed back by Britain in 1997 and
shows no sign of ending, with city leaders and Beijing taking a hard line.
On Sunday riot police fired tear gas
and water cannon at hardcore pro-

rallies followed by clashes.
But there was also an uptick in
bloody street fights, with people on both
sides of the political divide finding
themselves beaten. At a Press conference
on Monday, Hong Kong’s police displayed videos of multiple instances
where individuals were attacked by prodemocracy supporters, including one
where a man was kicked unconscious by
a mob. Pro-democracy activists were
seen beating people in at least four separate locations throughout Sunday,
with the unconscious man taken to hospital in a critical condition.
AFP
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Jaffna: Shops were shut in Sri Lanka’s ethnic
Tamil-majority north on Monday in support of
a rally demanding an international probe into
alleged atrocities during the nation’s civil war
and an end to reported state-sponsored efforts
to change the ethnic balance of the Tamils’ traditional homeland.
Hundreds took part in the rally in Jaffna
town.
AP
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here has been a long
standing debate on
mental health in our
countr y and actor
Deepika Padukone,
who has been active in talking
about her battle with depression
at the peak of her career, believes
that there is still a long road ahead
in terms of creating more awareness on the issue. Though she is
happy to see that a conversation
on the topic has opened up. The
33-year-old actor, who was in the
capital for the first edition of The
Live, Love, Laugh foundation —
A Lecture Series With Deepika,
opened up about her struggles.
The maiden lecture was delivered by Pulitzer Prize-winning
author and Padma Shri Dr
Siddhartha Mukherjee. In his
talk, Dr Mukherjee spoke about
how cancer in the 50s, was a stigmatised illness as patients faced
potent forces of discrimination,
fear and neglect. “When anyone
was diagnosed with cancer, the
blame for the disease was carried
by the person themselves. Patients
with cancer were pushed to the
back of the hospital. Mental health
issues carry a similar stigma,” he
said.
His talk was centered around

three forces,
which he felt
were needed to
be addressed.
The first force is
political — for
mental health to
be recognised as
a public health
crisis, a national issue, there
is a need to create national
institutes for mental health.
Stakeholders in the political
domain must come together
and work towards this common goal. The second force is
social — this will entail advocacy and awareness around
destigmatising mental health.
The idea of ‘you bring the disease to yourself ’ must be erased.
The idea is to remould another
disease with the learnings
around destigmatising cancer.
The third and final set of forces
is biological, genetic or pharmaceutical, to an extent. This entails
making efforts and carrying out
research to understand the molecular mechanism so that people
would not be victimised.
He shared an anecdote,
“In 1950, Fanny Rosenau, a
journalist, who was suffering
from breast cancer, called up the

New York Times to place
an advertisement to create
a social support group
for women with breast
cancer. One of the editors said that we
can’t publish the
word ‘breast cancer’. How about
we say social support group of
women with chest
diseases? So this is
death
by
euphemism because
it creates a culture
where you become
the victim of the disease. In the 50s, if you
spoke to oncologists,
they would remember
the times when patients
with cancer were
pushed to the back of the hospital. Once a woman with ovarian
cancer asked the medical establishments that ‘will you throw me
out if I don’t get better?’ because
all you care about is the success
of your therapy and not the
empathy that you deliver to
patients.”
He added, “Today, biological
insights are being extended to
mental health. For instance,
there are 100 gene variances that
contribute to schizophrenia yet
there is a clear environmental
aspect to this. The same is true
for other mental illnesses as
well. The challenge for the next
generation thus lies in understanding these two components.
I call this the Yin/Yang puzzle.
While the Yin – the genetic – part
is solved, the Yang – or the environmental milieu – still needs to
be addressed.”
Dr Mukherjee noted that
progress was being made and that
there is more conversation, advocacy and philanthropy around
mental health.
“There’s not much stigma as
there used to be four years ago.
But we certainly have a long way
to go in terms of creating more
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how we felt emotionally. Four
years on, we, as a nation, have
come a long way in bringing that
conversation to the fore. This lecture series is an initiative to learn
from some of the greatest minds
of the 21st century. It is important
for people, who are passionate
about mental health, to talk about
their journey. Illnesses such as
AIDS and cancer have successfully managed to break through the
stigma and I believe there is a lot
for us to learn from those examples.”
The event also featured a
video message by Dr Harsh
Vardhan, Union Minister for

Health and Family Welfare,
Government of India, who said,
“According to WHO, health is
defined as a state of physical, mental, social and psychological wellbeing of an individual. It is not
merely the absence of disease
and infirmity. The definition itself
makes it amply clear that mental
health is an important component
of the overall health spectrum. I
wish to congratulate the foundation and Deepika Padukone, of
course, for flagging this issue
before the Indian society.”
Dr Indu Bhushan, CEO of
Ayushman Bharat pointed that the
country’s national health protection scheme covers all secondary
and tertiary health states, including a large number of mental
health condition. Anyone with
those conditions is provided free
treatment. It also covers the poverty-stricken population of the
country, which is 40 per cent. This
is the segment where mental
health issues go unnoticed and the
scheme is going to help those who
may have not received treatment
for mental health so far.
The lecture was attended by
decision makers including Dr
Indu Bhushan, CEO, Ayushman
Bharat; Amitabh Kant, CEO, Niti
Aayog; Dr Renu Swarup,
Secretar y, Department of
Biotechnology; Dr Balaram
Bhargava, Director General,
Indian Council of Medical
Research; Professor Gagandeep
Kang, Executive Director of the
Translational Health Science and
Technology Institute; Sanjeev
Sanyal, Principal Economic
Adviser in the Ministry of
Finance, Government of India and
Shakti Sinha, Director, Nehru
Memorial Museum and Library.
The event was also graced by
Deepika’s parents Prakash
Padukone and Ujjala, sister
Anisha Padukone, actor Sharmila
Tagore, key stakeholders and decision makers from different sectors.
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cess of Naomi Campbell’s Fashion for
Relief gala the night before, which continued for hours after the late-night
show with a dinner in the heart of the
British Museum.
Campbell has become a master at
organising big, complex events for her
charity efforts, and this was no exception. She managed to procure one of
the most prestigious sites in London
and filled it with a glamorous crowd.
She even returned to the runway,
proving without a doubt she can still
model any time she chooses.
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awareness. I think that’s where we
need to keep the conversation
alive,” Deepika, who looked stunning in a pristine white ensemble
paired with shimmery danglers
and minimal make-up, said.
The Piku star described her
journey and said, “It’s been an
incredible journey since we developed our foundation. I think
media has had a huge role in
opening up the conversation in
various ways, whether through
interviews, write-ups or articles
but we certainly have a long way
to go and that’s why we have the
lecture series today,” she said and
added, “Four years ago, we wouldn’t even talk to our families about
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ashion devotees basked in
sunny weather and strong,
whimsical collections as
London Fashion Week neared its climax with runway shows by Roland
Mouret, Victoria Beckham, Simone
Rocha and others throughout the
city.
A fleet of black chauffeured
Mercedes whisked VIPs from venue
to venue, but those who preferred to
walk saw the British capital at its best,
with glimpses of the street style that
helps give London its credibility in
the fashion competition with Paris,
New York and Milan.
ROLAND MOURET’S COLLECTION FULL OF OPTIMISM,
DESPITE WOES
Roland Mouret’s spring 2020 collection was inspired by his observation
of a worrying symmetry between
New York in the 80s, enamoured of
its own affluent progressiveness
while on the verge of bankruptcy and
today’s social, environmental and
political turbulence.
“It was a time when people were
dressing up amazingly while on the
other hand people were dying on the
street. Now we have the same kind
of interaction through our media.
You go from the new launch at
Selfridges and the next day there’s
someone dying,” he said after the

show in a rarely seen courtyard at the
Royal Academy of Arts.
Despite that bleak starting point,
his show was full of optimistic, even
dreamy colours cut in relaxed silhouettes, with lots of shimmering
sequins.
The designer, who made his
debut in 2005, and made his name
with the figure-hugging galaxy dress
which is still in production today,
sent out a collection that nodded to
the 80s via soft tailoring (a revolutionary concept led by Giorgio
Armani and made famous by
Richard Gere in American Gigolo),
w i d e s h ou l d e rs and rel a xe d
American sportswear staples. Those
were reframed by Mouret as a lowslung blue sequin skirt worn with
a white blouse and a rope belt that
looked like it was filched from the
nearest yacht.
The wolves of Wall Street were
alluded to through the corporate
appeal of checked suits, the doublepleated fronts on gorgeously fluid
wide-legged trousers and stock
broker-approved wide lapels that
were deployed across jackets and
coats. The motif especially stood
out on an oyster sequin blazer
with a contrasting blue lapel, which
was teamed with a blush pink
sequin skirt and a white bohemian
blouse.

SIMONE RO CHA SHOWS
SERENE, OFFBEAT COLLECTION
Simone Rocha continues to impress
and draw new admirers as her collections grow in sophistication without
sacrificing the look that has made her
unique. Her colour palette is simple.
It blends white colour with blue, red,
and black. But the embroidery and layering are remarkable.
The models hair seemed sculptural, adding texture and depth to the outfits, as did the elaborate braided straps
to some of the handbags, which were
similar to detailing on various outfits.
Rocha also is improving her staging. With her designer father, John
Rocha, watching from the front row,
the show unspooled with a certain dignity and serenity, the models walking
slowly in a circle on the stage of the
Alexandra Palace, a 19th century
landmark in north London.
Rocha continued what has become
her tradition, employing some older
models and some who were not railthin. Some of the models also broke
with tradition by smiling at the audience, and one blew a kiss to a friend
near the end of the show. It added to
the celebratory feel.
STILL BUZZING ABOUT NAOMI
CAMPBELL’S GALA
Much of the buzz focussed on the suc-

EMILIA WICKSTEAD PAYS
TRIBUTE TO LOUISA MAY
ALCOTT
Emilia Wickstead paid homage
to Louisa May Alcott’s classic novel
Little Women for spring 2020, a
timely reference given a forthcoming film directed by Greta Gerwig
which stars Emma Watson as Meg
and Saorise Ronan as the headstrong
Jo March.
Debussy’s soothing Arabesque
No 1 Andantino con moto played as
Wickstead’s guests climbed the stairs
of the Royal Albert Hall, setting the
tone for an elegant collection that
ran the gamut from poised sophistication to joyful exuberance and
sensual femininity. There was a
focus on volume, with bunches of
fabric at the back of dresses echoing
the bustles prevalent in Alcott’s
time.
One jumpsuit had a crisp collar
and midriff cutout placed to accentuate a high waistband. Another dress
had wide cuffed sleeves and panels
reminiscent of 19th century shirt
bibs. The palette of saccharine pinks,
yellows, lavender, and tangerine was
sharpened by red and black, while a
print offering was comprised of delicate hand-painted blue roses imposed
on a mint colour. Hats, a big motif in
the novel, were used to give dramatic
effect, especially one wide black visorlike piece that was perched and worn
with a slim cap-sleeved black dress
with a sternum-exposing cut-out.
Other moments of high drama
appeared via a billowing cloud of black
organza, fashioned into a balloonsleeved gown. The closing look elicited raised eyebrows and naked admiration in equal measure — a full-length
pink gown with copious bunches that
could best be described as a boatnecked marshmallow.
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ara Ali Khan is excited but nervous about performing at the 20th edition of International
Indian Film Academy (IIFA) Awards. She said that
she will dance on hit songs of father Saif Ali Khan
and mother Amrita Singh at the show.
“I have been watching IIFA Awards since
childhood and have travelled with my father to
watch it. She recalls an incident of two years ago
when IIFA was held in New Jersey and she was in
New York with Saif. She said, “I couldn’t attend the
function because my father said, ‘why do you want
to attend, you haven’t been invited?’ So, this year’s
IIFA is really special to me because I have been invited. And I will be performing too. So I feel I have
become a part of this industry.”
She will perform with Ranveer Singh and
Madhuri Dixit Nene at the show. “I am rehearsing
for my performance and simultaneously shooting
for David (Dhawan) sir too. So, I don’t get enough
time to rehearse but whatever time I get I try to
make the most of it. It is pretty obvious that I am
nervous about performing at the awards because it
is the first time and that too with such big stars,”
said she.
When questioned about the songs that were on
her playlist for the performance, Sara said, “I will
perform on my songs. Since it’s my first performance, I will also perform on the songs of my father
and mother.
Sara will be seen in Coolie No 1 opposite to
Varun Dhawan, and in Imtiaz Ali’s next, in which
she co-stars with Kartik Aaryan. When asked about
the filmmakers she wants to work with, she said,
“I am working with David sir and Imtiaz (Ali) sir
as of now. But I would also like to work with other
filmmakers. I wish them to consider me in their
films.”
Sara’s last release, Simmba opposite to Ranveer
Singh in December 2018, was a box-office success.
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hat can you say about a
23-year-old boy who
died? Rather sacrificed
his life for his nation’s good? Even
though school textbooks and various films and plays have created
multiple images of legendary
Shaheed Bhagat Singh as someone
who put the nation first when it was
under the control of the British, I
see him as the model of a well-educated and responsible youth whose
wisdom and understanding of the
plight of India at the time was far
beyond his age. He profusely apologised for killing superintendent
John Saunders and killed him
despite knowing its consequences.
He did it because for him, ‘it had to
be done.’ He fought for the cause,
and later, gave himself to it, quite
consciously. However, he made
sure he kept the flame burning in
people’s conscience to fight for
their rights.
Playwright and director Piyush
Mishra’s Gagan Damama Bajyo,
which returns to the stage after 16
years, presents an idea of the legendary fighter as somebody who, as
opposed to what Mahatma Gandhi
and other Congressmen followed,
fought through violence against the
British Raj. He looked at armed
struggle as the only way out and a
means for direct action that could
spur the quickest results. The title
of the play, a phrase derived from
the Guru Granth Sahib, translates
to ‘Tu aaj se hi bhid jaa, baaki dekh
lenge’ (Rush headlong into the battle, the rest will be looked at later).
While I have imagined the martyr
as a simple man adorning a white
kurta-pyjama and a turban on his
head, Mishra’s Bhagat Singh and his
troupe are dressed in crisp plainwhite shirts and Cargo men’s pants,
more like modern-day crusaders.
The play begins with a mother
scrutinising the British government’s regulations as she had lost
resenting a rare confluence of art
and architecture, Chitracharya
P
Upendra Maharathi presents a historic perspective through his paintings, drawings, murals, weaving,
sculptures, and a stunning set of 24
chairs that talk about how the
dynamism of design has evolved
through the time.
National Gallery of Modern Art
(NGMA) celebrates the newly renovated Jaipur House by unveiling
more than a thousand works by
Maharathi. The fact that 95 per cent
of his works were bequeathed to the
NGMA is a lesson in the annals of
history. The artist was also a rare
example of an individual who had
deep interest in Buddhism. His
designs spanned pagodas and other
important ventures in Japan too.
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her sons, who had fought relentlessly for the rights of the nation and
given themselves to it when the
need came. She is petrified of people who sleep soundly despite the
dark days and questions, “Do you
want to lose more?” Yes, the nation
has stopped commemorating their
martyrdom — March 23 — but the
character’s cry was more about
lament that today’s young people
have forgotten the ideals of these
revolutionaries and lost the power
to protest.
The play’s plot proceeds with
two parallel events where Shiv
Verma, one of the compatriots of
the Hindustan Socialist Republican
Association (HSRA), is in a time
zone of 1994 and recalls the series
of events that had happened during
1928-1931. These include the
Kakori robbery, bombings hurled at
the Assembly, hunger strike in

Lahore prison, and Singh, Rajguru
and Sukhdev’s hanging. It was an
impressive non-linear shuffle
between time and space, which
seamlessly transitioned the audience from the past to the future and
the present to the past. And the best
part was that one couldn’t really
point out to one thing as it was very
subtle and blended with the plot
well.
Going as per what Mishra had
said, “Our history textbooks have
not done justice to the idea of
Sardar Bhagat Singh Sandhu. From
his ideology to his complete name,
there are many things which our
students still do not know about.”
While they might believe that he
hurled bombs at an assembly, killed
people and stood against Mahatma
Gandhi, the play showcases how he
only opposed the idea of Indian
leaders collaborating with the
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unveiling Maharathi is about visiting Indian history. And his works
gifted to the NGMA form a resident
resonance of a genius who needs to
be studied.
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Inspired by the epoch of the art
and design period of Bihar during
the Mauryan Empire and enriched
by the folk and tribal culture, the
quaint collection of chairs evokes an
understanding of tradition and
modernity through a classic vein.
Each chair unravels like its
custom made by the artist, architect
and designer himself. The weight
distribution on the woven rope
seats, comfort of the backrest, and
the low slung silhouette look add to
its charm. The smallest details have
been worked upon for aesthetic as
well as graceful syncopated reasons.The traditional jaali is as intricate as the plant inspired foliate
designs.The Magadha symbol
stands regal and royal.
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As one enters the Jaipur House,
tucked in the corner is a chaiselounge characterised by a Baroque
aesthetic that features elaborate
turnings, simple curves as well as
case pieces with simple flat surfaces
and architectural trim. Maharathi
commonly used materials such as
indigenous teak to balance ebonising, elaborate carving, and elegant
detailing. The chaise-lounge chair
epitomises an eclectic combination
of motifs and the simplicity of materials which has been loaned from
the Buddhist monastery at
Rajghirand. It was used by the
monks to sleep upon.
Curator Adwaita Gadanayak,
DG NGMA, has designed special
installations all through the historic
show for this retrospective entitled
— Shashwat. He says, “Looking at
the number of chairs, we realised
that Maharathi had a conviction in
the aesthetic experiences as a fully
autonomous and independent
aspect of a human life. His deeper

Whites. Such an approach, the
young revolutionary had argued,
could have ended the British rule in
India but wouldn’t have brought the
“British rule” out of India. The ideologies would have remained the
same — repressive — just the
rulers would have changed. It was
just a shoutout to make people
stand up as well as a revolt against
the Gandhi-Irwin pact. But it could
very well apply to us, a call to think
deeply about our systemic wrongs.
He talks about hunger prevailing in the society when he says,
‘Bhooke so rahe hain log aur party
movement band kara rahi hai,’
(talking of the non-cooperation
movement which was called off by
Gandhi ji). Shiv Verma recalls how
Bhagat Singh as a leader was not
worried about independence but
the India after the independence.
“Azaadi zaroori nahi, azaadi ke
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philosophies followed the meshing
of Indian and European ideals. For
him, aesthetics stressed simple lines
and naturalistic decoration, and he
placed ornaments symmetrically.”
It wouldn’t be wrong to say that
Maharathi moved beyond Gothic
architectural details to give us
architectural elements from the
Mauryan as well as Magadha peri-

ods. His evolution, both in style and
form, combines both Brahminical
and Buddhist balance. His use of the
legs, shaped in two curves, and various inlays, favoured over carved
ornaments, reveals his love for
small details. The Japanese-looking
joineries that he saw on his visit to
Kyoto talk of the creation of chairs
without any nails. For Gadanayak,

The chairs that belong to the
Maharathi Museum and the
Buddhist Monastery are characterised by a sophisticated fluidity.
When we group them they have a
very strong and stylistic identity. In
the symphony of elegant curves,
these 24 chairs are a walk between
private and public space.
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Other than the chairs, there are

baad ka Bharat zaroori hai,” says
Singh as he was very well aware that
independence was inevitable. After
the Lahore conspiracy verdict, he
says, “Humara inquilab aayega.
Yeh alag baat hai hum usey zinda
aankhon se dekh paate hain ya nahi.”
Through modern-day humour,
the play uses satirical comedy
stitched amid serious scenes in the
plot to make it more relatable.
There is a scene where Singh’s
friends confront his father when he
asks about his whereabouts. When
they try to stall the question by
answering that they had no information, he says in a loud tone,
“Baap hain hum tumhaare” and
grabs some laughs.
Even Singh’s fiancee makes up
for some giggles in her short-lived
yet essential presence on the stage.
It makes one wonder how even the
smallest of characters play such an

drawings, paintings portraits, woven
shawl like sculptures and baskets
woven with elan.
Among the portraits there is a
frame designed by Maharathi himself which speaks of classic confluences. In his paintings he worked on
canvas, paper, cloth and silk.
Through his stunning Buddhist
narratives, his deep understanding
of spirituality comes to the fore. The
softened contours show his passion.
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Maharathi designed pagodas
not only in India but Japan as well.
The Gotemba Peace Pagoda of
Japan that enshrines holy relics of
Buddha was gifted by India in
1963. The Sanchi Style Gate at
Gotemba Peace Park is another
masterpiece there. According to his
daughter Mahashweta Maharathi,
both the monuments are situated
in the foothills of Mount Fuji and
are the third most visited peace
parks after Hiroshima and
Nagasaki.
In India, Rajgir World Peace
Pagoda, built atop Ratnagiri hill,
facing Gridhakuta hill, where
Buddha preached the Saddharma
Pundarika Sutra (Lotus Sutra) for
eight years is of great fame.
He also designed the New
Venu Van Vihara Monastery,
which is located opposite to the
ancient site of first Buddhist
monastery presented to Buddha by
Bimbisara. It was inaugurated in
1981. Of great importance is the
Nav Nalanda Mahavihar (now
under Union Culture Ministry at
Nalanda) inaugurated by Vice
President Dr Radhakrishnan in
1956. It was built to commemorate
the ancient Nalanda University.
The show affirms the truth that
vintage and antiquities are finite,
but an artist’s creativity is infinite.

important role in the plots.
At various moments throughout the 120-minutes run, the dialogue delivery of the actors made
one get goosebumps. One of the
dialogues that stands out for me is
when Singh says, ‘Kal jab maine
jamadaar ke aath (8) saal ke bete ko
naara lagate dekha, toh mera
maqsad poora hogaya (Yesterday,
when I saw an eight-year-old son of
a ragpicker calling out slogans, I felt
my objective had been accomplished).
The play is quite swift in representing a number of things within the span of just two hours. For
instance, Lala Lajpat Rai’s death is
depicted in a very flowing manner,
rather than stretching it out. And
the musical elements embedded in
between the plot vividly explain
every emotion.
The play, produced by Question

Associates (Q&A), eloquently looks
at the differences that have come
about after their hanging. And
commenting on the present, it
comes to a final note when everyone is mourning Singh’s hanging.
Three heads are hung in the backdrop with blood red light, and Shiv
Verma, in 1994, questions, “Kya yehi
tha voh azaad Bharat ka sapna jisko
paane ka tasawoor tumne liya tha,
Bhagat?” Even though the play’s
timeline ends in 1994, it questions
the audience even today about
their idea of nationalism and how
today’s youth is growing to be
ignorant about multiple events of
corruption and injustice prevailing
in society. After all, what does this
generation’s 23-year-old want?
Certainly, he wouldn’t choose to die
for the nation as fearlessly as Singh
did, nor would he sacrifice his love
interest for the greater good.
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enowned Indian photographer
Raghu Rai has been chosen as the
R
first recipient of the inaugural edition
of the Académie des beaux-arts
Photography Award — William Klein.
Established this year, the award is in
honour of the celebrated Americanborn French photographer and filmmaker William Klein, best known for
his unusual photography techniques.
“The jury of the 2019 edition
named the photographer Raghu Rai,
laureate of the first edition of the
Académie des beaux-arts Photography
Award — William Klein,” Académie
des Beaux-Arts said.
As a consecration award, the prize
is intended to reward a photographer
for their entire career and commitment
towards photography. It rewards one
photographer of all nationalities and
ages. To be awarded every two years,
alternating with the Photography Prize
Marc Ladreit de Lacharrière, it carries
with it a monetary prize of 1,20,000
euros.
Rai, who started photography by
chance in 1965, began to work for The
Statesman as their chief photographer
a year later. In 1969, he completed a
Thomson fellowship in England and

worked for The Times for four weeks.
After three half pages of his picture
essays were published week after week,
he was offered a job at The Times by
Norman Hall. He returned to India to
continue his unfinished creative explorations in the lanes, and won several
accolades in the years that followed.
In 1972, impressed with Rai’s exhibition at Gallery Delpire in Paris,
Henri-Cartier Bresson nominated him
to Magnum photos. In the same year,
he was also awarded the Padma Shree,
a first for any photographer, for his
work on the Bangladesh War.
He was awarded the Photographer
of the Year in 1992 in America for his
story — Human Management of
Wildlife in India for the National
Geographic. In 2009, he was conferred
Officer des Arts et des Letters by the
French government. He also received
a Lifetime Achievement Award by the
Indian Government in 2016.
The William Klein Photography
Award will be presented to Rai in the
Palais de l’Institut de France on
October 30. It will be closely followed
by an exhibition retracing the career of
the photographer in the institute in
November.
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orld champion P V
Sindhu will look to
reassert her supremacy when she spearheads the
Indian campaign at the USD
1,000,000 China Open World
Tour Super 1000 tournament
beginning here on Tuesday.
The World No.5 Sindhu
ended India’s long wait for a
world championship gold at
Basel, Switzerland last month.
She achieved the historic feat
after her third successive final
appearance. The performance
also turned around her erratic
season during which she had
reached the finals at the
Indonesia Open Super 1000
event.
Life after that historic gold
has been all about felicitations
and the Indian will now have to
quickly turn her focus back on
badminton as she remains the
country’s best bet at the China
Open, a title she had won in
2016.
The 24-year-old from
Hyderabad will begin her campaign against China’s Li Xuerui,
a former Olympic gold medallist and World No.1.
Interestingly, Sindhu
had announced her
arrival on the international scene when she
had stunned the then
Olympic champion Li at
the China Masters in 2012.
Since then, Sindhu has
reached the highest echelons of
international badminton, while ?E BX]SWdaTPRcbPUcTaVTccX]VP_^X]c
Li has been dealing with a careerthreatening knee injury that she
champion Chen Yufei in the
suffered at the Rio Olympics.
The Chinese is currently quarter-final.
World No.8 Saina Nehwal,
ranked 20th but has a 3-3 record
who had won the Indonesia
against Sindhu.
Sindhu had beaten Li at the Masters this year, will also look
Indonesia Masters earlier this to put up a good show following
year and if she can cross the her recovery from injuries which
opening hurdle, she is likely to bogged her down this season.
The former World No.1
face Canadian Michelle Li, who
hasn't beaten the Indian since looked good at the world championships before a few controver2014.
If everything goes well, then sial umpiring decisions ended
she might be up against China's her run when she lost to Mia
third seed and All England Blichfeldt of Denmark in second
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round. Saina will face Thailand's
Busanan Ongbamrungphan in
the opening round and is expected to clash with former world
no.1 and her nemesis Tai Tzu
Ying of Chinese Taipei in the
quarterfinals.
China Open, the last Super
1000 event of the World Tour
season, will also see the return of
two superstars -- Olympic champion and three-time world
champion Carolina Marin and
2017 World Champion Viktor

Axelsen. Both the bigwigs will be
back after recovering from their
respective injuries.
The Indian campaign lost a
bit of sheen with the withdrawal of Kidambi Srikanth and H S
Prannoy.
While Srikanth's knee injury
flared up during the world championships, Prannoy is down with
dengue.
All eyes will be on B Sai
Praneeth, who ended India's
36-year wait to become the first
Indian male shuttler to claim a
medal at
the World
Championships.
The talented shuttler will
open against Thailand's
Suppanyu Avihingsanon and is
likely to face China's third seed
Shi Yu Qi in the second round.
Former Commonwealth
Games champion Parupalli
Kashyap too will be in the fray,
taking on France's Brice
Leverdez in the first round.
Returning to action after an
injury lay-off will be the pair of
Satwiksairaj Rankireddy and
Chirag Shetty, who became the
first men's pair from the country to win a super 500 event at
Thailand Open last month.
The duo, who had broken
into the top 10, will open against
Canadian combination of Jason
Anthony Ho-Shue and Nyl
Yakura.
In mixed doubles, Satwik
will pair up with Ashwini
Ponnappa and meet Praveen
Jordan and Melati Daeva
Oktavianti, the Indonesian sixth
seeds.
The other men's pair of
Manu Attri and B Sumeeth
Reddy will square off against the
second-seeded Indonesian pair
of Mohammad Ahsan and
Hendra Setiawan.
Ashwini and N Sikki Reddy,
the Commonwealth Game
bronze-medallists, will fight it out
against the Taiwanese combination of Cheng Chi Ya and Lee
Chih Chen in women's doubles,
while Sikki and Pranaav Jerry
Chopra will lock horns with
Germany's Mark Lamsfuss and
Isabel Herttrich.
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moved to the top of the
early La Liga table on Sunday
Sas evilla
Joan Jordan’s brilliant free-
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ension was palpable in the Indian camp after
the country’s biggest medal hope Vinesh
T
Phogat was pitted against Olympic bronze
medallist Sofia Mattsson in the "toughest possible" draw for the World Championships here on
Monday.
Vinesh had recently beaten Sofia, a six-time
World Championship medal winner, on way to
the Poland Open title-win last month, but facing the formidable Swede in the very first round
is a different proposition.
The 29-year-old Sofia won the last of her
fourth European Championship gold medal in
2016 and the seasoned campaigner will surely be
a threat to India's hopes.
She is ranked five in the world in 55kg, which
is a non-Olympic category.
If Vinesh, who is ranked sixth in 53kg, manages to get past Sofia, she will likely have to lock
horns with world number two (in 55kg) and
reigning world champion, Mayu Mukaida.
If that hurdle is crossed, world number one
and last edition's silver medallist Sarah Ann
Hildebrandt will await the Indian in the quarterfinals.
That she is a bit worried could be felt as
Vinesh walked into the training area grim-faced.
The coaches around her did their best to keep
her cheerful.
"If you want to be World Champion, you will
have to beat the best in business. Why fear?," said
Vinesh's personal coach Woller Akos.
India's national coach Kuldeep Malik, too,
looked a bit tense but remained hopeful.
"Whenever she has got a tough draw, she has
ended up winning a medal. Lets see," he said.
India's foreign coach Andrew Cook was of
the view that facing tough opponents early would
enhance Vinesh's prospects to reach the medal
round.
"One of those girls will surely be in final," said
the American.
In the other Olympic category, Seema Bisla,
the world number three, will clash straight in the
50kg pre-quarterfinals.
She will face the winner of Qualification
match between Nigeria's Miesinnei Mercy
Genesis and Azerbaijan's Mariya Stadnik.

kick helped them seal a 1-0 win
at Alaves.
Julen Lopetegui’s side continued their excellent start to the
campaign, remaining unbeaten
and moving a point clear of
Atletico Madrid, who lost 2-0 at
Real Sociedad on Saturday, at the
summit. Sevilla host Real Madrid
next Sunday in a meeting of two
sides yet to taste defeat.
“That means nothing (being
top),” said Sevilla coach Lopetegui,
whose team next face a marathon
trip to Baku to play Qarabag in
their Europa League opener on
Thursday.
“The only thing that (being
top) tells me is that the team is
doing things well. We have to keep
improving before going to Baku,
where they will make it very difficult for us.”
It was a first defeat of the season for Alaves, who slipped to
11th in the standings. Lopetegui,
who joined Sevilla for his first job
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since being sacked in quick succession by both Spain and Real
Madrid, saw one of his close-season signings produce the game's
defining moment.
Midfielder Jordan, who
arrived at Sevilla from Eibar for a
reported 14 million euros ($15.62
million), curled home a wonderful free-kick in the 37th minute
which flew into the top corner to
give him his second goal of the
season.
The visitors comfortably saw
out the match to claim their third
league win this term, as Alaves
failed to muster a shot on target.
Elsewhere on Sunday, Robert
Ibanez's 81st-minute equaliser
kept Osasuna unbeaten after a 11 draw at Valladolid, while
Granada moved up to seventh
with a 2-0 success at nine-man
Celta Vigo and Espanyol won at
Eibar.
Real Betis claimed a 1-1 draw
with fellow strugglers Getafe
despite also being reduced to
nine men, as 38-year-old club stalwart Joaquin netted a 73rd-minute
penalty at the Estadio Benito
Villamarin.
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ce cueist Pankaj Advani,
who just registered his
22nd world title, insists he is
not done yet and is motivated enough to win more titles
and bring laurels to the country in the future.
“To be honest, I feel as
hungry and motivated to win
as I was when I won my first
world title. The hunger and
passion hasn’t diminished at
all. It feels special to be able
to maintain that position
consistently and win title
after title over the last one and
half decade. I am glad that it’s
happening more often than
not,” Pankaj told IANS.
On Sunday, Pankaj won a
fourth straight final in the
150-up format at the IBSF
World
Billiards
Championship. In a repeat of
last year’s final against local
favourite Nay Thway Oo, he
re-enacted the one-sided
match with the same eventual outcome as well as identical scorelines of 6-2.
In the short format of
billiards, this was Pankaj’s
fifth title in the last six
years.
“This 150-format, which
is a shorter format
in billiards, is
ver y unpredictable. To
maintain consistency in this
format especially is an incredible
feeling and winning the title for
four years in a
row," he said
while talking
about the challenge he faced
throughout the
tournament.
The 34-year-old

has brought home a world
trophy every year ever since
returning from a professional stint in the UK in 2014. The
ace Indian cueist has been
awarded with both Padma
Bhushan (2018) and Rajiv
Gandhi Khel Ratna Award
(2005-06) and has proven to
be the most consistent Indian
athlete, prevailing in world
championships since 2003.
He has won more world
titles in cue sports than anyone in the world making him
the greatest cueist of all time.
"I think this sport is very
psychological in nature and it
really helped that I started
winning at an early age. That
instilled tremendous amount
of self belief in me because
when you start winning early
in your life, it just gives you
the confidence to go forward
from strength to strength,”
said Pankaj.
The ace cueist is expecting tough challenge in the
years to come and acknowledges that it will remain a
huge task for him
to maintain the
position at the
top spot. “That
excites me a lot
and I am looking forward to
the upcoming
challenges.”
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he Indian men's team booked a
quarterfinal berth in the ITTF
Asian Table Tennis Championships
with a 3-0 win over Thailand here
on Monday.
After blanking out Kuwait and
Sri Lanka with identical 3-0 wins in
the group stages yesterday, India
entered the knockout stage of the 1st
Division.
In the knockout stage they
defeated Saudi Arabia (3-1) and followed it up with a 3-0 triumph over
Thailand to enter the final of the 1st
Division.
In the main draw, where eight
teams compete against each other,
only the finalists of the 1st Division
qualify for the Champions Division
with top six teams drawn from the
last championships held at Wuxi in
2017, directly making the grade.
In their match against Thailand,
Sharath Kamal defeated Padasak
Tanviriyavechakul 8-11, 11-6, 11-4,
9-11, 11-2 to put India up. It was
quite a struggle for the world No. 41
as he, after going 2-1 up, made some

crucial errors which helped the Thai
claw his way back. But the experienced Indian didn't yield any
ground and sealed the game.
In the second tie, G Sathiyan
consolidated India's position further
beating
Supanut
Wisutmaythangkoon 9-11, 11-6,
11-9, 11-1.
With a 2-0 cushion, it should
have been easy for Harmeet Desai,
but the Surat lad struggled before
overcoming Yanapong Panagitgun
11-3, 9-11, 5-11, 13-11, 13-11 to put
India in the final. But, most importantly, it earned India a quarterfinal berth in the Champions
Division where they will run into
either Japan or Chinese Taipei after
the draw.
The Indian women, who did
well to enter the 1st Division after
winning their group stage matches
yesterday against Lebanon and
Jordan with 3-0 verdicts. They
managed to register a 3-0 win
against Uzbekistan before losing to
Thailand 0-3. Now they will play
Malaysia with the winner finishing
at Position 9.
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ontinuing his good run, India's
Sumit Nagal jumped 15 places
C
to achieve a career-high ranking of
159 in the latest ATP rankings
released on Monday.
The 22-year-old from
Haryana ended runners up in the
Banja Luka ATP Challenger following a first round appearance at the
US Open last month.
He had leapfrogged 16
places after his first-round exit in the
US Open where te took a set off
Swiss maestro Roger Federer before
losing the match.
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Meanwhile, Prajnesh
Gunneswaran continued his run in
the top-100. He rose three places to
be world no. 82. Ramkumar
Ramanathan slipped three spots to
be 179th, rounding up the top-three
Indians in the men's singles.
In doubles, Rohan
Bopanna and Divij Sharan maintained their 43rd and 49th position,
while Leander Paes moved one spot
to be placed 78.
In the WTA rankings,
Ankita Raina continues to be India's
top-ranked player at 191 and is followed by Pranjala Yadlapalli, who
is placed at 338.

uvan Zapata struck
late as Atalanta
warmed up for their
Champions League debut
with a last-gasp 2-1 victory over Genoa in Serie A
as Roma got their first win
this season against
Sassuolo, but city rival’s
Lazio fell at SPAL.
Colombian international Zapata rifled in the
winner on 95 minutes in
Genoa on Sunday to seal
all three points for
Atalanta who qualified for
the Champions League by
finishing third last season,
but lost last week to
Torino.
Colombian striker
Muriel’s 64th-minute
penalty had put the
Bergamo side ahead in
western Italy but Genoa
captain
Domenico
Criscito levelled from the
spot after 91 minutes.
Zapata had the final
say to give Gian Piero
Gasperini's side, who are
sixth, a confidence boost
as they travel to Dinamo
Zagreb for their first ever
Champions League game
next week.
AC Milan are just

behind Atalanta, also with
six points, after Polish
striker Krzysztof Piatek
got back scoring with a
68th-minute penalty in a
hard-fought 1-0 victory
over 10-man Verona.
Roma are just behind
in eighth after new
coach Paulo Fonseca
got his first win , a 42 defeat of Sassuolo,
for the capital side.
The hosts were
four goals up at
the break after
Bryan Cristante,
Edin Dzeko,
H e n r i k h
Mikhitaryan and
Justin Kluivert all found
the net in a 21-minute
spell with Lorenzo
Pellegrini providing three
assists.
But
Domenico
Berardi's brace for
Sassuolo on 53 and 72
minutes rattled the hosts
who are back in the Stadio
Olimpico during the week
for Europa League action
against
Istanbul
Basaksehir.
"I hope that this will
be the first of a lot of victories," said Portuguese
Fonseca.
"I realised that I had to

adapt to the dynamics of
the Italian championship.
"Today we showed our
ability to press high, and
while we scored four goals
it could have been seven or
eight.
"Defensively it was
our best performance
so far."
Lazio suffered
their first defeat
this season as
they paid for
their complacency following
Ciro
Immobile's 17thminute penalty against
SPAL, losing 2-1.
An Andrea Petagna
volley just after the hour
mark in Ferrara and Jasmin
Kurtic's late winner sealed
all three points for SPAL.
The Romans are ninth
with four points from three
games.
- Bologna go second Bologna moved second after a gutsy 4-3 comeback win over promoted
Brescia, inspired by coach
Sinisa Mihajlovic who gave
instructions from hospital
as
he
undergoes
chemotherapy.
"At the end of the first
half we heard Mihajlovic's

anger on the phone and this
shook us," said Bologna
forward Rodrigo Palacio.
"We talked to him
before the game, for us it is
very important and we miss
him. We play like this
thanks to his mentality."
Sunday's game was the
first the 50-year-old
Mihajlovic has missed
despite his condition.
A quick-fire Alfredo
Donnarumma double saw
Brescia -- playing their first
home match in eight years
-- lead after 19 minutes.
Mattia Bani headed
Bologna back into the game
on 36 minutes, with the visitors trailing 3-1 before
Brescia were hit by Daniele
Dessena's sending off for a
second yellow card just
after the break.
Bologna came back
with goals from Palacio on
56 minutes, Stefano
Denswil four minutes later
and a Riccardo Orsolini
winner 10 minutes from
time.
Mihajlovic's side, who
finished 10th last season,
are now two points behind
Inter Milan and ahead of
champions Juventus on
goal difference after three
games.
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ustralia captain Tim Paine
said it was mission accomplished even though his
team lost the fifth and final Ashes
Test against England to draw the
series 2-2.
The tourists came into the
match at the Oval seeking their
first series victory in England
since 2001 but came up short, losing by 135 runs on Sunday.
But Paine said Australia, who
won at Edgbaston and Old
Trafford but lost agonisingly to a
Ben Stokes-inspired England at
Headingley, had achieved their
main objective in retaining the
urn.
“We’re taking the urn home so
that’s certainly what we came to
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started the series in fourth
position with 857 points
before his surge that came
courtesy 774 runs in four
Tests.
Cummins too is well clear
of other bowlers as he enjoys
a lead of 57 points over second-placed Kagiso Rabada
after finishing as the top
wicket-taker with 29 scalps.
India’s Jasprit Bumrah is in
third place.
Other players from
Australia to make notable
gains are Matthew Wade and
Mitchell Marsh.

ustralia's cricket coach Justin Langer
said David Warner allowed England
paceman Stuart Broad to "get into his
head" during a miserable Ashes series for
the opener.
Warner ended with the unwanted
record of the fewest runs scored by a Test
opener across 10 innings of a series.
The 32-year-old, who registered a
cumulative total of just 95, was dismissed
seven times by Broad during the drawn
contest and encountered jeers from
home crowds following his role in the
2018 ball-tampering scandal.
Langer plans to persist with the experienced batsman heading into the
Australian summer but expressed some
doubt that he would fully recover from
a dismal Ashes display.
"I've learned over a long period you
never write off champion players, it doesn't matter what sport, you never write off
champion players," said Langer, whose
side retained the urn following the 2-2
draw.
"He had this series, it didn't go to
plan, but he's seen how successful he's
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been and the impact he can have on
Australian cricket teams winning, so I'm
confident he'll come good.
"Actually, I'm hopeful he comes good.
Talking frankly, I thought he let Stuart
Broad get into his head and I think he
thought way too much about it."
Langer feels Warner, who was the second-highest run scorer at the World Cup,
will be pleased to be returning home.
"In this instance I don't think David
solved the puzzle, and he'll be the first to
admit that," said.
"He'll probably be very relieved (when)
he gets on the Qantas flight knowing he
doesn't have to face Stuart Broad for a
while, I reckon.
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akistan's captain Sarfaraz Ahmed is
P
confident that his team is ready to
make an impact in the ICC World Test
Championship after struggling for form
in this format in the last two years.
"After in-and-out performances in
the last two years since the retirements
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of Misbah-ul-Haq and Younis Khan, I
think we are now ready to challenge other
teams in the World Test Championship,"
he said.
Pakistan's first challenge will be a
tour to Australia in November where
they play two Tests followed by home
Test series against Sri Lanka and
Bangladesh. Pakistan is presently
placed 7th among 12 Test teams in the
ICC World Rankings and Sarfaraz
admitted his team had neither been
consistent nor convincing in the longer
format for a while now.
"We have struggled after losing
Misbah and Younis and we are in a
rebuilding process. But now I think our
batsmen are ready to fill the gaps and
take responsibility," he said.
"We have Shaan Masood, Imamul-Haq, Azhar Ali, Asad Shafiq, Haris
Sohail and Babar Azam who have now
gone through the grind and can do
well at the Test level. There is also lot
of experience now behind Azhar and
Asad."

uldeep Yadav and Yuzvendra
Chahal — the famed ‘KulCha’
of Indian cricket — may not be the
flavour of the season anymore but
experts believe it is too early to write
them off in the shortest format
ahead of the T20 World Cup next
year.
Both Kuldeep and Chahal,
who had cemented their place in
the two shorter formats with
impressive performances over the
past 24 months, have not been
picked for two straight T20 series,
including the ongoing home assignment against South Africa.
Ahead of the opening T20 in
Dharamsala, captain Virat Kohli
said the team is trying out the likes
of Rahul Chahar and Washington
Sundar as it is looking to bat deep
and post 200 plus totals consistently.
Former India opener Aakash
Chopra feels the decision to exclude
Kuldeep and Chahal could be a
double-edged sword.
“The idea is if you have that
much depth in batting you bat a
certain way. You can’t bat conser-
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teve Smith returned to international cricket to a chorus of boos but
he walked off the pitch at the Oval to
a standing ovation after a summer of
Ashes redemption.
The former Australia captain
enjoyed a remarkable series in
England, scoring a total of 774 runs
in just seven innings and played a pivotal role in his side’s two victories in
the drawn series.
The catch by Ben Stokes that sent
Smith on his way on Sunday ended an
astonishing run of scores — 144 and
142 at Edgbaston, 92 at Lords, 211 and
82 at Old Trafford, and 80 and 23 at
the Oval.
The 30-year-old made his official
return to international cricket in June
at the World Cup after serving a yearlong ban for ball-tampering and was
booed by the crowd in Bristol.
Smith had a decent campaign in
the 50-over showpiece but did not set
the world alight as Australia reached
the semi-finals, where they were beaten by eventual champions England.
But he changed gear when the
Ashes started, seemingly hungry to
make up for lost time as he dominated the England attack, making two
centuries in Australia's comfortable
win in the first Test at Edgbaston.
Asked when he felt he was back
to his best, an exhausted but "proud”
Smith said it was after his first innings
at Edgbaston, when he rescued his
side, who had stumbled to 122-8.
“That gave me a lot of confi-
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ndia captain Virat Kohli
has managed to hold on to
his second position behind
Australia’s Steve Smith in the
ICC Test Rankings for batsmen released on Monday.
Kohli, with 903 rating
points, is 34 points behind
Smith (937).
Besides former Australia
captain Smith, compatriot Pat
Cummins has also retained
his one position in the ICC
Test bowlers’ rankings.
B oth
Smith
and
Cummins player key roles in
helping Australia retain The
Ashes.
The Ashes culminated
with a 135-run victory for
England in the fifth and final
Test on Sunday. The series
ended in a 2-2 draw with
Australia retaining the Urn.
Smith’s scores of 80 and
23 in the two innings in the
final Test helped him remain
at 937 rating points, an
incredible effort since he

do," he said.
"We're thrilled by that, a little disappointed by this game obviously, puts a bit of a dampener on it.”
“We can be really
proud of the way we’ve
come over here, which is
a challenging place for
Australians to come and
play and win,” he added.
“To win two Test matches pretty convincingly,
should have won a third
(at Headingley) — let
that slip no doubt.”
Paine said winning
the first Test at
Edgbaston,
where
Australia triumphed by
251 runs, had been crucial for his side’s confi-

dence.
“There was so much talk
about that being a fortress and
how difficult a place it was going
to be for us to start the series,
probably by design, so for us to
come over and win that first Test,
and win it, in the end, quite convincingly gave us the belief that we
could do it,” he said.
And the skipper said he still
felt he had a role to play in taking the side forward.
“We’ve still got a way to go,”
he said. “Obviously Steve (Smith)
had an unbelievably good series
and won us a couple of Tests by
himself so we’ve got some parts
that we need to improve.
“But if we click them into gear
while we’ve got Steve at the height
of his powers and with the pace
attack we've got, in the next few
years we're going to be a very hard
team to beat.”
“There’s plenty of improvement in this side,” Paine added.
“I still feel I’ve got a little bit
to give in that space and we’re
always trying to develop more
leaders within our group as well.”
Smith, who scored 774 runs in
just seven innings, said he was
exhausted after a long tour, which
also included the World Cup.
The former captain, who
returned to international cricket in June after a ban for balltampering, received a standing
ovation from the crowd in south
London when he was out.
“It was a nice reception as I
walked off,” he said.
“It would have been nice if I’d
had a few more runs under my
belt in this game.
“I've given it my all since I’ve
been here for the last fourand-a-half-months in
every Test match
that we've played
and I didn't have
much left to give
today.
“I'm pretty
cooked to be
honest, mentally
and physically.
I'm looking
forward to a
nice couple of
weeks' rest
now before
getting into
t
h
e
Au s t r a l i a n
summer.”

dence,” he said. “That was probably
my favourite innings of the whole
series that I played.
“The first Test match, as we
know, is always incredibly important
in an Ashes series and to sort of pull
the team out of a bit of trouble at the
time and give me that confidence
straight up that I could slot back in
and perform, that gave me a lot of
confidence.
“It was a long 18 months out of
the game and I’ve got a lot of people
to thank, in particular my wife.”
Smith’s series was interrupted after he
was felled by a Jofra Archer bouncer
in the second Test at Lord's, forcing
him to miss three innings.
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But he returned at Old Trafford
to make a monumental double century in another victory for Australia.
His 80 in the first innings in the
final Test at the Oval was his 10th consecutive fifty in Ashes Tests.
Australia were chasing 399 to win
the series in London but it was
always a tall order and Smith was
unable to produce a miracle, falling
for 23.
His run haul is fifth on the list of
highest tallies in an Ashes series.
The man at the top of that list,
inevitably, is his late compatriot
Donald Bradman, who scored 974 in
seven innings in 1930. But the fact
that Smith is even in the same conversation as the man widely regarded as the greatest batsman in history
is testament to his genius.
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ormer Australia captain
Ricky Ponting believes Tim
Paine’s men were the better
side in the recently-concluded Ashes series against
England which ended in a 22 stalemate.
Australia retained the
Ashes with a comprehensive
185-run victory in the fourth
Test but let slip a golden
chance to win their first Ashes
series in England since 2001 as
they conceded a 135-run loss
in the tour finale at The Oval
on Sunday.
“Australia will look at it as
a series of missed opportunities,”
Ponting
told
cricket.com.au.
“I think they’ve clearly
been the better team. They’ve
clearly played better cricket
throughout the series. They
should have won at
Headingley.”
He also said that the 2-2
result was not a clear reflection of how the series was

played and how the visitors
performed in the five-match
rubber.
Australia were knocked
out of the World Cup in the
semi-finals by eventual champions England and retained
the urn in England for the first
time in 18 years.
Ponting said the efforts of
Paine’s side should be congratulated even though they didn't manage to win the coveted series.
“We shouldn't undersell
how well Australia have
played, and on the back of a
pretty successful World Cup
campaign,” he said.
“The boys have been on
the road for five months.
Making a World Cup semifinal and retaining the Ashes
2-2, it's been a good few
months for Australian cricket.”
Australia will next face Sri
Lanka in the three-match T20I
series at home beginning
October 27.
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Chopra felt if the team decides
to compromise on its wicket-taking ability, then it to score more.
However, he foresees Chahal
making a T20 comeback very soon.
Chahal, at the moment, is only part
of the ODI team while Kuldeep is
part of both the 50-over and Test
squads though not a sure starter in
the eleven.
“Chahal will be back. Rahul
Chahar is more or a bowler and
Washington Sundar’s batting at
number 8 may not be needed anyway,” Chopra added.
Kuldeep and Chahal's inclusion
:d[STT_HPSPeP]SHdieT]SaP2WPWP[RWPcbSdaX]V_aPRcXRTbTbbX^]
CfXccTa has become a talking point just like
finger spinners Ravichandran
vatively if you have that kind of in T20s and there is nothing wrong Ashwin and Ravindra Jadeja, who
depth. That is what England did. in that. Now, they need to start where shown the door in the shortThey changed the template com- showing the intent of scoring 220 er formats following the 2017
Champions Trophy. Jadeja made a
pletely. They focused on batting consistently.
“Batting till 8, 9 and 10 is still comeback but Ashwin couldn’t.
deep as they wanted to score 400 (in
Former India spinner Sunil
ODIs) and they achieved it many ambitious (as you don’t need them
at all in a 20 over game) but if you Joshi, who is now a well-known
times," Chopra told PTI.
“It looks India is wanting to are trying to score 220 it is fine,” he spin coach, welcomed the move to
try out youngsters before cautiontake the same aggressive approach explained.

ing against the confusion the situation might create in the mind of
the spinners.
“I would suggest that Kuldeep
and Chahal should go back to
domestic cricket when they are not
on national duty. Finger spinner or
wrist spinner is not the question
here. It is about having the tactics
to outclass the batsman besides
technique and temperament,” Joshi
told PTI.
“Let’s see how the young spinners do and ample opportunities
should be given to them but at the
same time if Chahal and Kuldeep
are playing only one format it
could disturb their rhythm. White
ball cricket is all about rhythm.
“The conditions will be different in Australia for the T20 World
Cup with the bigger grounds.
Overspin will come in handy. All
the spinners who are in the hunt
should be told about their roles
clearly else it might cause confusion
in their minds,” Joshi added.

